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A

focused effort to solicit community input about a new library building project
was implemented by the Grand Forks Library Board during the week of
November 12th. Marketed as Speak Up for Your Library, the campaign was
intended to obtain feedback from the public based on the project parameters that had
been developed during the course of the Library Board’s planning process. This
included information on people’s preferences for library programming, services and
uses. In addition, one component of the campaign was intended to measure the
public’s opinions on three specific issues:
•
•
•

Level of support for a new library (including current and future usage).
Preferred location of a new library.
Preferred funding option for a new library.

There were four main components to the Speak Up for Your Library campaign. The first
was an on-line feedback process in which people could write comments in a blog,
complete an on-line questionnaire or email comments to the library. The second
component included public forums at which people could address issues important to
them. The third component included accessing media via letters to the editor in the
Grand Forks Herald and/or participation in radio discussions.
The final component of the Speak Up for Your Library campaign was a telephone
survey conducted November 21-23 in which a random sample of 580 Grand Forks
residents was selected to measure public opinion on the specific issues highlighted
above (support, location, funding). The telephone survey is the only component of the
campaign whose results are statistically representative of the larger community. An overview
of the results from the telephone survey is provided in a separate report entitled “Part I:
Community Telephone Survey.”
While the telephone survey was based on strict survey research methodology, the other
components of the Speak Up for Your Library campaign were not. They were intended
to encourage community members to express their opinions on all aspects of the library
project and resulted in hundreds of participants. A brief overview of the results is
presented along with numerous appendices containing actual comments from
participants.
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On-line Questionnaire
The on-line questionnaire was similar to the telephone survey in collecting
demographic data and responses to key questions related to support, location and
funding. However, it was more comprehensive in nature, also asking a variety of
questions about the types of programming and services people would like to see
offered. Note: Participants in the on-line survey were self-selected and the results
cannot be considered representative of the larger population.
Responses to On-line Questionnaire
There were almost 1,300 responses to the on-line questionnaire. Results to items that
were also asked in the telephone survey included:
• 69% of responses were in favor of a new library.
• 55% of responses indicated the “old Leevers grocery store” as their preferred site
(13% did not respond to this question).
o When non-responses were removed from the calculation, 64% of
responses indicated the Leevers site.
• 56% of responses indicated the 32nd Avenue/17th Street location as their
preferred second choice.
• 60% of responses indicated a preference for a half-cent sales tax for six or seven
years as the funding option.
• 52% of responses indicated library use of three or more times in the past three
months.
• 53% of responses indicated that they would use a new library more frequently.
The following table reports the most desired traditional/innovative library services and
amenities in a new library.
Percentage of On-Line Responses Favoring Selected Services and Amenities
Traditional
Innovative
%
%
Amenities
Services
Services
Children’s Programs
Statewide borrowing
Author Events/Book
Disc.
Teen programs and
events
Technology Training

79
76
69
63
63

Downloadable media
Arts /Cultural
experiences
Tech “gadget”
checkout
Children’s museum
features/displays
Media learning
opportunities

77
65
63
61
61

Cozy reading nooks
Quite study rooms
Comfortable gathering
areas
Drive-through pickup/return
Snack bar/coffee shop
Mtg. Rooms –various
sizes

%
76
74
72
69
68
68
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The most popular ideas for partnerships for the new library include the Grand Forks
Schools (79%), UND (76%), senior citizens (57%), the Children’s Science Museum (56%)
and the Historical Society (53%).
Almost everyone (90%) wanted access to computers as a resource available at the new
library, while school resources for educators (62%) and UND resources for educators
(51%) were specific resources were valued by responses to the survey. In addition, 46%
of the responses indicated an interest in having home school education resources
available to the public.
Responses to questions asking what would make people use the library more frequently
or not more frequently are numerous and varied; these responses are included as
Appendices B (use more frequently – p.19) and C (not use more frequently – p.48).
Descriptions of respondents’ vision for the library are included as Appendix D (p.73).

Other Public Input Responses
In addition to the on-line questionnaire, a variety of methods were provided for people
to express their opinions about the new library project. The following list details the
methods and the appendix in which the comments, messages or articles are included:
Appendix E: Speak Up Blog Comments (p.124)
Appendix F: Messages Left at Library Front Desk (p.133)
Appendix G: Email Messages (p.138)
Appendix H: Library and Grand Forks Herald Facebook Pages (p.147)
Appendix I: Grand Forks Herald “Area Voices” (p.153)
Appendix J: Grand Forks Herald Letters to the Editor (p.162)
Appendix K: Comments/Summary from Radio Talk Shows (p.167)
Appendix L: SayAnythingBlog.com Comments (p.174)
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APPENDIX A. On-line Information Collection
1. ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF A NEW LIBRARY IN GRAND FORKS?
N

%

YES

889

69.2%

NO

100

7.8%

32

2.5%

175

13.6%

89

6.9%

1285

100.0%

NO OPINION
Not Sure
DID NOT RESPOND
Total

2. WHICH OPTION DO YOU PREFER FOR THE LOCATION
OF NEW LIBRARY?
N

%

OLD LEEVERS

709

55.2%

32ND AVE S 17TH ST

182

14.2%

NEXT TO PROPOSED WELLNESS CENTER

222

17.3%

DID NOT RESPOND

172

13.4%

1,285

100.0%

Total

3. WHICH OF THESE LOCATIONS WOULD BE YOUR SECOND CHOICE?
N

%

OLD LEEVERS

240

18.7%

32ND AVE S 17TH ST

626

48.7%

NEXT TO PROPOSED WELLNESS CENTER

247

19.2%

DID NOT RESPOND

172

13.4%

1,285

100.0%

Total

4. WHICH METHOD OF FUNDING DO YOU PREFER FOR
THE LIBRARY?
N

%

A HALF CENT SALES TAX FOR 6-7 YEARS

662

51.5%

A ONE CENT SALES TAX FOR 3-4 YEARS

441

34.3%

DID NOT RESPOND

182

14.2%

Total

1,285 100.0%
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5. TIMES HAVE YOU BEEN TO THE LIBRARY IN PAST THREE MONTHS
N

%

Never

283

22%

Once or twice

341

27%

3-6 times

384

30%

7 or more

277

22%

1,285
100.0%
Total
6. WITH A NEW LIBRARY, HOW OFTEN WOULD YOU USE IT?
N
MORE OFTEN

679

53%

42

3%

564

44%

1,285

100.0%

LESS OFTEN
ABOUT THE SAME
Total

%

7. Which, if any, of the following organizations would you like the
library to explore for programming partnerships?
N

%

UND

843

76%

Grand Forks schools

875

79%

Daycare providers

510

46%

Senior citizens

637

57%

Children's Science Museum

620

56%

Northlands Rescue Mission

319

29%

Nursing homes

447

40%

Job Services

348

31%

Red River Valley Community Action

281

25%

Grand Forks Park District

488

44%

Grand Forks Public Health

459

41%

Area healthcare providers

319

29%

Local theatre groups

461

41%

Historical Society

586

53%

Workforce Training Center

261

23%

YMCA

348

31%

North Valley Arts Council

496
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8. Please indicate which of the following resources you would like to
have available at a new library (check as many as you like):
N
Access to computers

%

1,042

90%

School resources for educators

710

62%

UND resources for educators

583

51%

Home school education resources

532

46%

Other

100

9%

12. What is your highest level of education?
N
High school or less

%
48

4%

Some post-secondary education

149

13%

Two-year college graduate

102

9%

Four-year college degree

337

30%

More than a four-year college degree

470

42%

1,106

100.0%

Total

13. Do you own or rent your place of residence?
N

%

Own

856

78%

Rent

245

22%

Total

1,101

100.0%

14. Do you have children living with you under the age of 12?
N

%

YES

341

31%

NO

751

69%

1,092

100.0%

Total

15. Do you have children living with you who are age 12-18?
N

%

YES

243

22%

NO

850

78%

Total

100.0%
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16. In which Grand Forks ward do you currently reside?
N

%

Ward 1

101

9%

Ward 2

95

9%

Ward 3

115

10%

Ward 4

182

17%

Ward 5

166

15%

Ward 6

154

14%

Ward 7

145

13%

Not a resident of the City of Grand Forks, but a resident of
Grand Forks County

77

7%

Living outside Grand Forks County

68

6%

1,103

100.0%

Total

17. What is your approximate annual household income?
N

%

Under $30,000

145

13%

$30,000-$49,999

167

15%

$50,000-$100,000

432

39%

more than $100,000

222

20%

Don't know/ Refused

143

13%

1,109

100.0%

Total
18. Gender
N

%

Male

345

31%

Female

751

69%

1,096

100.0%

Total
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19. Please indicate which of the following amenities you would like to
have available at a new library (check as many as you like):
N

%

Cozy nooks for reading

882

76%

Quiet study rooms

855

74%

Comfortable gathering/conversation areas

831

72%

Drive-through material pick-up and/or return

794

69%

Snack bar/coffee shop

787

68%

Meeting rooms of various sizes

780

68%

Reading tables

702

61%

Reading area with fireplace

688

60%

Small theater for author events, film showings, etc.

599

52%

Interactive television/ teleconferencing capabilities

476

41%

Multimedia production facilities

416

36%

Workforce training space

227

20%

Job interview space

163

14%

Other (see below)

112

10%

“Other” comments:
1. plenty of power wheel chair access everywhere.
2. I dont need a frat house
3. Friends of the Library Bookstore
4. I would also recommend including a nursing room for breastfeeding mothers.
Such women often have older children who would like to visit the library but
may not do so because they have no place to feed their baby.
5. Everything except the snack bar and reading tables is either completely unneeded or belongs at the presently useless and mis-managed Civic Center
6. user friendly
7. None. All of these amenities are available at other public and private facilities in
our community.
8. Parking
9. Bright and Cheerful space for children
10. children's toy area
11. small auditorium for intimate concerts
12. Children's play area like the ship that is already at the library.
13. Wireless connections
14. Lots of electrical outlets for my laptop
15. wireless access for own laptop?
16. space to plug in laptops
17. starbucks? maybe not. I would go broke
18. Many of the above would be good for updating our library but I wouldn't
necessarily take advantage of them.
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19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

30.
31.
32.

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

quiet study areas
separate space for children
reading area in a quite "meditation" room
na
I am opposed to a new library
practical
None of the above. Again, they are mostly being provided.
At the present location
vending machines would be adequate
universal design & accessibility for Multi-media elements
I'm not huge on the snack bar/coffee shop aspect. I feel that would take business
from the already scarce other coffee shops. And I want to still be able to bring
my own hot chocolate in the winter and water bottle in the summer.
Keep it simple. Let's read.
AV viewing stations
Lots of activities available for children (games, puzzles) and more things like the
pirate ship and slide so young children can be active and get moving during
those long winter months!
tickets to access musuems
None
Bike racks, late hours
Employment specialist(resume editors)
sounds like BARNES AND NOBLE IN FARGO
wireless connection
fireplace should be gas, allergic to smoke
Lots of south-facing windows for access to sunlight during the winter
Well, with these other amenities, maybe a new library wouldn't be so bad after
all, but at what cost to us taxpayers?
Ancestry
museum displays
ideas like a workforce training space seem beyond the library's core mission.
However, if it was done in partnership w/ some other entity it might make
sense. Still, I worry about duplication of services... doesn't Job Service offer that?
Focus on lower property taxes instead
none
childrens interactive play area
self check out, space to view videos & listen to music
room with door for nursing mothers,crying babies,play area
daycare space while browsing or attending events
WHAT WE HAVE IS FINE!!!!!
Powerchair accessible !!!!!!
child play area
Bookmobile to go to neighborhoods
An extensive video and audio section in the library.
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56. Plenty of room for studying, I know this was already an option, but I think it is
very important because it has a lot of potential draw, especially if students are
drawn for the purpose of studying somehow
57. none of the above
58. Storytime Room
59. up to date computers
60. non
61. family computer rooms
62. Gfit shop
63. none
64. webcam
65. privacy screens for internet
66. artwise on display; different arts displays
67. outdoor terrace or patio
68. Definate Snack bar and coffee shop!
69. none of the above
70. SAME
71. Testing site
72. None
73. I dont want a new library...the old one refurbished will be just fine
74. We don't need a new library
75. This sounds GREAT!
76. Local History room
77. more places for children
78. The movie theatre is a great idea.
79. Kid's areas
80. open later in the evening- why ot 24 hours
81. genealogy groups for discussions, etc.
82. Media carrolls where people can listen to music for free without taking it home,
sound proof music booths.
83. With some of the amenities being pitched, it would not be unreasonable to ask
for a rental fee
84. Don't want a new library.
85. no new library
86. A swimming pool
87. NONE NEEDED
88. more comics
89. NO ADDITIONAL SALES TAX!
90. children's play area
91. Child play area
92. open multiuse space for programming
93. None
94. none
95. n/a
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20. Please indicate which of the following traditional library services you
would like to have available at a new library:
N

%

Children's programs

923

79%

Ability to borrow books from throughout the
state

884

76%

Author events and book discussions

798

69%

Teen programs and events

743

64%

Technology training

737

63%

Senior citizen programs and events

735

63%

Continuing education classes

714

61%

Programs and events for new Americans

562

48%

Other (see below)

161

14%

“Other” comments:
1. community meeting space
2. why change anything
3. Book clubs and training on what services the library provides and how to get the
most out of these services.
4. coffee bar; expansive views; nice seating
5. web comptuers
6. movies
7. All the rest of that crap can happen at the currently useless and grossly
expensive Civic Center; or at local schools.
8. In my opinion none of the items listed are "traditional library services." I see no
reason for a library to make available any of the listed items as those are not the
purpose of a library.
9. more books, more DVDs
10. dvd checkout
11. branch locations; remote book drops
12. *the above selections are what I think should be available at the library, whether
new or not.
13. on-line reservations
14. Delivery of materials
15. Genealogy room
16. book clubs
17. Reference services
18. Coffee bar
19. Ability to put a hold on books available rather than having to go to the library
and hope someone hasn't checked it out.
20. Books on CD and tapes by Christian authors.
21. traditional book borrow (books in the library)
22. Discussions about community issues
11

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

meeting space for the community
writing classes, book groups
Technology training should be limited to the use of "in-house" services.
I am opposed to the library
coffee shop bonding
esl courses and study times run by volunteers
general library facilities
Whatever we can dream
Cultural Awareness
programs in our schools
None of the above. They are already being done at other venues throughout
town. It would just be a repeat of the same activity. A waste of time, space and
money. The adult learning Center and UND provide most of these already.
Readers Theater
At the present location
Technology availability
Book clubs for adults
i love author events
Art exhibits, demonstrations
book studies
reference staffer to help citizens check out catalog for desired material
book clubs
how about room for 'adult education classes' ??
book clubs for a variety of interests
unlimited!
You speak of programs for senior citizens and children, but what about everyone
else? I want to take part in a fun event/class for a hobby, not because I need it.
Spend money on these and not the fancy building.
Independent film study
College student events!
Special Interest Book Clubs
Magazines
Summer reading for k-11
meeting rooms
book sharing
book clubs
coffee bar
How to start writing a book or publishing service
Various media lending programs thorughout a national network
community events like art shows
internet
But in my opinion, these services can be offered at our current library
geniealogy groups research
Artist exihibitions
access to research
Ancestry
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66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.

small town newspapers
Research skills and self learning tools
public mtng space
Focus on lowering property taxes instead
performances, movie showings, adult programs, performing arts presentations,
etc.
none
Meeting place for families with small children ..in other cities i have been to there
are wooden train tables and puppets and activities kids can borrow on site and
then they can play although they are not directly reading they are around books
and learning. Also, movies for children and discussions.
art display area
kids art or music classes
research assistance; Media (DVDs, audiobooks, music)
Access to other media & materials along with books
encourage more reading and learning for all ages
book discussions
Work with UND Law School to have free tax prep help for the poor
writing group
Meeting rooms available for community use
SAME AS YOU HAVE
art displays
A coffee shop doesn't interest me in the least, but judging from the success of the
campus bookstore coffee shop, it would probably be a good addition.
ebooks
hold meetings at the library
Post-teen programs, you know fun for adults and young adults
non-quiet lounge area
adult groups! under-served in this area
up to date computers
Book clubs
none
Book club meeting spaces
none
Music and movies
Meeting room space
inter library loan from out of state also
Longer hours
mm
electronic books (Kindle)
borrow ebooks for adults
meeting space
none
SAME
Testing site
video check out
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107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.

127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.

Music events and more music related materials
No Interest
All of the above can be conducted in buildings already in place.
do not talk about a new library... the old library can do all these
check-out books
just plain old reading areas
movies/crafts
Community Meeting Rooms
book trade
We don't need a new library
see comments in the last question
Internet access (high speed)
Meeting rooms available for public groups to reserve
none of the above
Genealogy research.
All sound great!
computer access.
Literacy classes, resume building, job finidng, community involvement center,
mentoring programs, scrabble club, music center, media centers
Cultural events
Programs should pass on knowledge, not compete with other venues (arcades,
movie theaters, PC cafes, etc.) that exist to prevent boredom and contribute little
to mind development
more copies of popular books, i always have to wait for a copy
public computer labs with current technology
DVD & Audio Book Rental
none
Don't want a new library.
no new library
A keg of Budwiser
NONE NEEDED- LOWER MY TAXES INSTEAD
group meeting opportunities
more geneaology records
adult programs and events
Activities like scrapbooking.
emphasize parents coming with youth to programs
Coffee shop with food
None
none
Any of these services could be available at existing library
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21. Please indicate which of the following innovative library services you
would like to have available at a new library:
N

%

Downloadable books/media

892

77%

Arts and cultural experiences

759

65%

Tech gadget checkout (Nook, Kindle, iPod, NetBook, etc)

738

63%

Children's museum features/displays

719

62%

Media learning opportunities

707

61%

Books-by-Mail program

586

50%

Showing of independent and foreign films

496

43%

Book delivery

465

40%

National issues discussions

407

35%

Video gaming events

260

22%

Other (see below)

129

11%

“Other” comments:
1. coffee bar,
2. place for Art and Democracy Series to be held
3. none of the above
4. Adult Storytime
5. cafe area
6. NONE of this crap except delivery of books via mail/ups/etc.
7. Tax help
8. None of the items listed are library services. They can all be done privately or at
other public and private entities.
9. drive thru
10. a drop off location to return your books at Target or Hugos or somewhere other
than the library.
11. receptions, weddings
12. science and engineering activities for kids - we're way behind on science in this
country
13. Children's concert series and music center
14. When returning books make it so no one can grab the book just returned and
take it. When I have to return something I do and don't want to be penalized
when someone else takes it.
15. *the above selections are what I think should be available at the library, whether
new or not.
16. Lectures and Symposiums
17. Community room for press conferences
18. none of these interest me
19. coffee shop
20. i love all the ideas. especially the national issues discussions
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21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

Coffee bar
Being able to check a book out and pick it up at either location
The above are probably good but I wouldn't take advantage of them.
Book pick up and check out at another location besides the main buildingabillity to check out video games
Local issues discussions
local issues discussions
I am opposed to a new library
make sure you cater to seniors and children and all audiences
none of these. they are offered in the community already!
drive thru for drop off
CD's by Mail
At the present location
Book clubs, community meeting rooms, celebration rooms, tween and teen area
coffee shop
There are other venues for these activities.
this all sounds amazing!
coffee shop, drive through pick up books on hold
I don't personally need book delivery, but this might make the library more
accessible to people who are unable to drive
book clubs
I think these all sound very exciting and fun!
authro visits
Books by Genre
None
Book delivery to elderly or shut-ins would be a nice option for that population.
Coffee shop
Atmospher for public speaking events
community meetings, voting etc.
But in my opinion, these services can be offered at our current library
Ancestry
coffee shop?
books by mail if the library is too far away
Meeting space; coffee shop/seating space; wireless internet.
community partnerships w/ Northland Tech, Dakota Science, Refugee
Resettlement, etc
Focus on lower Property Taxes Instead
community meetings, discussions with local politicians etc.
none
job support
availability as a social venue for weddings & other celebrations
Scanners to prevent Theft
Coffee Bar ! Expresso !!
No comment
none
Bookmobile to travel to neighbors
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65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.

95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.

"Cozy" reading setups
drive by pick up and drop off
book clubs and their successors
Cafe with wifi
I think the video gaming events counterproductive of what a library tries to
promote
Cafe
non of these
up to date computers
none
coffee shop
knitting club;craft clubs
books for sale area
depending on location a van to deliver books to other areas of city
SAME
new author book releases and signings
Ticket Kiosk for local non-profit performing arts
No Interest
I can already get all of these things at home and most for free.
the old library can do these as well
bookmobile
Coffee shop
good selection of reading material
Handcrafts instruction - knitting, etc.
drop off places for books other than the library itself
we don't need a new library
Film fesitvals
books on tape
ability to communicate w/ refence librarians using email
Soundproof booths for music practice, composition, and play. Video equipment
usage and training
Offerings should avoid loaning expensive items (Kindles, etc.) that will result in
deficit operation with the loss or damage to just a few items. There would be
nothing wrong with asking members/families for a small annual fee ($5 to $10)
to cover wear and tear on some of the high price consumables that are being
pitched.
Video gaming? Seriously?
Don't want a new library.
no new library
A Buffet
HOW ABOUT LOWER TAXES INSTEAD??
comic talk
access to genwaolofy records for Europe and USA
N/A
drive up service
Love them all!
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105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.

stem ed. activities
phone notification of books on hold
None
none
dvd's
Any of these services could be available at existing library
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APPENDIX B. What would be a reason for you to use the library more frequently?
1. more services and books available
2. New location and updated facilities
3. access, I can go down the isles myself, I am in a wheel chair, so use the library via
the computer and help desk now.
4. more resources
5. If it is closer to where I live, I know we would visit more.
6. internet and dvd's
7. movies
8. new facility, easier access
9. If I had more time to read to check out books.
10. Computer usage
11. is it were in a downtown location
12. newer books and better selection or books and dvds
13. Bring the kids and check out some books
14. I wouldnt if it were moved
15. more appealing
16. Book Clubs, Craft Meetings (crochet, knitting, needlework),
17. Better parking, better location, reading/meeting rooms
18. more hands on activities for children, coffee shop
19. look for movies and do geneology research
20. updated facility
21. More comfortable seating and cleaner-feeling
22. offer more services
23. convience, better areas for computer use, reading areas.
24. since I go there 3 or more times a week, I'm not sure I COULD use it more
frequently... but I would love a cozier atmosphere for sitting and reading rather
than getting what I needed and leaving.
25. More technology, better parking, more books, larger lounge area to read, expanded
hours
26. There would be more services added - different programs that I could attend.
27. study space, community classes on technology, wireless internet, easy access to
search historic documents
28. Better facilities which are accessible to all, better (increased) resources such as hardto-find and rare books, and cutting edge technological services to better serve all.
29. Use of computer and classes.
30. To have alone time without kids and read
31. Location- being updated
32. books, movies, art checkout
33. More pleasant environment
34. coffee shop atmosphere
35. I would use the library more frequently if the children's section was expanded with
more things for the kids to do (more learning activities like puzzles, music stations,
etc.). The library already has some of these things, but I would love to see even
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more as there is very little for preschool-aged children to do in Grand Forks during
the long winter. I would love to have my kids spend more time at the library. I
would also use the library more frequently myself if it had more comfortable
seating for reading a book. I would also love it if the library had a small coffee bar.
If so, I would absolutely go to the library over a regular coffee house.
a more convenient location
Depends on the location as to whether I would use it more, less or the same.
I would like the new facility with (hopefully) better parking, wireless Internet, and
expanded programs
I probably cannot use it more frequently than I do now. I use it as frequently as I am
able.
More space for reading and research
perhaps a coffee bar, nice seating & ambiance; also more audiobooks
I don't know
If it were easily accessible, had more parking (the lot's full at times so I just leave),
and had better seating.
If I lived in the city of Grand Forks.
If my toddler wanted to go more often
interesting programming
more space for children's programming
A nicer, more modern atmosphere
N/A
Better selection of novels (sci fi and lit). Better selection of audio books.
If it was closer
It's location
Cleaner appearance. The library looks like it did when I was a little girl.
There is no reason for me to use the library.
Easier parking/easier to manuver around the library
Use new technology, expose kids to activities and technology
better lighting, a location farther north and closer to the center of the town, better
parking, more books, more DVDs, an improved web page
not as crowded, newer carpet and furniture, not as echoey, more computers, larger
DVD area, quiet places to read, windows that allow the sun to come in, a much
larger bigger print section, reference area seperate from mainstream
location
convenient location-centrally located and easily visible
Increase in children's programing
more books and matertials available
A more pleasant surrounding and better organized
A more comfortable space with access to more activities.
as long as the collection continues to be good and the staff friendly, we'll be there
Programs I was interested in, larger collection.
We go every Saturday morning without fail, so are on a regular schedule.
If it's at thae Leever's location, it would be much more accessible for me.
Extra activities/events/workshops they would do with all their new space
More resources available
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71. I would take advantage of the greater selection and better reseach services
72. If it had better parking and better learning centers for children
73. If it had better hours, for example, stayed open until 10 or 11pm, and was open
before 1pm on Sunday or later on Sunday evening.
74. Children's activities. I have 2 small children and having a place for them to get out
of the house in the winter is important.
75. Ease of access
76. good connections with the New York Stock Exchange
77. meet with other community members
78. More resources for historic Grand Forks research.
79. Hopefully location
80. Easier access
81. It is an issue of time. If I had more time I would use the library more frequently. Or
if there were more events there that appealed to me. Currently I own dozens of
books that I haven't read yet, so there is not reason to go check out more. I am
interested in community events like The Big Read that involve discussions on books
and other media.
82. extend hours into the evening on friday and weekends
83. wider range of books or dvds, book clubs, more pleasant environment
84. more pleasant surroundings
85. possible location
86. I like renting music and movies from the library. It is also a very positive,
community-focused atmosphere.
87. Larger selection of books
88. Increased availabilty and collection of books
89. More program opportunities
90. More books, more movies, more music, more time to use Ancestry.com.
91. quiet place to sit and read
92. More community events (authors doing readings), more non fiction books, more
music CDs
93. More ietms available, updated facilities, BETTER location
94. More parking, brighter
95. more activities
96. more gathering rooms/places
97. updated technology
98. I would spend more time if it was more desirable - brighter, outside light, places to
sit and read, wi-fi
99. Better layout
100. I will love a library that is warm and inviting with a coffee shop and comfortable
sofas and chairs in nooks.
101. I would hope I could get on computer to access Ancestory.com & be able to stay on
long enough to do the research I need to do.
102. More space in library, better parking availability.
103. Nicer place to stay awhile and read.
104. A bigger selection of large print books.
105. If it were centrally located.
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more scheduled young kids programs, coffee on site
More library resources
More Sitting Space.
Because I feel things would be more updated, and I heard that they would be
offering a few classes on computers among maybe other things
My sons school projects!
down load e books
More books, CD's, Movies available....Movies more easy to look at
programs
on-line resources, e-books,
better selection and atmosphere
More technology
Updated facility
variety of books
I would use the library more frequently if it had an even larger book selection.
More modern, more light, similar to Fargo Library
More relaxing atmosphere
new technology
If it were in a better location
If I could reserve a book on-line thatis available and come pick it up.
Learning for school
I would like more children's activities.
if the location is more accessible
Better access by having a better location.
school work, resources
If it offered more and more updated material and more books on CD.
If it were more updated, I would be more likely to go there to study.
Better organized dvd and music section.
I used to visit the library more. It is usually crowded when I go now.
more kids programs
Easier access to children's resources
more services such as classes or special displays. I would also come to book clubs
when I am no longer working or meet with the watercolor group.
The amount I use the library depends on how fast I read. For families with small
children and the youth of the community, it may be used more frequently if the
building was gear toward children and teens.
research, children's story section
Hopefully a larger selection of resources and resources
Close proximity to the north end. The beauty of a new library.
better lighting and quiet rooms for reading/studying
As long as they keep their current selection of dvds and music and expand on the
digital downloads through overdrive
Textbooks, location, and reading for fun.
Don't know that I would, but other family members are using and would use more
frequently.
showings of classic movies (instead of a book club, movie club)
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not sure
Meeting rooms, increased collections, workshops held in learning spaces
more open design, more selections, a place easier to get to
New and updated.
more new titles available
A more current facility
availability of DVDs, audio books
meeting rooms
better location hopefully
Location is the primary reason that we frequent the library so often. It is close to
our work, home, & daycare.
I would use the library if it were more convenient for me to access, had more
computers, and was an attractive facility. A coffeeshop would also entice me.
possibly a bigger selection in movies
Unknown
Browse and read if designed like Barnes & Noble
more room
Clearer set up
If it had interesting and inviting places for grade school children
Offered more children preschool age activies, offered a selection of more recently
released DVD's both for children & adults
More comfortable atmosphere, possible better location
MORE SPACE - BETTER COMPUTER ACCESS
larger collection, more up to date, better and easier access to wider range of ILL
books
Convenient access - and a better understanding of the amenities, benefits and
programs available.
Information
Check out books.
closer to my home
More area available to study. Not as cramped
If there was things going on for a four year old
more features
I do not use the library.
If it's easier to get to; that is, more centrally located so I could either walk or the bus
goes right by it, such as the Leever's location.
location on south end, newer resources, better programs
It would depend on the location, and "user-friendliness" of the library.
More free time for reading
More new titles available
book clubs
internet access, coffee shop, patio, new resources
more variety of offerings
better parking
e-books, nicer building, bigger children's area
close to my home or work
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MORE ELECTRONIC MEDIA
expanded hours
easier access
Better parking.
current library is outdated and crowded and does not provide a great experience
Newer books
lots of great things to do for myslef and my children
I don't know.
check out resources
convenience, location, technology
I have recently returned to graduate school, and I find that the library has excellent
resources and free parking, which places it above the Chester Fritz in my book.
children's area
A fresher, brighter atmosphere would bring me into the library more frequently.
It's location
Look for books and books on CD
community events or classes
easier access to information. more room.
Better parking
More interest in books on tape
None. I can use the internet for everything I need.
hopefully it will be more up to date with technology and education standards
Personal reasons - like more time
longer hours
Reading for pleasure.
updated technology, more parking, newer space--wanting to check it out
Likely to be more of a selection in the new library
Desirable environment to read or do research
More things for kids.
Technology, books on CD, magazines
open more hours, more new items (books/media), better computer access,
friendlier staff
easier to navigate, more up to date
If my own computer did not work anymore.
finding a parking spot, better aesthetics
Location, hopefully with more room comes more variety
Closer to my place or work and residence
Updated features, kids would be more interested in going, better areas to sit and
read within library
More convenient location
more amenities, atmosphere-specifically for children
my kids
more space, updated facility
No reason, I only use it to take out books & tapes
New facility and location
hopefully expanded services
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229. Expanded services
230. More computer access and magazine selection. I would also like to see a lot more
space made available for studying and research. Perhaps adding more windows for
natural light.
231. wider selection of dvd rentals
232. To stay informed about current events.
233. better selection
234. Coming to more events that are at a time that is convenient for me.
235. children's space and wi fi for adults with own laptops
236. Books are expensive, so being able to check them out is a nice thing.
237. better facility
238. An updated, relaxing, comfortable atmosphere would be a nice option for spending
time and reading.
239. no reason
240. new releases
241. More resources, more computers, more space to "lounge around" and read
242. if there were better facilities, places for reading, looking for books, i would spend
more time there
243. I'm hoping the new library will offer more welcoming spaces to stay and read.
244. genealogy research
245. If there were more information/resourced available.
246. My toddlers are gettting older - resources for classroom use
247. Relaxing social gathering place. I like the idea of a coffee bar.
248. I like to go to read magazines and a nice reading area would be attractive. We also
use meeting rooms for meetings.
249. children's books
250. Having newer books to read. I love to read but to wait for the library to get a copy
would take forever so I end up having to buy the book.
251. accessing new books for students to read
252. more parking,more room
253. none
254. programs for my preschool grandson but not during the day (M-F)
255. Would be easier to find books
256. I would use the Grand Forks Public Library more frequently if it had a more user
friendly website.
257. More time.
258. Programming similar to the book study series being offered currently, authors and
speakers, exhibits, wider range of audio, video, and other new media,
259. Pick up new books or books on cd for travel
260. Room to sit and study new books; private viewing space to watch VDs and DVDS
261. more updates on the facility, better technology I'm assuming, expansion of updated
resources.
262. I am close to retirement so I hope to do more reading in the future.
263. children's programing, events, specific titles
264. Free internet use.
265. not at this time
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266. To find out about new resources and pass the information on to students in my
elementary school.
267. To check out books
268. I would probably use it about the same.
269. More resources
270. Different media available for rent like the Nook.
271. more computers, rooms for classes, rooms for meetings, rooms for gathering place,
cozy reading areas, television rooms,
272. more parking
273. if it has more to chose from
274. reading, bring grandchildren
275. It's a place where my children and I can go together to read and discuss books. I
like that it's a family friendly place for us to go together.
276. free wi-fi withareas to set-up with laptop
277. activities for kids and adults as well as better hours
278. If there were resources I needed - new book to read, movie to watch etc.
279. Greater capabilities, more and efficient services.
280. More media available and a better area for kids
281. space and location
282. I love to read and if I had more time I would use it to check out books for pleasure
reading
283. Increased and updated collection
284. I would like a story hour with arts and crafts like in East Grand Forks
285. More up to date and hopfully closer to home
286. new technology, more accessability, comfortable study place, a coffee shop in the
library would be very cool
287. If I was constantly doing research projects for school, then I would use it more
frequently.
288. the excitement of it all
289. If it was relocated to the Leevers site - close to home. Also, if it was freshened up it looks rather dingy...
290. A newer, more inviting facility would motivate me to use the library more because I
want to use the library now, but don't feel comfortable/clean using any of the
comfy chairs/etc. to curl up in to read, for example.
291. I think I would use it the same amount no matter what.
292. More technology, pleasant atmosphere, hopefully better more reading choices,
coffee shop?
293. Possibly a larger selection of new Christian fiction. I already go in streaks where I
will be there constantly for several months, then go for awhile with rarely making it
there, then repeat the cycle.
294. check out books
295. everything
296. Studying for classes in a COMFY and quiet area!
297. More spacious. resources are easier to find.
298. better environment - coffee shop
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299. more notification on the topic of storytime that interests my son and more than once
a week
300. It's not a very pleasant place to be. Parking is difficult, and there's not much seating.
301. bigger selection, convienent location, family events
302. More selection of best seller books
303. Sounds like it may be closer to my end of town.
304. Enhanced meeting rooms, coffee/snack bar, improved aesthetics
305. newer facility and anticipating more comfortable seating and cozy places to read in
quiet. Updated technology aspects.
306. If it was conveniently located near downtown.
307. more appealing
308. remodeled area
309. coffee shop to browse books. similar to large bookstore which GF does not have.
310. Better selcetion for young adult books.
311. more resources available
312. The updated atmosphere
313. None - I visit almost weekly
314. It seems like it would be very welcoming.
315. I am there at least 2 times a week now.
316. Borrow resources
317. I would want to become familiar with the new facility and available resources.
318. It would be nice to see Grand Forks Public Library have more story hour/craft
times available in the evening hours to accommodate working families.
319. Updated 21st century technology
320. teach my 3 year old about lending, trade out books because he is a big reader, rent
videos
321. Atmosphere - coffee shop - fun children's section - comfortable seating - location
322. New style, more interesting to be there.
323. more accessible
324. more movie availability
325. New building would be easier for access all that is now available and all that will be
available.
326. resources, on-line information
327. more resources
328. more current books
329. Check out CDs and access Overdrive on-line books
330. Better parking, more appealing environment
331. Newer books
332. brighter fresh look inside and out
333. Location
334. As a place to "sit" and read -- perhaps in a periodicals room? It may be closer to my
home or work as well.
335. More seating area available for quiet study/reading
336. choice of books, DVDs, etc.
337. more parking, closer to north end
338. Me reading faster.
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339. A larger collection
340. More services
341. The library is so dark now, i feel like if it was brighter I would enjoy stopping by
more often and staying longer
342. central location/adequate parking/availability of e-books
343. i will get acustomed to useing it
344. closer to it
345. larger selection of resources to use for homework
346. To check out books
347. If it was closer to my home
348. closer
349. Perhaps they will have more books in store without having to be on a list or have a
book sent on lend to you.
350. Larger, more modern, a meeting place not just for checking out books
351. a bigger and larger one and a better location
352. A more cozy, inviting atmosphere, a coffee shop!, a more well organized children's
section
353. If it was closer to my house (near Washington and Demers)
354. more programs
355. the bookstore in town is closing
356. It will be more spacious, and offer easier ways to find the type of books I like to
read if it is done by Genre, and offer a more selection of stuff to do.
357. More DVDs avaliable to rent
358. Initially, to check it out and then depending on if there are 'reading areas' to sit and
relax and read in, I might come more often.
359. I would love to use it more to bring my kids in and read books.
360. activities for my daughter and in the summer since I am a teacher.
361. They would probably have more books so there would be more things for me to
read.
362. finding a parking spot
363. Check out new books
364. I will have more time and plan to use the library more. Any of the discussed
locations would be better for me.
365. Public meetings or workshops
366. research
367. e-books is a great addition to the library
368. Updates
369. check out books, use for school
370. Location/hours.
371. more inviting space to read and browse through the resources
372. More books available electronically!
373. If the library was located near the new fitness facility it would be a nice location,
and I could make one stop for both my workout and library needs.
374. increased book selection
375. expanded selection of Playaways
376. Children's books
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377. If it was closer to the center of Grand Forks and had more resources
378. A fun enviroment for my children to hang out and read books
379. More space to move around and better lighting in the stacks. Some way to access
the lower 2 shelves of the stacks for those of us with mobilty impairments such as
bad backs.
380. I would use the library more if it provided a quiet and comfortable place to study.
381. the location to me.
382. More modern technology, community centered atmosphere, programs for younger
children.
383. easy access
384. I check out books on CD. I would like to start bringing my granddaughter there to
look at/check out books - and possibly attend special reading events with her.
385. I use it a lot already.
386. I have kids that enjoy going to the library.
387. library talks/speakers; more parking; books for my iPad
388. To check out multiple copies.
389. more books and updated resources
390. I now work at an elementary school so I like to come in for books and videos.
391. For updated resources and the neat activities for children
392. More space. More quiet reading areas.
393. If there were more dedicated study spaces and graphic novels.
394. Resources and an environment to learn in quiet
395. Internet services, somewhere to do work or read quietly
396. more audio books
397. Atmosphere. A more pleasing place to go and spend time.
398. pleasure reading material
399. A more centralized location and longer hours in the evening.
400. checking out novels and non-fiction biographies
401. greater access to books and research (hopefully) with enhanced computers and
related data services
402. More activities such as classes or book clubs that would be of interest to me.
403. 4 and 6 year old children are avid fans - increase children's activities and
programming
404. Easier parking, I have a baby and there is never any parking in the current lot.
Location, more current texts, more places in the library to enjoy being in the library,
better lighting. I could go on and on.
405. depending on location, I think I would use it more because I would hope that the
new releases would be out sooner
406. more access to internet, larger eisle better acess to stacks,
407. books
408. The new Library would have even more great books to check out.
409. A larger space and updates would make it more user friendly.
410. better facility -- not so sad and outdated
411. I do not use it now because it is such a depressing facility...I would use it more
frequently if it were an inviting, comfortable building. I would take part in events
and activities if they were offered‚Äîbook clubs, presentations, demonstrations, all
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sorts of "learning" opportunities. I would absolutely use a "coffee/snack" bar with
comfortable seating. The list goes on...but the building simply MUST be more
inviting and more of a destination facility, conducive to all the things I'd like to do
in a library.
More parking, hopefully a more convenient location. Better atmosphere.
cqn't think of one everything is going electronic
a place to study and look up references for research
Location-centrally located, resources-geneology, resources to share with students
It's a pleasant getaway to read and relax
location
more resources for me as a middle school teacher
More selections of book titles
not sure
Better access to the adult fiction area. It is hard to see the top and the bottom of the
stacks because they are so close together.
adult activities like classes or movie or play
if it were closer to northend and had programs, etc. that would interest my grand
kids
Better selection
Better location, better book selection
More reading areas, more comfortable atmosphere
I would assume you'd update and have a bigger selection of material
Increased book and movie selection
Accessibility
More space, More Books, More DVDS, Wi-Fi, More Parking,better programs for
middle school kids
If it had a coffee shop I would definitely spend more time there reading books and
magizines
I think I use it as often as I need a book or do some research
newer and more friendly facility
electronic media, technology, meetings
more ebooks, new releases
reading resources
I enjoy reading & you would possibly have more room for books that I now have
you order
Newer computers / technology / faster internet, bigger selection / more variety of
everything
expanded film library
faster access to information i want
Better parking, cleaner atmosphere.. more choices.. also if I could sip on a cuppa
coffee, I'd browse more...
if I had more time
I would like to do family genealogy research.
increased art-related resources, such as new magazines, books, dvds
more selection of books/books on cd/dvds
More activities for kids so the groups don't get so large
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DAUGHTER STARTING SCHOOL. ALSO AMA A BOOK JUNKIE
If there were more audio books on cd
More Fiction books
my son is starting to read and I would be able to get him books at the library
More resources, nicer environment, more convenient location
I think that it would be easier to find what I want if there was more space.
closer to my home
I like the idea of a coffee bar and more magazines and books
more computers
If they had more room, there would be more books available to check out. Many
times I can't find the book I am looking for.
Creature comforts: Coffee, comfortable seating, more outlets for laptops,
convenience (being close to wellness center would be great)
I would be bringing my grandchildren there to pick out books.
updated parking
more family friendly
Use of computers and quite time
Increased seating and better natural lighting
Better visability and more new items
check out books, research, new material
Quiet areas for homework, lighter aisles for easier access, a relaxed, clean
atmosphere
newer
new and better atmoshpere
diversity of services, better atmosphere, coffee service, comfort, more learning types
of opportunities, location
larger selection of resources, more comfortable surroundings
educational and fun
Handier location, better parking, more inviting environment
I would hope the new library has a more pleasant environment: more areas to read,
newer titles, more books, relaxing atmosphere, coffee would be nice, would love a
Barnes and Noble feel without paying $20.00 per book
Taking the computer classes that are being offered , & to use the computers, to
check out books, taking books, movies, & to bring my grandkids here.
Better seating, more choices
Bigger location with more user friendly features.
take out DVD's more often
More free time to actually read for pleasure
new movies and books
safer neighborhood
More activities that interest my family
looking for hard to find books, or series books
north end better location
location of it
community events
novels, dvd's, research
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community book clubs
a better section for children
if it was closer and in the north end
Location -- if it were more accessible -- at the old Leevers
hopefully better set up for areas of quiet space and study.
location
Meeting spaces for groups I am active in; if there were a coffee shop in the library so
I could come get coffee, use wireless internet, work; as my 2 year old gets older my
usage may increase.
would depend on what amenities are there; currently I use it for audio books, cd's,
and book checkout
None
A better atmosphere would entice me to work from there more often (I work from a
home office, so I have flexibility).
Assuming it is nearer the downtown, it would be much nearer and easily accessible.
I would like to access technical books about computers and house building, as well
as pleasure reading and magazines and newspapers.
Wouldnt
More community events, having my computer die
location
deciding to take time to read more frequently, or specific book for interest
Books
Children's books, audiobooks, Norwegian books, movies
Convenience of hours
nicer environment, more resources, better meeting space
Better location.
more titles
better atmosphere, more activities available
I wouldn't
do more reading
Children's activities events
none
More parking, more meeting rooms for small groups, add a coffee shop and more
comfy chairs
I would find the atmosphere conducive to study, relaxing and even socializing.
don't know
more accessible location, more parking
Easier to browse book stacks. The current layout does not have enough space for
people to move around and it is impossible for those using wheelchairs to access
the collection.
possible meeting rooms, coffee with a friend, better "sit and read" area
More fun areas for children, improved ambiance for browsing books
If it were at the Leevers area, I'd have more visual reminder to use it and would
then bring my kids there too for family and learning activities.
If I had more time and it was easily accessible. Also I would like to sit and have a
coffee while looking for books
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More space, more activites for kids
convenience in location
more convenient, greater offerings
If it had more comfortable chairs to hang out and read in
n/a
Having a building which is welcoming, easy to access & move around and with
more areas/space for special activities & collections.
bigger and more convenient
newer cleaner atmosphere,new books
it would have to be more modern, with access to more modern resources
If it were technologically up to date and possibly had a coffee shop/internet cafe
no
Keeping it at the same location or at the Leever building
Expanding the reading material my son gets read.
if I was notified of special kids time events
to see the newest audiobooks, to check out books, movies, etc
location, if it was closer to my home (love the north location option!); if it offered
more services that met my needs
Better atmosphere for reading, browsing, sipping coffee, etc
interesting programs or activities, special displays
If it were moe accessible with moe parking available
I am a teacher and I'm always looking for new ideas. New resources and better
parkingwould get me through the door
I would take my children there for books and movies.
A central location with ample parking
I assume its collection would be better/ more services
If it was closer to my neighborhood. I live at 510 Cottonwood St.
Hopefully its architecture will be pleasing, warm, welcoming, calming- a place I
want to spend time.
more parking, more space inside, up-to-date
Better parking
Location / My children
if it ends up being easier to get to (please choose the Leever's location!); also if it
were a nicer space in which to hang out with my child
More updated with comfy seating areas and coffee shop.....kinda like Barnes and
Noble in Fargo and centrally located.
More variety of books
New look - more things to do
There would be more choices of media to pick from.
free resources (books, etc)
more kids story times, activities, events, for adults, more music, movies, more
current books
more acitivities that involve kids and families
I am using audiobooks more frequently, and I see more of them.
Increased selection of books
convenience of location
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560.
561.
562.
563.
564.
565.
566.
567.
568.
569.
570.
571.
572.
573.
574.

575.
576.
577.
578.
579.
580.
581.
582.
583.
584.

585.
586.
587.
588.
589.
590.
591.
592.
593.

A place for meeting, researching, geneology, creative ideas.
more books
Childrens books/area
Bring my children for book check out and story time.
LESS- THIS CITY SHOVES ENOUGH AT US- PUT IT IN THE ALERUS CENTERIT IS EMPTY - PEICE OF WORK
more author visits
I would use the library more often if I had more free time in my schedule.
Would appreciate more space to allow easier access to resources
kids storytime
books catagorized by genru and for music
extended hours, closer to my house, more programs, places for meetings (such as
small 4-H groups)
Better powerchair access. The current library I can not acess most of the areas.
Even the current bathrooms are not handicap accessible.
I am hoping that they will be able to be an e library so that they could loan books
out on a kindle, something other libraries do.
an older children's book club, not the younger elementary one
If it had more of the books I need for classes. I will sometimes find the book, but it
has been lost or checked out already, so if there were more copies or books available
on-line, that would be wonderful!
Meeting Rooms
greater selection of fiction books and audiobooks
more programs for my children, returning to college, quiet study space.
have more personal time to read
Comfortable place to read and hangout. A place to meet a friend and have a cup of
coffee and do some work.
more room more books
More children's programming
If it were more child friendly
central location in town, larger selection, more space, more computers, up to date
children's section
It would be more user friendly and better parking if it was built by the Wellness
Center. More thing to do in the library and would use the extras more often cause
of the more space the new library would offer
Make the lib a bit lively/colorful/welcoming. The current lib. is visually
unappealing. The fishtank helps, but i think there should be more.
Location - More Space - Better Technology
More available books to check out. To see what else is available in a new library
parking easier; lectures, art openings, concerts
coffee/snack bar, ability to accomodate more children during Summer Reading
Program activities, possible more convenient location
convenience of location
the reading spaces
better lighting, free wi-fi, expanded hours, updated and comfortable
No reason
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594. to bring my daughter to the kids area and to story time, book club meetings, a quiet
comfy place to have a snack and read out of the house
595. Location at old Leevers.
596. Educational videos, tv episodes of things like the History or Discovery Channels,
Documentarys
597. more amenities
598. I think that the parking needs to be larger. I also belive that a new children's story
time section is needed as well as larger area for children and teens to use the library.
599. Bigger selection of resources; ebooks, videos, books, etc.
600. Techology
601. Library would be larger; would be able to have more books - especially more newly
published books
602. better, more convenient location
603. I need to read more.
604. More comfortable space. I feel like people are always rushing me at the current
location.
605. More space for studying and working, as well as nicer space
606. as a community meeting point, expanded seating and a more space, more available
technology
607. None
608. bigger selection of things
609. Coincidentally, I have recently retired, am currently providing day care for a
grandchild, and expect to have more time for READING once he goes to school.
610. more children's programming
611. More places to read, better atmosphere
612. nicer atmosphere
613. read newspapers
614. Newer facilities that are more conducive to bringing my kids
615. More books available as well as more modern decor and resources (computers, etc.)
616. If there were updated facilities, I believe that it would be more user friendly and
have greater resources.
617. better selection of digital books
618. location
619. more kid's programs
620. Easier access to the library as far as parking is concerned and materials available
inside.
621. Child Center activities
622. quiet space to work and study
623. A reason to go to the new library would be because a new one would be more
inviting I'm sure.
624. i would really like to have a new and updated library,it would be great to go to a
new facility
625. quiet place to do paperwork
626. If there were more activites held there in the evenings
627. Cause its new
628. Location
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629. location
630. location. Not on the south end, but an area that benefits everyone and allows easier
access for the children using it
631. IF I LIVED CLOSER TO IT
632. look up thing s
633. More comfortable. More user friendly
634. More room and more conducive to study, read in the library rather than checkout
and go.
635. More parking
636. magizines, travel information, and movies
637. I like to read many different magazines,newspapers, and audio books.
638. japanese manga, anime, and comic library
639. new book searches
640. to do research or check out a book
641. more materials
642. Depends on location, more facilities, better access
643. kids getting older, want to encourage reading, more newer books
644. electronic media
645. if i had computer problems or looking for a movie
646. If it were located at Leever's it would be more convenient
647. It would be nice to have an updated facility.
648. if the library were at the Leevers location, it would be on one of my frequently
traveled routes
649. Meeting rooms or workshops
650. Location?
651. Better technology
652. e books
653. more book titles, ease of use, comfort
654. If there were things going on there on a regular basis (late night programs), if food
was allowed and it was open late to provide a location for studying (also if good
coffee was served, something similar to the urban, starbucks, etc)
655. I might host a meeting at the Library.
656. New opportunities for learning
657. I listen to a lot of audio books
658. Because I assume it would have more parking, easier access, and better features
inside.
659. More accessible
660. to locate more resources for homeschooling
661. If it were located downtown.
662. Multimedia meeting rooms, adult book clubs, larger selection of movies,
community events and free/low cost classes
663. better atmosphere. updated
664. More electronic books
665. I would use it more frequently if it offered more events I was interested in
666. more books
667. If it was closer to my house.
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668.
669.
670.
671.
672.
673.
674.
675.
676.
677.
678.
679.
680.
681.
682.
683.
684.
685.
686.
687.
688.
689.
690.
691.
692.
693.
694.
695.
696.
697.
698.
699.
700.
701.
702.
703.
704.
705.
706.
707.
708.
709.

More activities/classes for adults and children.
have more services and better location
newer and nicer
location more centrally located
better location, handier book drop off
A more inviting environment for enjoying the library's resources
More extensive catalog of travel related material, DVDs and children's books.
Location
distance and convenience
Research, videos, audio books
location closer to my home, children's department in the summer
more hours, a safe, non-consumer, no pressure to buy or spend place to gather and
spend time and hang out, an oasis
location closer to S end of GF
more convenient location (current site is not close to anyplace I go on a regular
basis)
to spend time in a 21st century library
If it has a nicer space for studying with wifi. If it were closer.
location, live close to the old leevers
Location
Convenience.
nicer atmosphere
I would hope the Odin system would be updated and would be more user friendly
computer access to programs I can't get at Campbell Library
more room, easier to find everything
More technology, better parking, more ammenities
New fiction books for me to read, possibly the location more convient
greater selection of books
Warmer atmosphere, more lighting, etc.
I like the idea of a coffee shop and a nice place to settle in and read.
books
extended weekend hours
To get books and movies.
closer access
New computer, new books.
A lot of resources you possess.
Young kids programs (pre-k)
More visible location might make me think about going there more often; Also
comfortable, relaxed atmosphere.
Newer, nicer space and possibly more choices for books and media
If it had a coffee shop in there I would prefer to go there to read and have coffee
than to a regular coffee shop
if it had books I couldn't find at Chester Fritz
Location
A wider selection of materials.
newer state of the art facility
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710. Just a nice place to study
711. Can't think of anything other than having a better selection of the more popular
books so you can get them quicker rather than waiting on waiting lists for months
at a time.
712. A wider selection of books and DVDs
713. new technology and better resources
714. Books for my kids
715. Better facility, better pleasure reading
716. As a central activity center, more book related activities and community events
happening there
717. Newer facilities, better access to information about the Library on-line
718. better access to computers
719. I depends upon the location whether I use it more or not.
720. Location closer to a city bus route
721. study areas, more books, coffee shop
722. Hopefully more community events/meetings would take place there
723. convenient location like Leevers
724. magazines and recipes
725. More facilities and space
726. digital books
727. newer facility; more space
728. audio books
729. If it was in the Leever's building, it is close to my home. It would be convenient for
my children
730. If the library was closer to my home.
731. better selection and identification of level appropriate childrens books
732. Better collections
733. Expanded technologies
734. Availability of meeting rooms.
735. I would use the same no matter what
736. Usually with any new facility, technology advancement often comes first.
Availability of new systems and updated programs would make me want to attend
more often. Plus, renovation offers a more attractive environment more suitable for
studying.
737. View books for my teenage children to check out
738. Location - I don't like driving across town as it is now
739. Comfortable reading environment.
740. Digital media available for check-out such as movies and music. Helps me save
money.
741. Better layout of shelving and facilities would make things easier to access.
742. good location, many services
743. Meeting rooms, space to read that is "living room like"
744. Research
745. my preschool son loves books
746. It would be more updated
747. check out books or videos
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748. If it had added features that I would be interested in.
749. Increase in the amount of newer fictional novels and audio books. I'd love to see
partnerships with the library and other organizations in the city (Sertoma Club,
YMCA, neighborhood organizations, Boy Scouts/Girl Scouts) to promote reading
through events or other activities.
750. Something there that I needed and don't have access to otherwise.
751. Better Environment
752. closer to UND
753. It would be more inviting, easier to use
754. Look at new books and Cd's
755. More books and references available. Also a good cohesive structure to the library.
756. Updated facilities and technology
757. If it was closer to campus and had a great study space
758. If it was updated I think I would be likely to spend more time there reading and
relaxing, plus more likely to browse the collections and check out books on a more
regular basis.
759. Centrally located in the community and easier access (parking, bus routes, etc.)
760. I would use it more often if it was in a convienent location and had a nice reading
location with plenty of natural light.
761. Nicer "atmosphere", improved technology
762. More current book resources
763. closer
764. The current library seems old, even if the material inside is up to date. Would be
fun to bring the kids to a new facility.
765. Nicer looking, easier to find things
766. offering ebooks
767. more convenient location
768. coffe shop and cozy,comfortable ambience
769. more space, better location
770. more room, more parking, more to enjoy and be proud of
771. None.
772. more kids programming
773. Easier way to browse for items on-line, request them, then stop by to pick it up.
774. larger, more open and inviting atmosphere, larger selection of current books
775. Larger selection of titles
776. availability of digital materials
777. If it where in a more remote location in Grand Forks. If they had a larger facility to
hold more references and books.
778. qqq
779. I think the present library is old and crowded.
780. More current/new books
781. larger, more accessible collections
782. Meetings...if that is an option
783. MORE BOOKS
784. moore time to read
785. If it was in a more visible area so I would think of it.
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786.
787.
788.
789.
790.
791.
792.
793.
794.
795.
796.
797.
798.
799.
800.
801.
802.
803.
804.
805.
806.
807.
808.
809.
810.
811.
812.
813.
814.
815.
816.
817.
818.
819.
820.
821.
822.

823.
824.
825.

Classes
I assume the new library would have more features than the current library.
more children programs (better advertising for program offerings).
More selection of new books, different location
More meeting rooms to use for non-profit organizations
Better selection
personal preference, technology, children's activities
Better availability of resources
more, different and updated features/options than are currently available
Its new and exciting and hopefully closer to my apartment!
Young child who I enjoy reading too so checking out books for her and of course
myself
More resources available
Lighter, airier atmosphere...less crowding....easier access to books and periodicals,
instead of the close placing of shelving now.
CENTRAL LOCATION
small children
More features
programming
quiet enviroment to work and enjoy modern surroundings.....similar to updated
book stores,coffee shops, etc.
An increased selection of books.
No
spend more quality time with my child
Computer usage or a quiet spot to peruse new releases
See what is new
I would hope that it is better organized than it is currently and that it would have
an expanded selection of books, music, etc.
Updated services
Pick up electronic books
location, more children's activities, more media
Expanded facility and access
to rent movies
Story time for my children. Teach them the importance of reading.
Check Out Books
By signing up to use more DVD's and CD's or self-studying tapes
coooksmputer use and audio b
Not really. I can obtain everything I need on-line.
IT IS JUST FINE THE WAY IT IS- N O T N E E D E D!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Less crowding
IT ISN'T NEEDED- ANOTHER THING FOR THE GF GOVERNMENT TO SHOVE
AT US- HOW ABOUT PUTTING AT THE ALERUS CENTER THAT DRAINING
US DRY.
More time to read more books.
to check out books
If it is closer to the North End
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826.
827.
828.
829.
830.
831.
832.
833.
834.
835.
836.
837.
838.
839.
840.
841.
842.
843.
844.
845.
846.
847.
848.
849.
850.
851.
852.
853.
854.
855.
856.
857.
858.
859.
860.
861.
862.
863.
864.
865.
866.
867.

Take advantage of the things it has to offer.
More resources
If it were in a more convenient location
check out books on cd.
Better music and research sections.
location
I have kids in school that like to read along with their parents
researching news papers, borrowing books, audio books
If it was located in a central location.
If the location is closer.
More comfortable areas for wireless internet.
If it was more moder, I would be more likely to go study there.
I believe I would you an electronic check out system, i.e. download to an electronic
reader
Research on terrorist Groups and threats to this nation.
better location, closer to the north end
locating it to the north end
Events of interest; computer training and help desk; research
Easier access
location closer to my home
books
Having more books available for research and increased technology capabilities
available
ease of use, more parking... accessibility
atmosphere
If there were more mystery novels.
If it contained many new DVDs which could be checked out
computer access and more variety of books
larger facility-nicer areas to sit down and read
Larger book selection
better organization of materials
recources unique to the library
more convenient location, it should be more central to all users.
more computors and location
I frequently need the information, books, music, and video resources the library
provides and I like to find out about what's going on.
Just getting more items
More activities or unique aspects
none
Convenient location and more periodicals available
MORE COPIES OF THE NEW BOOKS
Access to books locally and from other area libraries.
The library does not have an appealing interior which leads me to think that it does
not offer a full enough range of books and authors that I am interested in.
I would hope the systems and layout would be easier to navigate.
depends on location
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868.
869.
870.
871.
872.
873.
874.
875.
876.
877.
878.
879.
880.
881.
882.

883.
884.
885.
886.
887.
888.
889.
890.
891.
892.
893.
894.
895.
896.
897.
898.
899.
900.
901.
902.
903.
904.
905.

Being able to have access to the latest books.
I can't think of one.
Better location, I live out of town and current location is inconvient
since it would be reorganized, I would come in to read magazines that I don't get at
home.
Better and larger selection
none
If there was more space to read
Different location, new facility, better parking
dvds, books
If it were less cramped and more inviting I would use it more often
New and updated resources.
Not sure
study space
Improved atmosphere, location.
I think a larger space would be beneficial. If nothing else we would get the
impression the library has more resources, there may not be one more book, but a
larger facility would give the impression there is more there and encourage people
to use it as a resource more often
more centraly located-more technology-advanced
More kids progams
More options for kids
If the library replaced items that get lost, instead of just leaving them listed.....but
are not available anymore.
no reason.
book club, more activities for school aged kids that take place after school hours
More conveniently located to the CENTER of the CITY and more convenient hours,
I would like to be able to stop at the library at 8 PM if needed on weekends!!
would not use it more frequently
no reason use only as a resource or looking for a book i can not find and they
usually don't have it either
easier access, more relevant services
research reasons
Better location (Leevers) and more amenities.
none
newer, not as dark and dreary
to access information I can't get from home or work
more parking
If I could not afford internet service or had no resources to purchase books
Meetings, expanded work space
Convenient access and better exposure to the facility. I didn't know where the
library was for years!
technology access
Kid activities
better location easier access
Nothing
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906.
907.
908.
909.
910.
911.
912.
913.
914.
915.
916.
917.
918.
919.
920.
921.
922.
923.
924.
925.
926.
927.
928.
929.
930.

931.
932.
933.
934.
935.
936.
937.
938.
939.
940.
941.

more programs and more new released publications
more accessibility in location
Access to Periodicals I don't subscribe to.
newer facilities and hopefully more recently published books
Tax forms and booklets, books I don't intend to buy and audio books.
more muti-media to use
none
Book reading
An updated library that is more friendly to todays technology is what appeals to
me. This would be a great location for our kids to learn and explore.
being centerly located
More spacious, attractive interior; staff freed up to help patrons rather than being
check-out clerks; areas to have coffee, socialize.
more variety of books and dvds
if it was remodeled
Anticipate that a new library would mean more resources that I can draw on.
get new release books that they place on hold
comfort, parking
Services offered
More audio book titles, book clubs, author visits, coffee shop, improved computer
access, warm friendly environment
More parking and more offerings.
Meeting Room Space and a Nicer Open Environment with Plenty of Light
new resources
my children in need of new books to check out
an active chess club
Newer facility with expanded benefits
The question is not quite clear - first question - I'm strongly in favor of
remodeling/working with neighboring buildings to acquire more land for adding
rather than building a completely new building in a new location. Realize it would
be more expensive but like real estate feel it's location, location, location. Being a
school librarian and involved in several remodeling projects - feel strongly that a
central location is imperative to usage. It would be better to be smaller and well
used than to be bigger and the usage goes down.
Types of services offered
more services available
I don't have any
more welcoming atmosphere, better selection, connection to other amenities
No Extra Taxes
more
Location, a quiet reading spot,
If it was nearer to my home and visually appealing (the interior now is "chopped
up") and updated.
Depends on location....I would use it more if there are meeting rooms available
if I didn't have internet
Local history research and genealogy
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942.
943.
944.
945.
946.
947.
948.
949.
950.
951.
952.
953.
954.
955.
956.
957.
958.
959.
960.
961.
962.
963.
964.
965.
966.
967.
968.
969.
970.
971.
972.
973.
974.
975.
976.
977.
978.
979.
980.
981.
982.
983.

location
kids using the computer and finding new fiction for me and maybe DVD rentals
DVD, music, books on tape
Need more room to move around to access information.
my daughter, i get sick of reading the same books over and over, trying to save
money by loaning books instead of buying them
check out books, better public access and in public sight if at Leevers location
More teacher resources
Nice environment, good places for kids to read and play
New material
not sure at this point
better location, bigger, newer
location close to home, updated facility
More free time to read for pleasure coming up due to internship ending by the time
the new library would be built.
if there was a great childrens area
more meetings or activities taking place
wider variety of books and authors
Updated facilities with high speed internet access, an internet cafe, a reading room,
and just an updated look
more available parking spaces, I currently avoid the hassle
Internet and Study
access to nonfiction books, do it yourself type books.
Better area for kids activities - turned away in the past
If I found out they had an extensive collection of Kurt Vonnegut books.
more book and room to move around
Better look and feel, more activities to bring my children, updated ways to sort
through materials, community events at rooms for meeting
hopefully better parking
If it was in a more convenient location.
Location
checking out books
a place to purchase coffee inside the library
better location, more parking
access
newer places are used more
less crowded conditions, better access
location - attraction If there was more manga and anime.
It would be on the south end of Grand Forks, closer to where I reside.
maybe a book club or other type of meeting
new and updated surroundings,once I get used to going, will frequent it more often
Nicer Facility, better lighting
Open more hours
"NEW", "BEAUTIFUL", "COMFORTABLE", ATTRACTS!!!
Better hours, more computers, more kid activites
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984. More convenient, visable location
985. I would want to study there more often because there would be more resources
available for me.
986. public education classess
987. coffee shop to browse books. There is no large bookstore in Grand Forks.
988. If it was more accessible, I would bring my classroom of special needs students
989. If they had a room that they did the story time in so that I could take my one year
old to the library to hear stories and then I wouldn't have to worry about everyone
in the library hearing her.
990. probably looking up geneaology if it is provided.
991. More resources available
992. education
993. My frequency of use would not change.
994. Keeping it at the same location or at the Leever building
995. Something to do with my daughter
996. I expect a new library would have new facilities/ you would have added to the
collection
997. More education classes for children. Story time, crafts, and maybe meeting authors
of the books the children read.
998. More convenient location
999. I have only been to the library about 4 times in the 22 years we have lived in town.
So much is accessible via the internet or the materials the kids need are in the school
library. I do not have a need to use it much at all.
1000. more author talks, a mystery book discussion group
1001. Eduactional resources, large print books, books on tape, and better parking!
1002. Expanded content
1003. none
1004. I like using the computers because I don't have one at home.
1005. research
1006. making copies, research, books. fax machine
1007. More available technology, electronic equipped study tables, more meeting rooms,
natural lighting, availability of popular books (nonfiction and fiction), computer
classes
1008. none
1009. GF library has better resources (in my specific area) than my library in EGF
1010. brighter ambiance, possibly more convenient location, ability to have coffee/treats
while browsing/reading, drive-through book pick-up and return
1011. more audio books
1012. If the books were better organized on the shelfs, similar to the system used in East
Grand Forks
1013. accessability
1014. The building isn't the reason I visit a library.
1015. more places to sit and read, also a nice place to read to my granddaughter, we come
every monday.
1016. better location, parking, safety, better selection of current books, community center
with meeting rooms
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1017.
1018.
1019.
1020.
1021.
1022.
1023.
1024.
1025.
1026.
1027.
1028.
1029.
1030.
1031.
1032.
1033.
1034.
1035.
1036.
1037.
1038.
1039.
1040.
1041.
1042.
1043.
1044.
1045.
1046.
1047.
1048.
1049.
1050.
1051.
1052.
1053.
1054.
1055.
1056.

site for meetups or ham radio club
More room and organization.
Expand the current library
Closer if at the Leavers location. More rooms that will hopefully be available to
community organizations to use for free.
Better Parking
easy access,everything shiny new, better parking
Access to books.
there would be no reason
Build it with your own money
ebooks
Nothing
I WOULDN'T- WHAT IS WRONG WITH THIS ONE? JUST MORE PARKING IS
ALL
i like to read
if located by the new wellness center that I frequent would take the time to utilize
the new library
None
would use the library if located to the new fitness center
Expanded services (i.e. more items available).
More information about it
If books that I am in search for are not located at the Chester Fritz Library
Larger and more up-to-date collection of materials.
history collections
internet access
I use the current library for books and DVDs. It was great for internet too when I
first moved here and didnt have it at home.
If the library had more adult events.
expanded collections
None
Easier access increased number of books and books on CD for loan
If i knew they had stuff I would like
location
more media types available, movies and cd
up to date resources, nice environment
an area for quiet reading, a listening area for using CDs/DVDs w/headset, a play
area for grandkids, classes, coffee!
More selection, updated facilities
My children are getting older and I am getting more interested in evening
if the dvd and educational video section were to increase
Maybe if I knew more things that were offered if I had a use for them.
if it had nice quiet places to read
Rent/sell UND textbooks
Technology--the new library would cater more to this then then have the ability to
now.
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1057.
1058.
1059.
1060.
1061.
1062.

Nicer interior
Closer location to UND
community meeting rooms for volunteer organiztions
i would not use the library
Greater selection & more copies of books
Family member uses the library more than I do. Current library has no quiet
reading areas.
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APPENDIX C. What would be a reason for you not to use the library more
frequently?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

location
If it were in a bad location.
less access :(
none
If it's put on the south end away from our home and where we work, it would be
more difficult to make it.
6. crowed and noisy
7. parking not available
8. if it were difficult to access
9. If the library was further away from my home.
10. accessibility
11. selection and older books
12. If it was too far on the south end and we had nothing else to do out there.
13. Too far away....not comfortable
14. Lack of parking, difficult location to get to
15. if it was not child friendly
16. shelves for books are somewhat hard to access, too high and too low for my physical
abilities and eyesight
17. not sure
18. None
19. Too far away/poor location
20. hard to get to,not modern
21. if creating a new library caused the quality and selection of the circulation materials
to decrease in any significant way
22. Location
23. Lack of relevant materials, no programming offered.
24. not having quiet study space, room to spread out books, no printers.
25. Location. The proposed library location near the soon-to-be-built wellness center
does a great disservice to all residents of Grand Forks by ignoring its inherent flaw
of placement. The new library should be centrally located within Grand Forks with
easy access via previously established public transit that offers significant space for
both the facility itself as well as parking in an area that would best serve patrons.
Simply put, the best possible location for the proposed library is currently occupied
by the former Leever's grocery store.
26. I like the library. why would I use it less? Unless it was too far away.
27. We go about once a week and that seems sufficient for getting books/videos
28. It's locations - if it is placed in the Leever's location
29. .distance
30. parking
31. computers
32. If it is moved to the far south end of town.
33. conflicting work hours
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34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

See above
If it were too far South
No longer meets my needs for materials, resources, etc.
Location
If it was too far away
Loud children's events, fewer periodicals, non-fiction collections not updated,
expanded
40. none
41. If it was inconveniently located, or if the children's department wasn't engaging for
my daughter
42. deteriorating facility
43. limited time - limited library hours We would love to be able to wrap up our week
at school with a visit to the library on Friday evenings but it is usually already
closed.
44. distance from UND campus
45. Protesting the fucking waste of tax money
46. If you move the library too far away from the center of town. I work at UND but
live north of town. South is bad location.
47. If you build a new one
48. I will not support a sales tax if the library is built at Leever's - the location is poor
and does not allow for future developement- I've lived in Grand Forks my entire life
- the traffic flow at the Leever's location would be horrible. The library should be
built with the future in mind and where the population is actually extending to.
49. I use ( a lot) interlibrary loan. Love the service!!
50. With internet access I think a new library is a colossal waste of taxpayer dollars!
51. location
52. not easy to get to
53. a location too far south -- too far for me and my son to ride our bikes there in the
summer.
54. distant from home - do not build it in the far south location - there should be a main
library in the Leevers building with smaller branches throughout the city, including
one downtown. Please seriously consider putting a branch downtown and one on
the north end as other cities do. Not everyone goes to the south end of town. I will
not use it at all if it's connected to the Wellness Center, which is an unbelievably
stupid place for it.
55. Location
56. traveling out of my way to get there
57. Distance
58. too faar out on tne south end. I want it accessible to people in north end and chilfren
who bike there or walk there
59. If it's located too far South it would be inconvenient.
60. Location. If the library moves to the far south end, it would be much less
convenient.
61. if the location is less convenient, current location is excellent for us
62. If it was much farther away.
63. If you move it "half way to Hillsboro"!!
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64. If it's located at the far south end.
65. If it relocated to the southern edge of town that is just too far for me to make it there
as often
66. Can't think of one.
67. if it was really far away
68. it is antiquated and needs updated technology and design
69. If the hours remain the same, if the new library is put in a location that is not
centrally located.
70. Lack of time on my part, no reason because of the library.
71. No place to park
72. High traffic busy area
73. if the library was built in a bad location, I would not visit as often
74. Location. I don't spend a lot of time hanging out. I go with a limited timeframe and
a purpose in mind.
75. Location
76. Very little need
77. More difficult access
78. If it we moved to a location that is out of the way, like south of town.
79. move it further to the south
80. weirdly phrased question----I would NOT visit the library if books could come to me
like Netflix; I would visit the library less often than I do now if the books I wanted
were not available
81. possible location
82. If it did not offer a good selection or if I could not reserve things on-line
83. It not expanding it's resources
84. Parking
85. Poor parking
86. The location - live near University Park so the Wellness Center location is a lot
further away.
87. more video games and gamers
88. if it were located further from my home, if the hours were restricted (I like the after
work hours)
89. accessability
90. depressing and old
91. inconvenience
92. lack of parking,
93. location - I drive about 15 blocks now - wouldn't go as often if it was way out on
south end- would like it centrally located
94. Distance from center of town too far
95. There is no reason. I love the collection.
96. If it gets too far from the north end, I would probably limit my visits to the times I
have other things to do in the south end.
97. Too far to get to.
98. location because I have vision problems. I walk there now. It will be very
challenging for me to go to one in the south end.
99. If it were on the south end of town.
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100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.

can not think of anything
If they got rid of books or movies I like or if it was harder to get to
Parking
Just because I buy usually the books I need
the internet
smaller spaces and less light?
crowds and parking
I love the library already...It is my favorite place in Grand Forks & I appreciate it a
lot!!
108. location
109. to use the computers
110. distance?
111. If its not spacious enough
112. Size
113. less selection
114. I would use the library less frequently if it was farther away.
115. Too small, dark, dated
116. Too far south
117. read a book
118. If it stayed in it's current location
119. If the hours were less than what they are now, of if the library was further away
from where I live.
120. Working
121. Not updating setting of library.
122. too inaccessible
123. Crowding and difficulty getting to it.
124. limited hours
125. no reason
126. If there were no changes made to the current library.
127. crappy parking, too far to drive
128. continued poor parking
129. hours they are open
130. I might not want to drive to the far south end of town if it is sited at the Wellness
Center Site
131. What the outside of the building looked like.
132. I would not use the library less frequently
133. too many people utilizing the resources
134. Too far away. Like if it was in the southern part of town.
135. having the new library at the Leevers spot
136. if they still allow people to smoke right outside the front door i am less likely to visit
137. Location, selection of materials, unsure what services are offered at the current
library
138. confusing policies
139. Too far out of the way
140. outdated space and services
141. if it did not expand or grow from the current one
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142. If the library is built at the Leever's location I will not support a tax to fund this
location. Leever's is a poor choice for several reasons: 1. The property does not allow
for further expansion/developement. 2. A new library that is built for the future
should be in a location that allows for further development. It should be placed in a
location that is child friendly. Leever's location has horrific traffic flow. I've lived
here all my life, and it is very very difficult to turn onto Washington Street. 3. A
library should be in a more child friendly location. 4. When the current library was
built, it was then placed in the further south location. The director and leaders at
that time had the insight to realize the direction Grand Forks was growing/moving.
They had great insight. 4. Limiting it to the Leever's location would seem to be a
backwards step. Grand Forks has a much larger population of children located to
the south. The near north end schools are losing their population. 5. The 40th Ave.
location is only approximately 1 mile from the current library. In Grand Forks that
commutes to only literally a couple minute further drive at most. We want to
continue to build Grand Forks. I believe it would be a smart decision to grow with
the city.
143. lack of parking
144. The old facility
145. if the location is not central.....for instance, the far south location would mean
significantly fewer visits by myself
146. none
147. location
148. If it was way across town (south of 32nd anywhere) rather than in the middle of
town my family wouldn't go as often.
149. I ride a bike and use public transportation. If the library is on the south end of town,
it will be completely out of my way to access.
150. Access
151. Opposite of previous answer
152. not a central location
153. None
154. no reason
155. no longer offered library loans
156. If the library was placed too far south, making it more inaccessible.
157. TO FAR AWAY - I LIVE ON THE WEST SIDE OF TOWN
158. if the collection doesn't grow
159. Inconvenient location and not being aware of what amenities and programs are
available within it, on an ongoing basis. (Needs better Marketing)
160. location
161. Location
162. further from my home
163. Further away from my home.
164. too far away
165. location
166. I have no reason to use the library.
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167. Long bus ride or distance from bus stop for one, another reason is the far southside
offers no mature landscaping or residential to protect from weather if waiting for
bus or having a smoke (bad, I know, but so it goes).
168. No need
169. same old materials, no new programs
170. If it is hard find books I'm interested in without looking them up on a computer. I
like being able to browse and find what I want to read.
171. Difficult location for my job
172. time
173. have to go across town
174. location
175. hard to get to
176. DISTANCE TO DRIVE TO LIBRARY LIVE ON NORTH END OF GRAND FORKS
177. hours of operation and location
178. distance (presently 3 miles from library - would be 5 if south end)
179. Winter is coming. Parking becomes difficult and I am handicapped
180. locate it inconveniently -- a longer drive, away from other draws
181. Technology that hasnt been updated
182. location, hours, time
183. There shouldn't be any reason not to - but I have a car. If a person doesn't have a
car, it could be more difficult to get there easily.
184. no reason
185. materials, crowded
186. Library hours. I wish they were open later on the weekends!
187. parking
188. If access became more difficult I would use the library less frequently.
189. It's location
190. I have to make a special effort to get to the library, not easy access.
191. location
192. distance from home
193. No reason
194. Too far on the south end
195. too messy and not user friendly
196. location too far from home
197. Lack of parking
198. Location. If they library is on the south end of town, it would be difficult for me and
my family to use the facility.
199. parking issues, old technology
200. It would be to busy
201. If it was noisy
202. If it was way out on the South end of town.
203. I will probably go less if the library is moved to the far south end as I won't want to
drive that far.
204. it is not in my routine and the library is too small
205. full parking, grouchy staff, dreary environment
206. too far away
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207. Accessibility.
208. none
209. My personal life is busy enough that I don't have the time to read.
210. parking hassles, no bike racks,
211. Inconvenient location
212. Location - I like the current location. It should not be on the far South End.
213. poor location, fewer amenities
214. none
215. Location, I think on 32nd or 40th Street South is to far away and the puclic library
should be more centered of town.
216. location?
217. When I go to Az for three months.
218. none
219. Being in a less convenient location.
220. wanting to remain ignorant.
221. not enough parking
222. Location on the extreme south end - would probably purchase the needed item
rather than make the trip
223. There really isn't one, I enjoy going to the library.
224. If the location was not very accessible OR if the parking became too much of a
problem.
225. no reason
226. location
227. Busy schedule
228. time
229. If the new library didn't offer nice places to sit and read there.
230. bad location
231. Not located in a central place.
232. Location. If it were not convenient, I would most likely not utilize it.
233. I live in EGF and the charge to check out material
234. Time constraints.
235. If it's on the far south end, I won't go out that way as often.
236. Outdate materials
237. computer use
238. distance from where i live
239. too far away; poor parking; inconvenient location
240. It is difficult to connect students with the library.
241. None
242. growing children seem to use it less, on-line periodicals. Why not a sattelite
location?
243. Inconvenient location
244. If books, tapes,etc., are miscatalogued and misplaced on shelves.
245. Too busy
246. I work in a school library so have already have access to many items so do not need
to use the public library as often
247. Different location.
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248. location
249. I can't think of any.
250. Not a lot of new books to choose from.
251. Access to the library, particularly driving in and out of the parking lost.
252. More technology, like televisions and such
253. There is no reason.
254. I would probably not use the library as much if it is built on the south end of Grand
Forks.
255. too far out of the center of the city
256. if it is built was on the far north or far south of town
257. not enough parking
258. Limited technology access
259. If located on the SOUTH END of GF or by the Wellness Center [again, if located on
SOUTH END of GF]
260. availability; parking
261. Lack of usability.
262. If it was too loud
263. space and location
264. not a good selection of books, hard to find the books I want
265. None
266. no reason
267. not sure
268. If the library had too many outdated books, I would use it less frequently.
269. location. If it moves too far south, I will not go.
270. I use the school library
271. If it was relocated farther south - too much out of the way. Also, parking will be
inconvenient when being shared with the wellness center.
272. I feel the homeless are in the library often. It makes me uncomfortable/unsafe. I
know it is a sanctuary for everyone, and it is free. But I dislike that aspect of it.
273. If it were placed too far south and it would be way out of the way to get to it.
274. At this point I would just continue to go there to check out books
275. Start charging for DVD rental; eliminate fiction section... nothing that's likely!
276. too busy
277. time
278. Location
279. If it's moved from it's current location, I may use it less.
280. not applicable
281. none
282. We use the library often already. I can't think of a reason why we wouldn't continue
to do so.
283. sometimes the books I want are not there
284. For the same reason I don't get to use the current one--very little time to read!!!!
285. Inconvenient location
286. If I had to drive to way south of town.
287. more crowded
288. less convenient location
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289. I download books to my Nook.....I do plan to use the library for that but not to go
physically into a building.
290. poor selection of books.
291. having the library built far into the south end of GF
292. Not a very inviting atmosphere
293. They stopped carrying movies and books. I hope that doesn't happen! :)
294. Location
295. If the library is built way out south I do not think I will use it as often
296. bad location
297. Location
298. Location too far south for people who live on the north end
299. an increase of fees, unfriendly environment
300. Location - the same dreary, smelly venue we currently have.
301. Distance from home if put on south end of Grand Forks.
302. location
303. inconvenient location
304. If it was in a location that was too far out of the way of my other interests in town.
305. lack of technology available
306. location at Wellness Center---too far for many people-? bus service
307. If the location changes, to a further south location, it would become more
inconvenient
308. Technology not up-to-date
309. No reason not to use the library more frequently
310. lack of parking and location
311. if it stayed the same
312. Location
313. poor access/ lack of parking
314. None
315. too far south
316. Zombie outbreak.
317. Noise
318. If it were located downtown or in the north end
319. nothing
320. Inaccessibility....in terms of location especially.
321. lose interest after a while
322. too far south
323. noisy from little kids
324. Southend location
325. If it was out of my way to get to it.
326. too far away
327. Crowded. Limited magazines to read and just read leasurely
328. Not centality located, to far south.
329. if it is on the far southend (no vechicle and hard to get around)
330. location
331. No reason
332. Location - if it was way on the south end I would not use it as much
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333. i might just buy the books if I get to Fargo
334. The books not being done by genre.
335. too far away
336. If it didn't have books.
337. location
338. I get busier and can't get there.
339. parking spot
340. None
341. location
342. to many computers
343. there wouldn't be a reason not to use the library
344. Odd hours
345. depending on the location
346. Location/hours.
347. distance from my home
348. If DVDs are discontinued : (
349. If it were located in an area of town I would not be otherwise traveling to.
350. things like extra meeting rooms would not make me go there.
351. decreased hours???
352. If it was very far from the center of the city
353. If it's too crowded
354. Remaining the same as it is now
355. Too noisy, too crowded
356. if it was far from where I. live
357. The location...I can walk to the library...if it is built out past 32nd I won't be able to
walk or ride my bike there.
358. Travel distance, access to resources due to limited numbers of PC's, books...
359. stays where it is = hidden away
360. Non-convenient location
361. An inconvenient location would hamper my ability to use the library. It needs to be
in town near bike paths and safe travel.
362. Location could be a factor.
363. keeping it the way it is; outdated materials; parking
364. I hate going inside to drop off the books. The drive up drop off should be unlocked
during the day.
365. if the location is out of my way
366. To be honest, the adult level seems rather "gloomy" to me.
367. Living in East Grand Forks there is a library to use there as well
368. Too crowded.
369. Lack of tools for students to use such as computer banks, wi-fi, reading and study
space.
370. Outdated, limited, and exhausted resources
371. Cramped space, loud environment
372. If it is out of my way, I probably wouldn't go there as much.
373. buy books instead of borrow
374. If it's built too far south. I very rarely venture south of 32nd.
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375.
376.
377.
378.

If it was way south as is one of the site proposals.
if it was too far south
A place that was inconveient to get to.
If the library stayed in its current location, its not accessible and the selection is
outdated.
379. Again, location would matter to me
380. distance from home, move facility to south end
381. time
382. Maybe location...but I think my kids and I would still go.
383. locating at the edge of town and/or away from well-traveled routes
384. I would use it if it were a better place.
385. kindle down loads
386. no quiet places and lack of atmosphere
387. location-located further south in town
388. Internet is more convenient resource for me now than going to the library
389. location
390. expensive architecture
391. New building
392. If in high traffic area with no green area
393. There are none. I enjoy coming to the library.
394. If it is at Leevers location
395. if it were way out on the south end of town
396. If it's too far awa (way South GF)
397. worse location
398. If it was too far out of the way, noisy
399. It should be centerly located in GF to be fair to all the towns people. Everything is
about the southend.
400. decreased book and movie selection
401. Out of sight, out of mind
402. parking issues,lack of current books, DVDS, no wi-fi
403. Parking.....the current library does not have enough parking.
404. Not really, it is a wonderful resource
405. bad location
406. location too far north
407. computer
408. bad parking
409. I live on the North end of Grand Forks, so if it would be built further South, I'd be
less likely to use it (especially in the wintertime)
410. I would be less likely to go to a downtown location
411. still crowded parking lot
412. If it is too crowded or noisy and there seems to be minimal comfort around
413. location on the south side since I live on the north end
414. If it didn't have the above
415. if it was less conveniently located
416. busy lifestyle
417. CAN'T THINK OF ONE.
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418.
419.
420.
421.
422.
423.

If there were fewer audio books on cd
no comment
crowded and out of my way
can't think of a single one!
lines
Location. I am worried that they will build on the South End. I am disabled, so I
don't drive, so I need to walk or take the bus.
424. If it's uncomfortable, cramped, and if collections shrank or are outdated.
425. No reason!
426. too far south
427. if it was way out south
428. If fines on overdue items got more expensive and more restrictive
429. location
430. Loud children
431. none
432. location
433. keeping the current old style
434. none
435. parking
436. I can't think of a reason unless it was as poorly designed as the present library.
437. Only when I get to busy at work.
438. If it is built on the Leevers location.
439. If it was too far away
440. Shorter hours
441. Inconvenient location, media not kept current
442. distance
443. None
444. technology where you can download books
445. southend location
446. location of it
447. too far away
448. none
449. location
450. lack of improvement for children's section
451. if it is further South
452. If it were hard to get to -- the South end
453. lack of updating books and dvds
454. location
455. Located on far South end. I live near downtown, and driving far south is not on my
plan. (Especially if library has a set up for working/coffee bar, etc....this would
cause me to use more, but not if the library is a 20 minute car drive away).
456. None
457. If it is too far away. The proposals to build on the far south end would be an
enormous disincentive.
458. None, except if its on the south end, in which case, having to use inneficient busses
to get there, or having to drive over 5 miles round trip.
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459.
460.
461.
462.
463.
464.
465.
466.

Dont need to
Far (gf-wise) distance
location
current behavior of not spending much time reading
Too far south
No change in availability of books
Too far away or inconvenient hours
I don't want it in the north end-Most of the population is going south or is south and
west-you must think of the future growth not present
467. none
468. Collection not expanded.
469. less titles and hours of availabliity
470. To boycott your out f control spending
471. Location
472. distance
473. too far away
474. fewer materials available
475. time constraints NOT location!
476. No quiet areas.
477. if location is too far to travel, presently I like all that the library offers its clients
478. Reduced hours
479. If it is South of town, I would NEVER even go in it. I think the South location cators
to people in higher socioeconomic class who generally have their own home
libraries and they would not use it either.
480. difficult to get to with limited time. I work full-time on the North end and live 8
miles S of town-location not a problem, accessibility would be.
481. If it stayed the same. I like the library but it needs an update.
482. access to und libraries and resources
483. difficult to access
484. Lack of spare time to read
485. internet
486. Keeping the current building with limited parking & access by public transit
487. checking out books (I already do)
488. if it is too far on South End of Grand Forks
489. if it was placed outside of the central region of the city (e.g., the discussed wacky
urban-sprawl location outside of current commercially zoned spaces)
490. If it remains as is
491. Too far away-- South of 32nd Ave. South
492. Hard to fit it into my schedule.
493. can't think of any
494. no new audiobooks to check out
495. if it was the same as the current library; further distance
496. If it becomes more of a center for people playing video games
497. lack of parking
498. If it was not conviently located
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499. If it's not at the Leever location. Any farther South than it's currrent location is too
far south and out of the way..
500. Internet access
501. If it were moved further south of the city, it would not be convenient to get there.
502. If the collection and services remained the same
503. If it was far out South or North of town
504. I go to the library as often as I need to to check out new books, audiobooks, movies.
Frequency depends on how fast I read.
505. If it's uglier and more cold than the current one.
506. I would use it less often if it was moved to a far south-end location.
507. none
508. Location
509. distance (we live close to downtown and we do not plan to join the new wellness
center)
510. South End Location
511. Too far away from central location
512. No coffee
513. If we don't get a new one.
514. if it moved to the other side of town it would be inconvenient
515. none
516. It will be farther from my home.
517. Too far away from my house
518. location
519. Most information is available on-line.
520. no time
521. computer usage
522. none
523. SAME - IT ISN'T NEEDED!!!
524. if it is located in the southernmost place
525. There is no reason I wouldn't use the library more frequently.
526. Would use the library less frequently if it is located in the southern part of the
community
527. work too much
528. difficulty finding what I am interested in and not being able to "browse" easily
529. If it is crowded. After storytime the childrens section is very crowded and lots of
kids running around, no parking available
530. No better powerchair access would prevent me from visiting.
531. Low parking, would prefer for it to be open later
532. location
533. Can't think of any reasons, I love books (English major) but read so many school
books now, I will probably only be using the library more and more
534. inconvenient location i.e southend of town
535. disrepair of current facility, lack of children programs
536. location - not centrally located
537. Poor lighting, lack of comfortable seating, no wireless internet, no place to get
something to eat and drink
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538.
539.
540.
541.
542.

If you put it way out by the park board new building!!!
too far away from our house
a south town location
Never would be a reason I won't go.
I do not like the furniture that we have in the lib. i feels like it was all hand-medown furniture from grandma.
543. Further South end location
544. can't imagine not using the library
545. possible less convenient location
546. location a long way from where I live. I often walk to the library now.
547. location
548. continued difficulty with parking, no where comfortable to sit, continued poor
lighting
549. The location of the library if it is located out by the new Wellness Center. The
distance is to far out of town. Most people who will be using the Wellness Center or
gong to the Doctors at Aurora will not be stopping in at the Library at the same
time; therfore it would be extra trips.
550. difficult parking, lack of meeting space, lack of comfortable spots to read
551. Location on the far south end of Grand Forks
552. Too far from home
553. none
554. If it stays the same!
555. Hard to get to- inconvenient
556. Not being user friendly, crowded conditions
557. If it remained the same
558. inaccessible location
559. Time
560. Location
561. Less open hours
562. location- if the new library is built too far on the south end of town
563. If the location were further north
564. location - Live on the south end so if was north I'd be apt to use it less
565. Transporation issues to and from the library.
566. If it's new many people will be there and I don't like places with people everywhere
567. none
568. not centrally located
569. Difficult to get there in the winter time
570. The library not having the books that I am interested in.
571. It is hard to use now because it is small and as a teacher there are not as many
resources as I would like.
572. reducing the offerings movies, books, audio etc...
573. if it were further from my home
574. Depends on which location they choose for the new library
575. No reason
576. lack of space to work
577. None
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578.
579.
580.
581.
582.
583.
584.
585.
586.
587.
588.
589.
590.
591.

location
if it stays the same - not very inviting
If the library had a cramped and uncomfortable atmosphere
Too many people
Location
location
No need to use it, all information I need can be found on the internet
THE DISTANCE I LIVE FROM IT
you building a new one
harder to find things, lack of places to sit, lack of technology resources
Location
north-end location
crowded enviorment
If you move the library far to the south end away from the majority of the
population it will be a long way to drive.
592. out of date collection, information
593. Poor results of book looking for
594. use my computer at home more to do research
595. access difficult
596. Poor location, south end of town
597. located to far from my home
598. too far from my home and work
599. couldnt find what i wanted
600. If it were in the far southend it would be less convenient
601. the same reason I don't go as much now....the staff. There are a couple of diamonds
in the rough, but for the most part I rarely feel welcome there.
602. If it were further away (further south)
603. I love my own books, I have a computer at home with internet, etc.
604. Out of the way
605. game rooms
606. If the library was put on 32nd Ave or further South
607. I may use the library about the same as I do now.
608. None that I can think of.
609. I go as often as I need - about twice a month - I get enough books then
610. less accessible and out of the way location
611. if story hour was cancelled
612. If it were located on the south side.
613. If I were constantly unable to find new materials
614. depends on where it is located
615. I would not use it more frequently if it was located in a very out of the way place.
616. change locations
617. If it was further from my house.
618. Small space, lack of air conditioning in rooms and lack of parking.
619. lack of time
620. location too far from my house
621. if the library was situated on the south end of Grand Forks
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622. not a good location, parking issues
623. A less convenient (more remote) location
624. If the library materials are not updated.
625. Location
626. distance
627. can't think of a reason
628. out of the way location would be bad, crummy hours would reduce visits
629. I am there quite a bit already
630. location further north in GF
631. less convenient hours
632. If it is farther away. If it doesn't have tables for studying with wifi.
633. less convenient location
634. not sure
635. If it is located in the Leever's location
636. If the location were too far away.
637. distance
638. to far to go - at this time the library is at a good central location
639. If it is located in south end of Grand Forks
640. if it is by the wellness center,
641. If the location is not as convenient to my home/work as it is right now.
642. out of the way (location), no new books
643. further away
644. If the location is out of the way from other businesses or just plain out of the way of
the area I live in in general.
645. No reason.
646. too much hassle to get there
647. Storytime
648. too far away
649. It looks very dodgy and tucked away right behind K-mart now, people can't see it
unlee you are a local and knows where it is. It needs to look like a inviting place for
people to learn and read.
650. Inconvenience to access by the city bus.
651. Not convienent, not a lot of space
652. The way the world is going, I don't think books will be around in 5 to 10 years. We'll
all have e-readers and iPads.
653. If the location is too far to make it convenient
654. Availability of comfortable seating, location, ease of coming and going
655. my main library is Chester Fritz, which usually has what I need
656. Location
657. Distance from the center of town.
658. a lot of information can be found on the internet
659. none
660. Location. I work at the Univeol8( )]TJEMC /P <</Mmdrivc 0.0002 Tw 18.315 0 Td[(9.2iting pl/P n
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662. no technology or low tech, dirty, right now I don't enjoy going becuse it's so run
down
663. location
664. Location
665. if things stay the same
666. If it were less convenient than the current library
667. If it were way out on the south end my usage would decrease.
668. transprotation issues
669. limited hours
670. location
671. live out of town
672. poor location
673. using a kindle to read books
674. there would not be one reason
675. If the library was not as good as the first.
676. No change in childrens books
677. Lack of material
678. if it were located extreme south end of town
679. None, don't use it very often right now.
680. use the same regardless
681. Location of the library
682. Again, location - if it is too far away I wouldn't likely visit the library.
683. Find anything I would need on home computer.
684. If it is too far away from where I live. I like its current, central location.
685. Internet access is not an issue for me. I don't need it there, but some people do.
686. no services of interest
687. can't think of any
688. Computers
689. none
690. The UND library is much more updated
691. Location out of way
692. South end location--too far
693. If it is further away from the center of GF. I do visit there a couple times a year.
694. How far it is from UND campus
695. none
696. dark, uninviting, diffucult to find items, unsavory poeple hanging out in and
around the building
697. If the library had a poor selection.
698. If the library offered me nothing of worth or interest. There has to be a reason why I
am coming to the library.
699. Stagnant growth
700. distance
701. Out dated collections/environment.
702. Not centrally located in the community
703. If it stays the same, I probably won't use it very often.
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704. Can't think of any - I anticipate perhaps visiting the library in person less, but using
its virtual services more - like Library2Go
705. Location
706. distance
707. Location would be important.
708. Distance from home
709. location
710. less convenient location--out of sight out of mind
711. lack of parking,
712. if it was on the south end of town-even though the current library was built on what
was then the south edge of town, the town wasn't as big back then
713. Location. Lack of slection.
714. Too far away
715. lack of parking
716. Meeting rooms/facilities
717. hard to find things, poorly staffted,
718. aaa
719. none
720. farther from home, not kid-friendly
721. Location
722. location
723. too far south
724. Location...I do not want it too far south
725. NO TIME
726. inconvient to get to
727. Inconvience because i live out of town, and its in an area that i never drive by so i
don't think of it.
728. Noise
729. I typically think about going to the library on Friday, often I think it would be nice
to rent a movie, after work but the library closes at 5pm on Fridays, the same time I
finish work.
730. location and facility
731. New Building
732. cannot think of a reason
733. Crowded at times, computers and other resources often not currently available
734. You can find a great deal of information on the internet and if I had a Kindle and
lots of money to purchase books (which i don't).
735. Possibly the location
736. a North end location
737. OUT OF THE WAY LOCATION
738. no need
739. Would be no reason (location maybe)
740. location
741. inadequate amenities
742. Excessive noise, increased traffic, and poor location.
743. Buy books I am interested in
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744.
745.
746.
747.

too far away
Location, time
I don't think there is anything there that I need.
I would not use it more if it was simply a new building, with the same old books
and same type of organization.
748. Inconvenient location
749. location
750. poor access and resources
751. lack of inventory, lack of technology
752. Computer Use
753. Difficulty finding parking spaces and not having enough time to get to the library
before closing
754. location
755. See above
756. IT IS JUST FINE THE WAY IT IS- N O T N E E D E D!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
757. decline in quality and quantity of books
758. SHOULD BE DROPPING THE TAX - NOT ADDING- WHAT A WASTE OF OUR
TAX MONEY - REALLY NOW STOP!!
759. If it moved to an inconvenient location.
760. location
761. If it is farther South then current location
762. Inconvenient location to my work or home.
763. Location
764. check out regular books
765. A location that's farther south.
766. location
767. location
768. I walk everywhere so if it moved futher south I would not be able to visit as often.
769. If it is further from where I live.
770. If it is moved to the North end.
771. I support the thrift stores ....
772. Having it turn into a social area...ie putting in a coffee shop
773. If it cost more money to check out books, etc.
774. If it moved to a location significantly further than current location.
775. If it is not open!
776. locating the library south of 32nd Ave.
777. locating it south of 32nd Ave S
778. Winter; google from home; buy my own books; no reason to go there
779. Hard to get to
780. if the library would be moved south of 32nd Ave S
781. too busy to read
782. The library doesn't have some research books I need.
783. location
784. If the library was too far.
785. if it was inconvenient to drive there
786. no reason
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787.
788.
789.
790.

New location a lot farther than where i am currently living
out of the way location, such as far south end
out of the way
location. If it were more convenient to those of us who live in the north end, i would
probably stop there more often.
791. not enough computors and having to wait to get on one
792. I travel quite a bit.
793. Location being further from downtown.
794. too crowded, too far away
795. location not convenient and they tend to be closed on the days that I have off from
work
796. Too far out of town
797. I Live on the Northside of town, would not want to drive way to the other end of the
city
798. Hard to access location or not centrally located.
799. None.
800. If it's still the old systems and old ways just in a new building.
801. location
802. Time
803. I have not used the GF Public library since 1979. I have lived in GF since 1977.
804. location
805. If they would cut back on hours.
806. I don't have time to read or watch movies.
807. With the modern technology of internet, I can find about any information and get
almost any book I want.
808. not space to read, old atmosphere
809. If it were further away from my home on the North end of Grand Forks
810. The convenience of the location as we live in the southend.
811. Continue with current habits/resources for information, books, etc.
812. busy
813. none
814. The only reason I can think of is if the location isn't very good, out of town, out of
the way, etc.
815. less kids programs
816. I would likely not use it much at all if it is located at the far south location. Too far
to get to conveniently.
817. the internet
818. less computers to use, not getting the new books I look for, parking even tighter
819. Located on south end and no weekend evening hours!
820. would not use it less frequently
821. crouding and congestion
822. location
823. outdated
824. If it is located on the far south end.
825. not needed
826. not applicable
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827.
828.
829.
830.
831.
832.
833.
834.
835.
836.
837.
838.
839.
840.
841.
842.
843.
844.
845.

I can already get most of the information I need
fewer hours open
Location, location, location
crowds
Location and convenience.
none
The internet.
location and access
location
if upgrades were not made and I felt they were not meeting my needs
location
The Internet
location
Checking out books to read as I usually purchase most of those.
Distance
none
none
Parking
being too far out on the south end, I live north of town and never had any trouble
locating the libary
846. If it is re-located to the far south end of town.
847. no addition to the collection
848. location not convenient
849. If the location is further from my home or work.
850. location
851. discomfort, no parking
852. Location
853. Inconvenient location such as too far south.
854. location
855. Remaining as it is now
856. if it is located farther than the current library from my apartment
857. I feel I go as often as I need to go
858. a location even farther south than the current one
859. Location
860. Adding too many new programs--sometimes programs within the community are
duplicated.
861. I'd have to be house-bound I guess!
862. None
863. More Taxes
864. more
865. Location, if this project will be expensive
866. If it goes to the south side of town by the Wellness Center- I would still go but it
would not be as convenient as where it is now or on the North end. Even the Rex's
site would be more convenient than the Wellness Center site.
867. If it is located too far South of town - I would find it inconvenient
868. location - have to pay
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869. check out books
870. location
871. none
872. old products
873. Location
874. None
875. not always as much time
876. Less books, more of a social center, not a learnining center
877. If the location was inconvenient
878. Same old material
879. location
880. too busy
881. if the location was not near my home
882. Possible re-location upon master's graduation
883. if the location was on aq far end of GF such as the south end
884. location
885. limited access because of new location
886. Lack of free time, poor management, lack of resources, outdated stock
887. If services and access stayed the same
888. None
889. unknown
890. Time constraints on my part as my kids get older
891. If it was dirty and sketchy people hungout there.
892. if the dont have good parking
893. I can't see using any library less, unless there was specific structural or design issues
that really made it unbearable.
894. Keeping it in the same location
895. Not approving of cost of it
896. shorter hours of operation
897. im not really fond of the location its in now
898. not centralized
899. it would be the same
900. out-of-the-way location
901. not an attraction
902. none
903. If it is more than a few miles from my home
904. On-line
905. really no reason
906. Location...It is was located on the south end of town it would be inconvenient
907. Out of the way, further south
908. I would not use the library more frequently if they removed the CD and DVD
section.
909. if it was in an inconvenient location
910. It seems so crowded and small parking lot
911. time
912. location
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913.
914.
915.
916.
917.
918.
919.

My frequency of use would not change.
Too far away.
If the services and collection were to be the same
Right now the library's parking is crowded and unsafe for small children.
Inconvenient location
See the note above.
if I can not get there -- I am opposed to the very south location. I have an auto but
many people do not, especially old and those with lessened abilities
920. Internet service has provided many resources that were only available at the library
in the past.
921. Same Content
922. none
923. I would use it the same amount.
924. libraries are vital to learning
925. nothing
926. Adequate income to buy my own books and magazines, home computer, and
availability of on-line media and e-readers.
927. none
928. Depends on the location . I am not in favor of a library built further south than the
current library.
929. possible less inconvenient location
930. It's location...if it's out farther south, I wouldn't travel the extra distance.
931. If it was to lose its focus as a place primarily for access to knowledge and not
become a computer gaming center, Senior Center,
932. location
933. The building isn't the reason I visit a library.
934. none
935. if put in a non-central location, if too small
936. if too far from a bus route runs every half hour by the site rather than only every
hour
937. Too far away.
938. Moving the library to a different location
939. If it gets placed on the south side I will not support the tax increase or the new
library period. If it gets placed on the south end, Wellness Center site or Farm site it
will be to far to be used.
940. Too far away if it's on the south end.
941. if it were in a out of the way place--should be in the middle of town, not out
somewhere where the city might be someday
942. When they needlessly build new libraries that waste tax payer money.
943. waste of tax dollars
944. Screw you and your library
945. lack of customer service
946. To many people
947. I WOULDN'T - WE DON'T NEED OUR CITY TO SHOVE UN-NEEDED AT US
948. jerks
949. that the old library remains as is
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950.
951.
952.
953.
954.
955.
956.
957.
958.
959.

None
no easily accessible like the old library
Small selection
Distance from home
Increased noise and traffic, as well as inconvenient location.
If the location is not good
if the location werem't good
No new books
NONE
If the current titles and searching system are not updated. Consider EGF as
residents
960. inconvenient location
961. Too busy, don't make it a priority
962. if situated on the extreme south end of Grand Forks
963. location, I like the current library location
964. out of date resources, drab environment
965. difficult parking
966. Depends on where it will be located
967. Finding time in my busy schedule to get there
968. also the library is currently walking distance away, if it moves further away I will
visit less frequently
969. I currently like to use the library to borrow books and see myself continuing to use it
for that purpose.
970. if it was in a location that was a long way to drive and not convenient
971. n/a - I don't use the library now
972. parking
973. No reason
974. location too far away from north end
975. internet service
976. Too computer-oriented - decrease in books
977. Current building it too cramped - no quiet area for research/reding.
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APPENDIX D. Please describe your vision of what a new Grand Forks library
should be.
1. A library, new or old, should engage the community. It should provide books,
internet access, movies, magazines, and newspapers to those who can't afford them
or choose not to buy them. It should have a vibrant childrens department to engage
children and instill in them a love of reading and learning at a young age.
2. a service offering all resources including books, periodicals,, historical research and
computer needs.Staff to assist people with their searches and what the librrary has
available.
3. To give people a chance to be able to access all that the library has to offer in a new
facility.
4. Ah, cultural information center, encouraging reading from children up, access to all
kinds of books, information, places for private and public meetings
5. to continue to allow people to use services and media at no cost.
6. The library needs to be bigger - currently the books are difficult to access for a lot of
people, because the stacks are so crowded. It needs to be a place for the community
to gather, feel welcome and comfortable. It already has tons of media, but making
that more accessable would be great.
7. should be nice and quiet
8. a place for the community to gather for events and knowledge, a haven for children
to learn and participate in activities, an area for senior citizens to learn new
technologies, a peaceful venue to read, learn and contemplate
9. The purpose should be to provide good and current literature for adults and
children for checkout.
10. A fun environment for people of all ages to learn in and become better people to
serve the community.
11. add a coffee shop to support library access programs for the low income and
elderly
12. It should not only be a place to go and get a good book for regular reading or
research, you should be able to have a cup of hot chocolate and get on wifi with
your laptop for a quiet place to study.
13. It should have something for everyone--books, tapes, computers, movies etc and it
should be in a location to all.
14. leave it right where it is....a lovely setting...easy parking....friendly staff.....feels like a
home.
15. it should be a welcoming place for all ages, for the book folks and the "computer
age" people
16. It should be community friendly; something for everyone (programs for teens,
children (all ages) and adults).
17. A pleasant, cheerful, light & airy space with access to books, periodicals and
multimedia, internet. Space for book clubs or small community groups (ex:
knitting) to meet and hold discussions. Quiet study/reading areas.
18. provide and encourage educational opportunities for all ages through all types of
media, classes, activities, etc.
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19. a place to sit and stay for awhile, coffee shop might be great and a place to visit
20. The purpose is provide the community a place where they can learn & gather new
knowledge & let people use the computers.
21. A community hub
22. People should be able to borrow a wider variety of books, hold meetings, do
research. Library staff should be available to assist and more willing to help people
learn how to use their library effectively. I don't think many people know how to
get what they need from their library and a library should help them figure it out.
23. an updating of what we have-computers, better kids sections-should provide
inexpensive learning areas.
24. It should have lots of natural light, be spacious with room for expansion, have a
coffee shop and a friends of the library bookstore, have a teen section with its own
seating, meeting rooms available for reservation, drive-up drop off for books, a
central location, a large parking lot, etc.
25. It should be easily accessible, somewhat centrally located, adequately staffed,
friendly appearance
26. I think that the library should be a community resource center and that it should
fulfill the informational and recreational needs of its citizens. It should act as a
community meeting place and should be widely accessible.
27. A community meeting hall of sorts, for book clubs, technology clubs, and other
hobbyists along with a place to research information
28. A new library in Grand Forks should be a fusion of both the old conventions of
what a library should entail as a source for information as well as inquisition and
the new possibilities inherent in technology that are available to better cultivate the
ultimate quest of humanity: knowledge. The new library should be the cornerstone
and crown jewel of Grand Forks. Namely, it should foster throughout the
community a better sense of what it is to be both a local and global citizen as we
continually shape our perceptions through our experiences and the intelligence we
acquire every day. That is its purpose.
29. I would like to have access to electronic books. I already belong to two book clubs,
but I believe I would enjoy taking classes, if they are offered.
30. Look for ways to become more family friendly, so that families will want to go
together to hang out and enjoy it
31. Modern and updated. The library should served the public at large. It should be
located to the South end of Grand Forks where the larger population of children are
now located. The decision of location should be based on the direction of the
growth of Grand Forks. The present library came from the downtown location and
was located in the most southend location at that time, because the director had the
foresight to acknowledge the growth of Grand Forks. The Leever's location is a poor
location. It is not a safe location for children. The busy intersections would make it
very difficult to get onto Washington Street. The location on 40th Ave. is quieter
and would be a beautiful location for a new, modern and futuristic library. It
should continue to provide a wide selection of books and education materials,
especially since Grand Forks will no longer have a bookstore. The library should
increase their materials.
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32. Resource center. Electronic media as well as paper. Love to see more kid friendly.
encourage kids involvement, community center, meetings, maybe training center
equipped with computers.
33. Room to grow, rooms for meetings (both regular and special events), a place to
meet friends, and of course, materials to read!
34. open, inviting, modern
35. I think the Grand Forks library should be a community center. It should be a place
where children can gather for learning and fun. It should be a place where teens
and adults can gather for book club discussions, for lectures by experts in various
fields, and for personal relaxation and learning. Right now, I feel the library has a
wonderful selection of books, but the physical structure is not inviting (both interior
and exterior). I'd love for the library to be a place that brings together all sorts of
people from Grand Forks. It can and should be at the heart of our community.
Having a more inviting physical structure (both interior and exterior), offering
more activities for kids, and providing a modern and comfortable environment for
adults who want to work, relax, and/or learn will help the library achieve this
position.
36. contain newest releases as well as "oldies," up to date technology, technology
classes, programs to encourage children to read
37. I see the library as an asset to any community.
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47. The new library should be a showplace for the community. A place to display local
art, hold meetings, and inspire kids and adults to read. It should have little nooks
scattered throughout for reading both inside and outside. I imagine it having a
beautiful garden where kids of all ages could gather in the summer to work on
projects together.
48. it should either have or have the ability to obtain any book one would want
49. Move the kid's section, "meeting rooms", and the computers to the White Elephant
Civic Center; it'll be the only positive thing happening there. Keep the printed
materials and perhaps the audio/visual materials in the present building. DO NOT
build a new building. DO NOT waste a shipload of tax money.
50. It should serve the needs of those who utilize it.
51. More centrally located, more than one floor.
52. I'm confused I keep reading the library is trying to obtain more users, I've read the
stats and this library has a higher volume than Fargo and Bismarck. Why are you
pressing this issue? A new library should contain a large selection of books,
magazines etc. especially since GF will no longer have a bookstore.
53. Clean, bright and well organized. Not all DVD's. This is a library NOT a video
store!!
54. There should NOT be a new Grand Forks library.
55. Someplace fun to go. Clean, updated appearance, well lit. Above all, Welcoming.
56. Building that combines technology with books. Be more than just a library but host
more community events.
57. a place to gather. There should be meeting rooms, it would be nice to have a movie
series in the library as some other libraries do, more books, opportunities to get
books on kindle and other electronic sources.
58. A library is for people to go and read, which seems to be forgotten in all of this.
Everyone keeps looking at all of the fluff such as a coffee shop - are you going to let
people read and spill on the books? A library in today's age needs a children's
library, a DVD library, an internet area which is WIFI, a reference area, a self
checkout area, a drive by return book section especially for us living up here in the
winter, it needs a far better website than what you currently have. A library is a
community place. In other cities, libraries have a kitchen area where people can
hold receptions, even weddings. A library is not a coffee shop. Please keep that in
mind.
59. Place for families to go to spend quality time together
60. open, airy, inviting, well-lit, spacious, well organized, easy to move around in--it
should serve as a community hub, serving all
61. More inviting space, better lighting (more natural light), cleaner, a comfortable
place for children, coffee house... it should fulfill a place in the community for
people to gather, celebrate literature and promote reading for children (including
teenagers).
62. It should be a resource to all people including those that may not have cars
63. I think it should be very appealing to children and teens to get them away from
their cell phones and TV.
64. I think it should offer a broad range of services to a broad range of the population:
teens, immigrants, children, seniors, etc.
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65. easy access to lots of good books and pleasant reading space
66. I would love to see it as more of a community center focused on literacy, and as
such I think it should be as centrally located as possible.
67. It should be accessible. It should be on the bus line. It should NOT be way-thehell-and-gone in the south end--put it where the people are. It should be a place for
readers to rejoice! The computers are important to folks without access at home
and are an important service. I love seeing little kids checking out piles of books-and hope the newly located childrens' department would be as nicely "isolated" as
the old one is for everyone's comfort.
68. I believe the new library should include more Internet connections and most of the
collections should be updated and expanded. A public library should provide
information, entertainment, and services such as the Internet. It should be a place
people of all ages look forward to to going to and participating in. As I age, I'm
more interested in inspirational books, videos, and crafting books. Thanks for
getting input nad planning for a greater library.
69. hands on learning spaces, community classes, digital download abilities, art center,
science center, toddler crawling/climbing/exploration center - a blend of library
meets children's museum!
70. It should be a real community space; where events/meetings can take place as well
as a source of accessible information. A building that all citizens can be proud of.
71. Well, it should serve people in the new digital age, where information is availabe in
mobile, rentable form. It should have a full range of media.
72. It needs to act more as a community learning center and museum. It should also
heavliy support the arts.
73. I've been to many libraries in other cities and the thing i always notice (when
compared to our library here) is that they always seem much more open and have a
lot of natural light. It makes them seem so much more inviting and less
"institutional". Our library seems cramped and outdated. I hope the new library
continues to have a lot of books but also keeps up with new technologies (eBooks).
74. Community, welcoming. It would be nice to have designated quite areas and others
where it is okay to have children and not worry about noise levels. It should be a
place for anyone to enjoy, both quitely and socially.
75. I think the current library does a good job. Mainly I just check out books.
76. Help all ages
77. a comfortable meeting place for community members and plenty of computers with
Internet access for library users
78. Easily accessible to everyone, not just those with cars. I'd like it to be a "go-to" place
where I know I can find what I'm looking for once I get there.
79. I love the library the way it is.
80. I think it is doing a fine job right now
81. Accessibility for all income brackets, ages and abilities. Computers. Many, many,
many books for browsing. Enticing children's areas. Teen areas.
82. A library, new or old, should engage the community. It should provide books,
internet access, movies, magazines, and newspapers to those who can't afford them
or choose not to buy them. It should have a vibrant childrens department to engage
children and instill in them a love of reading and learning at a young age.
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83. centrally located, accessible, airy with lots of natural light
84. For me, I access primarily books from the library, no other services. It would be
awesome if I could create a queue like Netflix of books that I want to read or
current bestsellers, and I would be notified by email when my next book was
available or on reserve for me. I'd like to see better information about what people
are reading---best seller lists, or recommendations by genre---either in the library
itself or on the website.
85. spacious accomodations; light-filled space to relax and read; good,current book
holdings
86. study space, on line books, places to sit and read, internet access, meeting rooms,
room for story hour, quiet spaces, loud spaces,
87. It should be there to support the community by offering classes, books, music, and
movies.
88. Double the square footage, large open spaces inside the building, on a new
building lot on the south end of town, purpose: to improve culture and wellbeing of
the community
89. It should be a place where you can feel welcome and be able to stay for hours
because it intreges your senses
90. Center for information, gathering space, community interaction, technological
resources
91. The library should be bigger, with more natural light perhaps through a skylight (s)
and open on Friday night.
92. inform, educate and entertain the public
93. more activities (community meeting rooms, maybe crafts areas for kids & adults,
etc) and more holdings and/or special loan materials
94. Vision: 3 story, lots of natural light, should meet the needs of all ages, centrally
located most important
95. a brighter place with more technology, lots of windows, a true source of pride for
the community
96. a convenient source of information and knowledge for the entire community-WiFi
availability with plug in for my own laptop.
97. The new library should be an attractive cultural building located in a quiet, pleasant
area, not in a noisy, busy commercial or industiral area.
98. media/technology resource, interactive learning, children's programs,
99. inspire children to read, family place to spend time,
100. The new library needs to be a place that is welcoming to all. It should be a meeting
place for all. I would love to have a place where people could give presentations on
everything from Mozart to cholesterol. A place where adults can bring children
and teenagers are comfortable. A place to hang out with your grandchild.
101. The new library needs a place large enough for both children & adult programs. I
would like to see a genealogy room with its own computers & resources for
research.
102. Community resource for books, research material, media, etc. Community
availabiltiy of DVDs and CDs
103. More natural light, less heavy/dark wood, and much more comfortable seating
nooks.
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104. I like what has been written about in the Herald. More space is badly needed. In
the current library, books are too high and lighting too dim. More space is needed
for technology.
105. It should serve ever aspect of life in GF, from low income to the wealthy, and it
should be well lit and easy to use.
106. all inclusive
107. Place for resources, computers, and classes. Provides information and
entertainment and access to computers.
108. Newer and larger services
109. I think it should be more up to date technology wise and offer some classes to help
seniors and others learn some basic computer education. Lots of areas for children
to read and relax and the same for adults, a quite place to enjoy a book or
newspaper
110. I don't think we really need a new one maybe just add on and upgrade!
111. I think a blend of modern and old would be fantastic. On looks alone, I would like
to see more light in the library that would take advantage of glass and natural light.
There should be a larger work space by the computers so that people can write and
study. It should be the first place people will think to come to work on a project.
112. infomation center
113. great place for everyone to use
114. be accessible for city bus riders, more computers, book clubs
115. a place for the community to gather and learn
116. The new library should be inviting
117. Up to date facility with lots of room to make you want to stay there and read, study
etc.
118. really liked the set-up at the old UND Barnes & Noble. Wouldn‚Äôt it be nice for
the new GF Public Library to have a coffee shop within its building where one
could buy coffee/tea and a pastry or soup and sandwich. We could even bring our
books in there to browse through. Some tables in secluded corners would be nice
for small meetings of book clubs.
119. A new library should be large enough to serve the community's need for books,
internet access, and other forms of data access.
120. A community meeting place for intellectual activities
121. Community gathering spot, relaxing atmosphere for sitting and reading, perhaps
coffee shop
122. state of the art....top of the line...best in the state
123. More of a modern library, a place where people want to go
124. I think the library now is good, it would be nice to add more books to the collection.
125. It should have more computers, break it you buy it head phones policy, just say
though they're not cheap.
126. I would like to attract more students and more attractions for toddlers.
127. well stocked, more electronic media, easy access
128. Greater use of technology and doing whatever it takes to entice young people to get
interested in reading.
129. more study attractions for und students
130. What the additions are that I've read about sound excellent.
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131. I would like it if there were many different places to study, being a college student I
would like that.I think the biggest issue is just an updated look for the library.
132. Expanded service, more rooms for meetings.
133. A new library should provide more resources for greater population - have more
modern facilities and resources to attract more people.
134. a central spot for kid's programs and other services, book clubs, Internet access
135. Should be a place for all ages to enjoy reading or related materials (DVD's, books on
tape, story hour, book clubs, computer classes, etc.
136. A place for the community to gather for activities or at a coffee shop. It should
provide all of the needs for new media as well as the classes to learn how to use
media. It could perhaps a light-filled atrium that would be a great place to be on a
wintery day (I would drive to the south end for that!).
137. The purpose, for me, is to fuel my passion for reading. It should provide a safe
environment with quality book, movies, and other services.
138. more room and quieter
139. books for adults, room for technology, children's section, story time section,
activities for older children
140. a place for traditional and non traditional resources of information and
entertainment
141. A Grand Forks library should be a hub of creativity and dignity in a
community/neighborhood that begs for beauty and revitalization. First and
foremost it should serve the community, especially those least fortunate among us.
142. a place find information, explore literature, etc.
143. somthing that is more modern with better lighting and study rooms would be great
144. A place for citizens to go for resources and to do homework/ read
145. It seems as though what is being proposed has been well thought out. I like to see a
focus on technology and forward thinking.
146. it should be the intellectual and cultural center of grand forks
147. Maintain a storehouse of books and other media, but also have access to digital
media and the internet
148. A space for community discussion, learning, and education. I like the idea of
locating it near the new Wellness Center. The "healthy mind, healthy body" concept
icould be a great marketing concept. ng
149. Should be next to next Fitness Center, should have places to meet and talk, have
coffee, I want something like a large Barnes and Noble with a Starbucks, but it
would be a library!
150. Since we will no longer have a bookstore - it should continue to provide large
volumes of books, magazines.
151. I love to read, but do not want to own the books. It's often difficult to find titles
simply because they are located on shelves that are too high to read the title much
less read, so I envision lower shelves. I also would like more places to sit and page
through materials. Parking is a real issue. I've often circled the lot and left because
there wasn't a space open.
152. I believe a city library should offer current technologies to its community.
153. Centrally located, computer access, replacement of lost items (books, DVDs etc),
open, airy, welcoming space, attentive to space and activities for children
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154. The library should be a community hub. We no longer have a civic center, only an
entertainment center. There are almost no meeting rooms for citizens, without a
charge, in this community. The library can and should be a place for people to
create knowledge about our community and share it, as well as to access and
discuss knowledge from many sources.
155. a safe, warm place for families to bond by sharing a love of books
156. The library should be a resource for everyone - young & old. Beneficial hours and
friendly employees are key. I think it should utilize a historcal building rather than
build new. Go Green!
157. I think the library should have space for classes and meetings, it should have a
wealth of literature for all ages, computer and technology access for those who
require it, and it should be a bright, enjoyable space in which people can love
reading.
158. best way to get to an adult is through their child, the children's section is rather
large upstairs if you were thinking of 2 stories having the first floor devoted to
young adults might be a great way to get younger students in. That allows the
parents to come and get them, esp if you have computer labs. I believe it should be
able to fullfill all reading materials that you could find at a bookstore. Everyone has
different likes and being able to have a wide selection would be nice, especially for
students from UND and surrounding colleges.
159. Access to written and electronic materials that is not otherwise available on the
computer of the person needing the information. i.e if someone doesn't have the
access the library should provide the access.
160. It's design should be open and airy with a lot of natural light; books arranged like
Barnes & Noble; up-to-date technology; large interactive area for elementary aged
students; comfortable study areas for middle and high school youth; a "meditation"
room; handicapped accessible.
161. central location, easily accessible, more space so can expand computer center, etc.
162. It should be a place where people of all ages can expand their imagination and
knowledge.
163. children friendly
164. I believe the current location is sufficent. A remodel to continue the floor
throughout the building would add a lot of additional space for use.
165. Bozeman, MT built a beautiful new library a few years ago, It is amazing. A similar
building would be my vision. If you are going to build it, buid it right. It should
not only be a book repository, but a place for community gatherings and events.
166. a place I can regularly come to with my child where we can both find books in our
interest areas - both current and classic publications - without having to hope we
might be able to get them through ILL eventually.
167. A technology friendly environment with all the newest novels and magazines in a
tranquil setting - with a coffee shop onsite.
168. It needs to be a center of information for the community - not just books.
Technology, referral to resources, and flexibility to be used by other groups are all
important. Central location is necessary.
169. i think it would be great to have the new library downtown or near downtown.
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170. Larger space, well organized, to provide the community with more resources and
literature.
171. I am not really sure, I have a four year old and we read all the time at home. I have
internet at home. I buy books at thrift stores.
172. Continue to fill the role it currently has, but with more parking, more space, a lower
profile for book storage.
173. I am opposed to building a new library.
174. The more ways in which it can be more things to more people the better. I have
read numerous letters to the editor lately and they have wonderful ideas. For me
personally, the advanced computer/internet is a definite plus, as my computer is
very old and cannot do many things. The availability of brand new books is always
great, since I am low income and only get second-hand books from thrift stores, and
it takes years for me to read the new ones. Years ago the bus went right by the
library, but now it's some distance away, and it makes it difficult to get to. I like the
availability of magazines, newspapers, movies, music, etc., at the library, since I
can't afford to subscribe or even go to movies at the theatres. There are the old
reference books which offer me research information that I can't even find on the
internet because no one has digitized those books (obscure things like Minnesota
painters of the 1900s). Another advantage of the internet at the library is the access
to paid subscription sites such as art history research, which I can't afford myself.
The internet itself is great--it's like having access to nearly all the world's
information at once--but there's something to be said for entering a wonderland of
books and media which the library represents to me. Time stands still and I can
indulge in the smell, feel, look of books of all sorts, or sit and read a newspaper
from another city, or look up old newspaper archives. The library is almost the
equivalent of public tv and should be there for everyone, free, accessible, and full
of the widest assortment of materials as possible for as many users as possible.
175. high tech facility with more gramds for people of all ages
176. Community friendly, easy to access books on the inside.
177. Newer computer equipment - more user friendly to look up resources.
178. It should have lots of books and media, free card to anyone in the nearby
surrounding area
179. Exciting place to go where children and adults can expand their knowledge.
180. access for all, easy to access resources, reading, internet, and community education
opportunities
181. traditional service expanded
182. fullfill the needs of the people of GF
183. Large Children's section
184. Needs to be for people who cannot afford to buy books, have internet and
computers for those who need, also children's programs
185. COMPUTER USAGE, ELECTRONIC MEDIA, COFFEE SHOP, READING AREAS
186. should just used an existing building on so. Wash. as an annex for computer
services and meeting rooms, etc.
187. convenience, easy access
188. The library should be a gathering place and a source of information
189. A place where everyone in Grand Forks can find information that they need.
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190.
191.
192.
193.
194.

195.
196.

197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.

207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.

213.
214.

meet the needs of all the community members..special needs, aged, etc...
To provide information and resources to the people of Grand Forks.
more of a comfortable setting with available outlets for technology use
Should fulfill the needs of all ages. Story-time to taxes. Have advanced
technologies.
I think the new library should envision itself as a media center, wherein people can
use new technologies to learn new ideas. Checking out Kindle software (if possible)
would be cool. Also, I would like to see more wired hubs for netbook/laptop users.
a place for young & old to get engaged in reading, videos, technology
I think the library should be a source of information and knowledge. It is currently
doing a great job with what resources it has. But is limited by its current brick and
mortar reality.
There should be private meeting/reading rooms,wifi and the ability to download
ebooks.
Mor e community activities
community events
place to find books, research, keep in touch with "back home news"
A good mix of media, quiet reading space, programs to promote reading for all ages
It should be easily accessible to kids on bikes and older residents who rely on public
transportation.
Books. That is all the library should be. No meeting rooms, etc.
love the vision of the 21st Century Library...gathering place, coffee shop, clean,
technology for kids, and adults
New technology, inviting to all, free place to go and learn
The library will give all citizens equal access and give them the opportunity to be
digitally literate. The library would offer free computer classes and database
training.
A place to check out books, tapes, cds, or other materials to read and learn; meeting
place; educational facility.
meeting space for the community, technology access for those who don't already
have it at home, promote reading and knowledge access in our community
I just want to see a better selection of library books and audio books.
A place with access to all types of media in a comfortable environment
books and internet available
I would like to see the library centrally located. I am concerned that so many public
serives are moving to the south end of town. It would be nice if the library could
remain where it is at. It should serve everyone from children to retired. It should
contain up to date technology and resources. It would be nice to have multilevels
and quiet rooms for people to study. It would be great if there could be a meeting
room that could be used for various gatherings for the community ie clubs,
organizations, It should be a comfortable place with good lighting and comfortable
seating.
all needs and ages with new technology
A beautiful space, room for book clubs/community groups/others to meet,
warm/welcoming/helpful staff, tons & tons & tons of resources (books, media, the
newest gagets), lots of room (plan bigger than you ever think you would need room
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215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.

221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.

233.
234.
235.
236.

for), lots of events/speakers, lots of computers, nooks & crannies everywhere for
individuals to be, excellent lighting, lots of parking, easy drop-off to return items
without leaving your car, etc.!
it should be a place where people have free access to educational materials
More technology available for those that cannot afford it. More ergonomical use of
space.
place to hang out and look at books, coffee shop available, destination where people
get sit and talk about books
It should have more space; better location; more inviting; better parking; more
group/meeting rooms.
a more updated building alot with better organized with more space
Library as community center, coffee shop within, gathering place for book clubs,
place for community tutoring, facility for community classes, perhaps a computer
lap/station
It should be a multimedia resource (books, audiobooks, CDs, DVDs, computers
(Windows/Mac), learning centers)
If we do have a new library, there should be emphasis on technology and a coffee
shop.
media center, some retail options, gathering place to read and sip coffee,
stimulating children's environment
community meeting space, resource
A warm & welcoming place for all of our communities media needs and wants.
One that would last more than 40 years. Very poor planning as usual in Grand
Forks
to be the resource to the community
To help instill the love for reading in every person.
should have resources and services available to all
hub for the community
Technology upgrade--better expanded children's area--more reading nooks
I'm not in favor of a new library but rather remodeling and modernizing the
present one.
I envision a larger and brighter (more windows, more colorful paint) Grand Forks
library. In regards to fulfilling a purpose I particularly like this mission statement I
saw for theSpringfield-Greene County Library District : "to provide an environment
where lifelong habits of learning, self-improvement and self-expression are
encouraged and where patrons can meet their educational, informational and
recreational needs. The Library responds to the needs of users by providing clean
and inviting buildings, well-organized and up-to-date collections, friendly,
professional service and well-trained staff."
Clean, modern, and wide selection of books and comfortable seating to read
A Grand Forks Library should actually be able to bridge any generational gaps by
providing the same information in a uniform manner to all patrons.
user friendly - large enough for kids to read and adults to use internet, etc
Love what is being talked about - Must continue to meet the needs of the citizens all ages - of GF
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237. I have visited the libraries in other cities, and they are more of a destination and
community center type of place. It would be great to have a variet of meeting
rooms/classrooms to utilize.
238. It needs more space, more places for people to read, and just enjoy the atmosphere.
239. modern, relaxing, inviting
240. A new GF library should be a clean, warm environment for all ages. It should offer
a variety of services; provide a comfortable setting for reading, etc.
241. It is a media center for all in Grand forks
242. getting books into the hands of children
243. It should contain the newest and best features of other libraries from across the
country!
244. It should be a welcoming place for the whole community with programs and
facilities to promote reading for everyone - very young to very old.
245. I use the library for research for my work and just for fun reading too. I think it
should be more welcoming. It's a resource for the area.
246. varied resources & programs for all ages
247. Wide open, 1 floor, pleanty of room.
248. I do think the community of Grand Forks needs an updated library whether that is
a complete over hall of the current library or building of a new one. I do however
feel the current location is ideal for the community as a whole. I would love to see
the library have a coffee shop, interactive bright colorful areas for kids and a
contemporary theme.
249. Provide an opportunity for all community members to find the resources they are
looking for, whether it's technology or book related.
250. I would love to see children's books leveled with the GRA book levels as the public
school uses. Many parents request help with this. They state they check out lots of
books from the library but have difficulty getting those "just right" books for their
children to read.
251. It should be a real community gathering place. It should have something for every
age. A wonderful children's area, an inviting teen area with games, a huge fiction
section, access to technology and a friendly and helpful staff.
252. I think it should be a welcoming place for everyone in our community.
253. It should be a resource for obtaining information, reading for enjoyment, promoting
literacy for children and adults, a place for exchange of ideas.
254. another place where my children can go for the enjoyment of reading and research
255. It should have more books to choose from.
256. should be pleasant surroundings - please don't make it look 'industrial'. should be
accessible to those who may need services and not have ready access to travel to
very south end of GF. should be a focal point for community services and info (re:
glassheim's article in paper). should be a a destination spot - not just to pick things
up, but to spend time...
257. i think the library should start to rent electronic books to ipad or kindle users. other
libraries do so in the US
258. Accommodations for preschoolers and young children; good labeling and easy
access to books; internet accessibility; comfortable and clean accommodations; good
service like there is now
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259. The Grand Forks library should be more connected to the schools in the community
to provide friendly and professional personnel who are capable of helping teachers
facilitate reading for their students.
260. Maintain current services and keep up with new technology.
261. I am not convinced the present location is inadequate for future use but maybe a
transition from book focus to more class and computer use based programming
could be done with a major renovation and some taller stacks for less used material
262. It should be centrally located to be easily accessible to the majority of the
community.
263. Small meeting rooms for small community group meetings; that most citizens will
be helped most of the time.
264. To help build the foundation for the youth and their families to jumpstart the love
of books and the journey a book can take you on. I think we assume that kids are
getting read to but that is sadly not the case. I would love families to utilize the
library by coming to events, checking out books, playing games on the computer (a
lot of kids aren't able to access the internet at home), etc. I also feel that it should be
used as a resource and tool for every age to enjoy research, book clubs, keeping up
with stock markets, etc. Updating and putting time and money into the library is a
must in my opinion, you can't go wrong. EVERYONE has the opportunity and
should feel like the library is their "home away from home."
265. A place to vist and also a place to hold comunity meetings.
266. visually pleasing aesthetics, large building, room to expand, built for the future
(technology), large children's area, drive up pickup/drop off, expanded hours,
reading area, place for community events
267. present use plus more
268. I think it should have more computers for free internet use, or have a wireless
internet port, so people could bring in their laptops and use the internet in
designated areas.
269. Accessible to persons of all walks of life, community friendly central location.
270. A resource and meeting place for the whole community, especially for those
families that don't have access to computes
271. Make it more welcoming and inviting to kids to try to increase their literacy. A
coffee shop attached or inside may help.
272. I see the library as community resource of information, including presentations,
book clubs, information, classes
273. A library should be there to teach and educate
274. A library by difinition is to make books etc available to everybody regardless of
walk of life, income, or ability.
275. I would like to have a library that young children and young adults feel welcome to
use the library.
276. It should be equally accessible to the majority of residents in the city.
277. lots of stuff for every one to enjoy even if you are 2 or 102 years of age.
278. general purpose for everyone, children's area could be larger
279. My vision is that it's a "go to" place that my children want to go to with multi-media
experiences and interactive book opportunities for my children (book talks, poetry
nights, family book events).
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280. accessible, electronic, print - journals and books, expand collection multi-media
dvd's, cd's, movies, tv shows, games! books, lots of books (mystery, non-fiction,
children's, How-To Maintainance - green building, plumbing, eletrical, etc.., serve
as Community Center (meeting rooms & information, programs)
281. wanting kids and adults to go there...inviting atmosphere with activities to go with
it
282. It should be accessible to the majority of people that could use it - young people,
college age, young adults, senior citizens
283. Bigger than what it is now, more media and christian book choices, a better area for
kids to explore, learn, and play, yet still keeps the traditional quiet, private
environment for those studying, reading, and searching for books with helpful
friendly staff
284. information center - positive place for children and teens - place for community
activities - literacy hub
285. a place where people of all ages can go to find resources on a wide variety of
topics/issues. A place that has an inviting atmosphere, lots of light, quiet places to
have some alone time with a good book.
286. Information center for the county providing educational and study resources,
reference services, entertainment resources in all formats for all types and ages of
citizens as an integral part of a community center and activity area for the entire
community.
287. An inviting place that encourages children to read
288. To collect and preserve knowledge and to provide a means of accessing that
knowledge.
289. Purpose: Fulfill the needs of the public in order to gain doors into another world
290. It should contain updated books on anything such as engineering, geography, law,
medicine, etc.
291. Should be accessible to people of all ages. User friendly.
292. draw in new people who wouldn't normally stop in and explore
293. Still a place to get books, dvds, etc... but also more of a community center - a
gathering place. A place for classes, a place for study, etc...A family destination
294. A new Grand Forks library should be inviting, easily accessible, "user-friendly", and
have great programs for kids, volunteers, AND adults to partake in.
Writing/reading clubs, etc.
295. I think it should be for the people. It shouldn't be something that we need to go
into deep debt over. Grand Forks is famous for building huge, unmaintainable
buildings, and then heavily taxing it's citizens. I'm glad you are surveying, but I've
done surveys and votes for overpasses and civic centers. We have been paying for
them ever since and will for the foreseeable future. I expect to pay for the library,
but put it into the resources inside the library, not the fancy building. Oh yeah,
you'll do whatever you want no matter what the community wants or can afford.
296. It should be equally accessible to all individuals, young, old, etc. A central location
is importat for access, top technology should be available and closely monitored, it
should be a place where people have access to all types of literature, and should be
a place where people are inspired to learn more about our world.
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297. It should be a safe, relaxing & refreshing resource for the community of all ages to
gather, fellowship, read, learn & grow mentally, scholistically, electronically &
environmentally.
298. Books, internet, and movies for people who cant get it anywhere else.
299. I would love for the library to be more group friendly. Rooms for studying, rooms
for collaboration meetings. A fun kids area for kids to do read and play.
300. Current features plus community meeting spaces. Book clubs. Art displays.
301. It shoudl have all the services that we use now and also allow for whatever
technology could be inventing in the future
302. it should be the same one thats been there cause its convient for where i live
303. A library should be a place where people want to spend time. It should have a
vibrant children's department and enough computers. It should have excess space
for books so that they can be reached without having to stand on a stool. There
should be meeting rooms and comfortable places to read.
304. similiar to how it is now, spacious with a nice children's area
305. Newer books, DVDs,computers, more things for children to do.
306. I should reflect the changes taking place as regards technology but many of us older
people still prefer the feel of a book in our hands! I have always felt that the
children's section should have the most attention because if we can interest young
children in the delights of reading, then many of the problems we have getting
them to read in high school would be lessened!
307. A variety of meeting/reading locations, much improved interior "feel"
308. Provide a safe, quiet, accessable, user-friendly technological side, good lighting and
comfortable for ALL ages, and all intelligences
309. books
310. It should be a well-lighted, pleasant place with lots of books. It should fulfill the
purpose of getting as many people as possible to engage in and love reading,
especially children and young people.
311. It should provide a wide variety of books and a comfortable place to read.
312. I think the library should continue, or increase, accessibility for those who have a
lower income level and consequently less access to books and computers. If we, as
a society, are going to continue to emphasize literacy, we need to avoid making
public libraries less accessible.
313. Something similar to large bookstore with other services.
314. Meeting spots, book clubs
315. the new libray should be large and offer a good variety of books as well as cds and
dvds.
316. open space, technology, books, cd's, tapes, newspapers, comfortable chairs,
windows, people of all ages, information everywhere
317. I like the ideas shown in the Grand Forks Herald on November 17!
318. More areas for gathering. Due to lack of book store in Grand Forks, the library
could provide places for comfortable reading. A coffee shop or refreshments area
would be unique!
319. Welcoming, family friendly
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320. I think the library should be centrally located to provide for all. People on the north
end are not able to always get so far south. Those children more then any others
should have access to the library.
321. lots of different resources, books, dvds, research area, study room, changing
exhibits to draw people in
322. A new library should be accessible to ALL patrons. It should meet the needs and
interests of a variety of age groups from toddlers to older adults.
323. I would love to see a beautiful children's section. Lots of activities (the pirate ship
plus more!!) for young children. Our winter is too long and cold....we NEED more
in this community for young families.
324. access to information, books, etc. through latest forms of technology
325. to deligate sections based on focus groups... women, men, teens, Birth-2, 3-5, 6-10,
etc...
326. Bright, cheerful, teen spaces, children's spaces, community room, coffee shop,
homework help room, spacious, A library is no longer a place you visit briefly and
leave; it should be a gathering place to share ideas, books, writing, and other related
activities. The space creates the place.
327. Fun for all ages, have different "draws" throughout the year such as exhibits, or
displays.
328. availability of various media
329. expand current services for easier access
330. More comfortable areas to relax and read. Computers in an area by itself and not in
the middle of the floor.
331. It should be a place for everyone to access educational material.
332. should utilize the most current technology, have resources both in paper and
electronic form
333. increased resources
334. The most current technology; the new library should be accessible to all people;
have quiet study rooms
335. Libraries have information and resources for everyone. They support economic
development, help people fill out job applications, help people find information
when other agencies are closed; they give people the opportunity to learn and
improve themselves - for free!
336. I think the library should be a more open, inviting, and comfortable space with a lot
of natural light. I think there is a great need for more space and lighting between
shelving areas to avoid the crowded feeling that exists as it is now. I would like to
see a larger area dedicated to children and families, with more computers available
for children's use. I think this space should also be more easily accessible for
families with young children (not upstairs). A new library should also be more
accessible to people with disabilities.
337. make the library more up to date materials and better location for all residents.
338. brigher more cheerful place to relax . more seating more computers
339. At least four stories tall
340. Just a bigger place, more room, more reading spaces (like some bookstores have),
the ability to spread out a bit and not feel so cramped
341. offer a wide range of media/reading materials available for check out
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342. Provide access to all people in the region to books, videos, computers, on-line access
to books from other libraries, etc.
343. more space, more audio books
344. Accessible and inviting, with comfortable reading spaces and an intuitive layout.
The stacks should be immediately visible with clear signage. And balconies are
cool.
345. It should meet the needs of the average citizen who wishes to expand his or her
knowledge of any subject.
346. a place to access reading material, perform and obtain research information
347. I think it should be larger and have more technology areas as well as more
seperated work areas. I think it would be great if the library was able to start more
clubs or activities like the toddler reading time and such.
348. It should be centrally located, easily accessible and be technologically up-to-date. I
am an old-fashioned reader--still love the feel of a book in my hands, but the world
is moving to digital media and libraries have to keep up with that (as do I).
Perhaps provide educational opportunities in new technologies for less tech savvy
users to catch up.
349. i am not exsperianced enough to make recomendation
350. have good access for people that cannot afford computer and do not have
transportation to library
351. should full fill the needs of all age groups, while not alienating the others, i.e. dont
have the kids section next to where seniors would sit and read and go through
materials
352. The library should be city central and serve the community for educational media.
353. Updated and open with many new attributes, should be more inviting for everyone
to have a reason to go there.
354. a lot more things to do, a place to go and spend quiet time and do fun activites
355. There should be more childrens activities not such a mishmash of checking out.
Some movies here some there. Things are just sort of disjointed would be nice to
have more continuity.
356. I think the library should up state of the art computer labs, a place for all kinds of
"meetings" a place to encourage our youth to read a "real" book. A place for the
whole commuity to go to.
357. it should be a place where the whole family could go to and have fun reading and
learning. A place where someone can sit and relax with a good book or mingle
with people with similar interests.
358. library must be centrally located so it can serve the whole area.
359. A new Grand Forks library should be a place that brings the community together
through various events for all ages that take place at the library, should have rooms
available for small groups to study or meet
360. A place to find a larger variety of books than the current library, access to
borrowing Kindle-compatible books, a place for students to study at
361. enrich the community
362. we have the biggest check out #'s in the state--computers, lotza books, multiples, ebook rentals,places to sit and read
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363. Having everybody know rhe joys of reading books. Being able to serve the growing
community and teaching kids the joys of books, and helping people to learn to read.
364. Should attract more people. This should include students (K-12), as well as college.
Maybe have events there that would make students have to go to the library.
365. A place to access all types of media for school, recreation and work related needs,
because some individuals do not have access to them in their homes. It should be a
place to not just come to check out books but that you could spend time there
reading in a comfortable chair, etc. It should basically meet the needs of a diverse
community for access to information of both a nonfictional and fictional nature.
366. I think there should be more computers and oppportunties for story time for
younger kids. I work and can not make it to the morning times.
367. I feel that it need to be located in an area that is accessible to our lowest income
families.
368. Its purpose is to provide a wide variety of resources and books for enjoyment to
many people.
369. Multi purpose use, technology,good reading collection,etc..
370. A place for the community to meet
371. Quiet place to read and access books, movies, instructional material, etc
372. A place for community with programming and materials of various types.
373. Library should stay where it is, but remodeled. and a seperate "computer library"
should be put in the old Auto Zone building, with maybe a sky walkway tube over
to the main library. Parking could be handled by taking the street out in front of the
library and putting in parking.
374. First it should in a location that is assessable to everyone, nice natural lighting,
lower shelves (if that's possible).
375. Provide information to the public
376. community centered. both location and resources.
377. Newer technology - user friendly.
378. more space, larger parking lot, childrens area on ground floor, MP3 type book
downloads to stay current with our younger generation
379. Is should be an inviting place that encourages patrons of all ages to explore a
variety of media, both for learning and pleasure.
380. It needs to be a multimedia information center making information easily accessible
to our residents.
381. My vision - is a community center, a place where families to gather to work-out,
participate in sporting events, access the library and enjoy recreational activities
that are life-long.
382. Lots of natural light, places to sit and read. Child friendly. lots of computer
stations
383. a gathering place for residents, an active participant in educating our young
384. A place for every age to go and enjoy new technology, books and media
385. A place where all citizens could find things that interested them, including meeting
space, room for classes or book groups, childrens offerings, etc.
386. A place where people could go for resources they may not have at home
387. light and airy
388. Bringing community together, promoting learning and reading
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389. easy check out, easy computer access, comfortable surroundings, lots of books adult and children, lots of parking.
390. It should be for those that can not afford to purchase books, be on line at home or
go to or rent movies. The classes that are for the children should be in a place
children can get to with out taking the scarry busses in GF and feel safe riding their
bikes. To have more community events and reading clubs
391. Same as reason to use library more frequently..More modern technology,
community centered atmosphere, programs for younger children.
392. I think the possibilities are endless - increase the types of information - more
computer access - a community gathering place - expanded children's programs for
school age and teens
393. It should have something for everyone.
394. I would look for open spaces and would like to see an outdoor space that utilizes
public art and outdoor reading areas, especially for kids.
395. I would love to see visiting authors/presenters; I would like to be able to download
books and movies; conference rooms for book clubs
396. It should offer book talks, authors, coffee shop
397. innovative with computers and a good resource of current books also a screening
room with the capability to watch educational films would be nice. Also, lots of
room to hang out with snack or beverage options would drive me to go more.
398. Well organized, more than one copy of popular titles, inviting, spacious, larger
aisles to walk through in the adult section.
399. Full service, hands on technology devices, visual displays, resources for quick picks,
activities for all ages
400. Provide easy access to all types of media in a centrally located part of town.
401. A place that holds a dedication to books and reading, somewhere for students to go
after school to study and relax, and a location for communal classes and clubs.
402. A well lit place to read in the atmosphere of a community
403. Place for those of all ages to enjoy books, media services, and a tool to educate on
various topics
404. A pleasant place to go and spend several hours reading or checking into things I
normally wouldn't have access to. I am a very visual and hands on person and like
to actually hold things in my hands and look at them. I work on a computer all day
long and have no desire to be on it much longer than that. I would like to attend
workshops, book readings or anything where you have the opportunity to do
something different and meet new people.
405. children area, teen area, large computer lab, meeting rooms, drive thru window,
coffee bar
406. Stonger and more varied programs for kids and adults, more technology offerings,
and a community meeting place.
407. In a location that is as central to the population as possible.
408. a focal point for life long learning. The purpose it would fulfill would be access to
all socio and economic groups within the community and visual support that GF is
a learning community!
409. A place for learning for all ages in the community.
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410. From an community standpoint, maintaining access to information and to the
internet for citizens of all income levels is critical.
411. A place where families can spend an afternoon exploring books and learning,
somewhere that you can bring a cup of coffee and read all day, there are some
amazing libraries around the country and I really feel Grand Forks should take a
cue from them and invest in our communities literacy.
412. I would like to see quiet areas, conversation areas, study rooms, bigger children's
area
413. more spacious, room to roam and relax and read, more computer terminals with
privacy
414. The New Library should have more room for books, computers, magazines,
audiobooks ect to check out. It also should have a new larger childrens section.
415. The regular library purpose, meeting space, community activities, children's
activities, etc...
416. It should be a modern, multi-purpose facility that's centrally located to serve the
entire community
417. I am excited about everything I have been reading in the paper in terms of the
planning committee's "vision." Make it a community center, make it a place to
gather and learn, make it a place to discuss, engage, make it a place to relax with a
good book and a hot drink in a comfy chair...all of the things that have been
discussed.
418. Attractive, easily accessable place to find, read and research materials ...electronic
technology available as well as multi media materials. A new childrens department
is much needed and used by many in GF.
419. fully available electronically, down loading books to kindle, i pod, etc in so many
ways computers are replacing the need for library research etc
420. should meet the needs of all users, children, adults with out internet access,
researchers, people who want to read for pleasure - the whole community
421. A new library should include digital resources as that is what our young people are
accessing more. It should be flexible to change as technology changes so rapidly. It
should be a resource to all residents of the county. One possible location would be
the old Leevers because it is close to a major crossroads, easily accessible by town
and rural residents.
422. It should be a nice comfortable place where you can go for peace, and learning. Big
soft comfy chairs to relax in and block out the world. It would be nice if it could also
have a coffee spot similar to what a barnes and nobles has. I think that would make
it more inviting for young adults to gather there.
423. needs of young and old meeting rooms no cost, teen room,, comp.assesability
424. it should provide the community with resources primarily with reading and
research
425. A library should be a place where people can go and gather information. It could
be from newspapers, the web or just from a book they would like to read.
426. help people get information, have classes, more books
427. It should fit with the community of GF.
428. wireless connection, coffee shop, peaceful, quiet, comfortable
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429. A relaxing atmosphere and up to date technology. Ease of locating materials, book,
etc and checking them out.
430. It should be located in the center of town and be more than just books
431. It should be more than just a place with books
432. I think it should be a meeting place for the community, a pleasant non-commercial
space for learning and entertainment
433. An eye catcher and appeal to as many as possible
434. Providing a wide range of books and movies to the public. Need to increase
research materials as well.
435. Soft place, modern, but warm wood tones, curves instead of sharp angles,
comfortable and relaxing, Internet access, information, reading support, activity
center, meeting place,
436. Would like to see a bigger building with better lighting that is stocked with newer
books, current DVDS, better selection of books for teens and programs for teens as
well as a book club for ages 12-16. Wi-fi acess with a coffee bar as a possibility.
Would like to see a large parking lot that encirlces the library where you could enter
from various doors, not just one. Like the idea of a drive up book drop. The
Library should be convenient and user friendly. I don't agree that the library
should be for exhibits and musical displays. It should still remain a place for
reading, learning and education.
437. I think it ahould have a Barnes and Noble type atmosphere
438. Our community needs a library, especially for people who can not afford books and
internet services
439. Better facilities with a better variation of books and periodicals. Should be better
facilities that would allow people to frequent library to do homework and necessary
research.
440. ...a place for all GF citizens to access reading and multi-media material, utilize
technology and computers, comfortable place for meetings
441. easily ascessable to all so centrally located
442. it should have room for multiple activities,ie~computer use, reference, childrens
programs
443. Honestly, I really don't think we NEED a new library..it's in a fairly central location
as it is..it may not be the most modern-looking..but if we absolutely must have a
new library, I thnk it should have the things I described above, and then some...
444. I like the current library; however, if there was an updated seating area with a
coffee-house feel, I might enjoy that.
445. i guess once everything is expanded to where it needs to be, info will be easier to
access
446. It should meet the needs of all ages.. people want to and need to READ and access
information
447. Community education and promoting life-long learning for all age levels. I loved
the article in the GF Herald on 11/17
448. Discussion Groups, more tech avaliabilities, etc
449. a source of information in many media forms, easily accessible, comfortable,
modern and at a reasonable cost to patrons
450. provide traditional library services and more internet based services
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451. provide services for a wide variety of ages, and help with literacy
452. PROVIDE AN OUTLET FOR YOUNG ADULTS AND STUDENTS AWAY FROM
SCHOOL
453. A multi media center
454. I dont think it is nessary for a new library i like the one now.
455. it should be a place for all people to go to and get reading material either for
enjoyment or for other purposes
456. Centrally located to provide multiple types of resources for all age groups
457. Comfy seating with lots of people sitting reading. Displays of different types of
books. It should be a warm, welcoming place.
458. wide variety of materials for check-out, very child and family-friendly, many
educational resources, bright & open
459. convenience for the people who dont drive so that everyone can use it. More to
offer people. Updated. New materials and things to do inside the library.
460. it should provide easy service for all library users
461. I would like to see a library with well lit reading areas, maybe a coffee nook. I
would also like to see a mixed media center. It would be nice if they could have
small art exhibits by local artists.
462. I realize there are other uses, but for me, I'd just like a bookstore like environment
where I can graze from the magazine rack and the stacks.
463. I think it should be user-friendly with many more choices than just checking out
books.
464. need sof all: i.e. students, children, adults, seniors, job searches, job training, ESL
training, book clubs, other clubs, researchers, etc.
465. community center with computer access for all
466. Wow I would love to see a strong geneology department - or class's on researching
family
467. Be available to the general public, centrally located and offering more book/reading
space
468. It should be accessible to all populations within our community - a center that offers
a variety of services.
469. A comfortable, peaceful environment where a person can browse books at thier
leisure. Good lighting in the stacks. reading nooks where a person can recline and
enjoy a book.
470. quiet, open, bright, easy to navigate
471. A new Grand Forks Public library should seamlessly provide for all types of
patrons, not "just" the elderly and the young families with kids. It could offer quiet
areas for students, reading rooms, meeting rooms, and wider, better-lit aisles for
patrons to browse through (and fit through!).
472. the peoples
473. to meet the needs of every age and to be comfortable
474. a place full of advanced technology, video conferencing, life long learning
opportunities, computer labs, gathering place, various programs focused on
multiple ages and interests, mix of a barnes and nobel type of atmosphere,
starbucks or comparable built into it, etc.
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475. more materials of all sorts, more natural light, more room for all activities, a place to
come for educational activities
476. all and everything
477. New, spacious building. Warm and comfortable reading areas. Room for
children's programs. Place for touring displays.
478. see above----also please don't designate a lot of empty space for potential meeting
places. Libraries should be full of books and technology. If people want places to
meet there is plenty of empty space at the Alerus.
479. A place that has space to hold more community classes, A bigger space for kids to
read & explore books & games, Bigger area for computers, Places for people to sit
& read
480. Interesting place for kids and teens. Lots of technologynand resources like
ancestry.com, lots of books on Cd, places for meetings and book clubs, events like
the big Read, great pal e to sit and read magazines and everything else.
481. A place for children to explore books and other media as well as adults.
482. I think the present library is fine but not enough room for more elecrontic and not
enough parking
483. A place to increase literacy opportunities for our community as well as a study
space for all ages of students.
484. Gathering spot for the entire community, socialization,
485. A place where people of all ages can explore and broaden their imaginations with
resources provided by the community, for the community.
486. It should meet the needs of the community, promoting reading/learning and
providing a variety of activities to pull in and interest the communtiy
487. more programs for kids reading, etc
488. books, computers
489. it should be built in a central location for fair access to all; gathering place for
information, community events, etc.
490. A place where people can realize their potential to be entirely independent lifelong
learners
491. a place for all community members to access information
492. a central location for community building through reading and literary projects; the
public distribution of information, as well as open access to information; a place
were youth can engage in interactive learning through story time and other literary
projects for young adults; an open space for discussions, forums and independent
film screenings, etc.
493. accessable to all, via bus, computer access, great children's section, easy to use
494. A place for my 5 year old daughter to visit, borrow books, hang out, learn and have
fun. Perhaps, also, a place for book discussion and adult events
495. It would increase excitement about visiting the library because it is new. It may get
new people coming in just because they want to see the new library.
496. a central location to serve the entire city, not just the south end
497. It should provide access to all media; provide space for public and non-profit
organizations to have meetings; provide a comfortable working environment
including coffee shop and seating and wireless.
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498. library needs to be diverse for needs of all generations, backgrounds: child
friendly, technology rich, handicap accessible, roomy, afford meeting places for
various size groups
499. E-books available.
500. It should be modern, highly-visible and be a 21st century library. It should also be a
place that teens can feel comfortable in. It should also be located in a part of town
that could use some revitalization instead of an area that is doing well already.
Why spend public money essentially subsidizing surrounding land that is already
highly valued?
501. I think it should be a center for those seeking information, and who cannot afford
buying their own books. I think it should be near the downtown, which I see as a
newly developing heart of the city, so that it can serve the people that really need a
library the most.
502. Its fine the way it is
503. Community resource (conference rooms, local history, computer labs,
study/meeting rooms), books obviously
504. rememering that books/reading are still the main purpose with other
services(programs computers)also important
505. Have more of a selection, more events scheduled for families and children, brighter
and more open as far as space goes.
506. A place to search for books, magazines, movies, childrens books and playtime.
507. quiet-technology driven
508. the library should be a real comprehensive community resource. It should promote
lifelong learning and open the world up for people of all ages. It should provide
space for meetings, presentations, reading groups, etc. to help build community
and positive activities.
509. An expanding collection to help create a more well rounded library that also has
access of all media types.
510. A place to offer reading materials, exposure to reading
511. be a center for lifelong learning, be a community gathering place, promote
intellectual pursuits
512. We should use the current facility to the end of its useful life
513. open, airy, friendly environment with a small coffee shop inviting you to come in
and read
514. Meeting place for the community centered around the world of books and
education
515. if you need to expand, create a small branch library
516. It should include ample gathering space for small groups, be a kid-friendly place,
and maintain the services it currently has.
517. I have seen new libraries in cities of the same size as Grand Forks. These libraries
are showcases for the city. They have a design that makes them very easy to use-for reference, computers and checkout. They also allow room for innovative library
programming. Some have a refreshment area. I think the library should be a place
where people meet and learn. The atmosphere should be cheerful and inviting-unlike the present library, which is a little dark and not a showcase that the city can
be proud of.
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518. more aesthetic space- current library space is crowded and not relaxing; better
parking
519. the new library should be spacious and well organized. it should be a gathering
place for young and old.
520. I think of the library as a public meeting place, a place for ideas, as well as a place
for quiet contemplation. It should be up to date with technology and easy for
people to access information. It should have a strong collection in keeping with the
community's interests. As far as the building is concerned I would like to see it have
open spaces, a lot of natural lighting, a coffee shop, and plenty of indoor plants.
There should be plenty of public computers, but mostly in a separate room.
521. Still needs great selection of books, music, reference, and dvds. Should have self
check out, a drive thru drop off, computer area separate from reading area, more
meeting rooms for general public meetings
522. It should be a place for the community to come together, to provide meeting spaces
for all ages and books/DVDS/CDs, etc. to borrow for free.
523. A community library should meet the needs of the residents. Right now, our
community has a tendency to neglect needs of people living in lower socioecomic
lives by moving things to the south end. People on the north end tend to have less
money, therefore, have higher need for library services. In addition, they often
have transportation needs to and going to the southend can pose serious strain on
those who have physical and mental health conditions. Remember having a low
income is often the result of some kind of disabling condition and access to the
library can often help their conditions. Please don't divide this town more than it
already is between the rich and the poor by placing the library on the south end. A
community library is not useful if it's not accessible to all! By the way, I am
considered middle to high income so am not speaking through selfish eyes. I'm
advocating for people of low income.
524. Soothing & relaxing environment-large kids area-new technology incorporated525. I would like to see a larger area for kids and a special area for kids 5 and under. It
would be nice to have an indoor play area like the purper area and some kids art
classess at the library.
526. Provide a gathering place and resources for those that are less afluent than others,
central location, easy access
527. A balance between existing needs and future growth (wider technologies, digital
offerings) 2. Opportunities to access information and resources for residents with
fewer options 3. Community enrichment 4. City growth and development
528. it should be a comfortable place for people to browse books; it should have access
to the internet without making people wait for long periods of time; a snack bar
would be awesome for exteded visits; the library should be user friendly as it can be
intimidating at times and younger people should visit the library more so they are
more familiar with it
529. technology needs in the community
530. It should be accessable to people who use it ,it should be centrally located
531. Our library should be a welcoming place for all ages to access a variety of
information from various media. Libraries are the American treasury of freedom of
information.
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532. to attract readers and learners of all ages, and to serve as a meeting place for small
groups
533. a healthy space for people to use
534. It should be central to the city and the University, taking advantage of and
reclaiming unused commercial space when and if possible. It should provide
resources (including those not thought of yet) and anticipate further and future
change in the nature of information and publishing
535. It should be a place where students (high school and college) feel comfortable
studying. A place that offers an atmoshpere that is "hip" to be at (think starbucks).
A place that offers rooms for groups around the community to meet, offers classes
to learn new skills etc.
536. families
537. Fiction and non-fiction books and audio books for all ages, Magazines &
Newspapers, CD's, DVD's, Internet service, Children's story time. Should NOT be a
museum (place for exhibits) or meeting center for organizations--we have the
Alerus for that
538. It should be a resource for all sorts of information to all the various constituencies of
our city: rich to poor, children to seniors, techies to the decidedly analog.
539. Kids activities, reading areas, computer use centers
540. more room to relax and browse the books - updated environment - maintain and
increase community literacy - a community center atmosphere
541. It should be a place where people of all generations feel comfortable going and feel
like it is meeting their needs. A place in the community to meet people, find
resources and enterainment, encourage literacy and reading. As a community
library, it can afford to buy things that the individual would not/cannot buy on
their own. Important to keep up with changing technology to meet needs to
younger generations. But, at the same time, it is still important to have printed
materails. Many would rather hold a book than read off a computer screen. It
would be awesome if it could be a place where children want to go. If we can get
children hooked on the library at a young age, hopefully that will carry over into
the rest of their lives.
542. Center for stimulating thought. Mixing place crossing lines of age, gender, class,
ethnicity. All that's needed is a curiosity about literature and information.
543. a place for people of all ages to gather for reading enjoyment, research and
educational materials, historical information; programs and special activities for
children, teens and adults; lots of light and many windows
544. It should be accessible to ALL people in Grand Forks (including low income
people)
545. Not just banks of computers, but more books and periodicals, Take home reference
materials too. Maybe a teachers section (the Crookston Lib. has thematic kits set up
for check out to aide in lessons) EMPLOY FEWER COLLEGE KIDS and take a
lesson from the EGF library and code EVERY SINGLE CHILDREN'S book so that
when your college aged employees say "It's over there" and point (dismiss) you to a
mixed up bin labeled A-C you can find it faster.
546. A beautiful building that will be a gathering spot for the community to enjoy and
learn from.
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547. Whatever purpose the people of Grand Forks use the library for, it should have a
central location for people of all demographics to be able to get to it easily.
548. A community learning center for adults and children (but please not an interet cafe-no more internet access necessary)
549. I would like to see the new library be more roomy and to be able to know how to
use the information on obtaining books that I want to read. Sometimes I can't find
them and have to bother someone to help me.
550. An inviting, warm, comfortable place with adequate resources. If someone takes
the time and makes an effort to go to the library, they shouldn't have to wait for
computer time or assistance with what they need. It should be comfortable enough
that people want to spend more time there and feel welcomed.
551. A warm, welcoming place for people to read and get access to the Internet, etc.
552. I would like it to be used for more events and in cooperation with other groups in
the area (schools, UND, etc.)
553. To be a resource for the community and allow me to check out books and read them
554. Multi-media / multi-age / books on tape / DVD / events / social gathering place /
meeting rooms / art / Community Ed
555. the primary purpose of a community library should be to provide easy access to
materials and literacy programs for low-income families
556. Community education opportunities.
557. Provide books and other multimedia for loan, meeting space for the public, study
space for students
558. Somewhere for people to go and check out books - maybe buy books...
559. Something there for the whole family. From gramma (me), my children, and my
grand children.
560. Public education and enlightenment
561. a wonderful community gathering place
562. It should be bright and open and it should meet the needs of the staff and
community
563. Resources for the community, not in research because Chester Fritz offers that, but
to promote and offer reading, listening, and learning opportunities
564. A centralized source of knowledge for the entire community
565. community resource
566. A place for young and old to gather, have a coffee, have meetings. It should be a
safe alternative for teenagers to hang out together, study. The library should feature
or focus on letting people know what IS available - from ND history to geneology.
Older people should be offered access to and classes on the internet. Feature the
history of Grand Forks through the years via architectural models, model trains. It
should help to bridge the generation gap, as all can learn from and appreciate
others. The library should depict and communicate our values, our quality of life,
our history, and our future - what we want for our community. It should be a
destination for school field trips/remote classroom learning. Connect to other
communities around the world through technology with interpreters/tour guides.
567. for everybody to love books
568. It should have lots of natural light, a good childrens area, large computer lab,
569. Is to collect and preserve knowledge.
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570. I LIKE THE ONE YOU HAVE- IT IS EMPTY- WHY IS IT NEEDED? I'M THERE
EVERY WEEK
571. a place for reading
572. The library should meet the needs of the citizens in the area. I would like to see it
easily accesible to all ages.
573. Available to all the community and to all age groups including those who have
difficulty with transportation.
574. have room for more books and electronic media
575. Similar to a Barnes and Nobel where I could come in and look around to find
something interesting
576. It should be a tool for people to learn new things, therefore it should be inviting.
There are places that promote learning in art or music, but the library should be to
promote general knowledge to spark the knowledge
577. Access for everybody, able bodies, handicap, special needs all included. Up to date
technology, technology borrowing such as tablets, e-book readers, laptops etc.
Coffee Bar?? :) Perhaps combine with a book sales/magazine sales to augment the
library.
578. It should be a hub for technology (internet, computers, printers), city
communicaton (open meeting rooms) as well as literature
579. it should be able to offer enough books, media, etc to be an asset to the community.
It should be easily accessible for everyone, including parking and bus accessible.
580. I honestly don't know any benefits of a new library, I feel like the building seems to
be ok, maybe spend the money replacing lost books or upgrading computers.
581. A place that serves people with books and other materials and places to gather.
582. more open & less crowded aisles.... well lit.... more locations to sit and read in peace
& quiet.... more parking
583. would leave that to the experts...need a better location, more space, more private
study areas, meeting rooms, larger childrens area
584. accessible
585. Warm, comfortable, and well lit. Checking out an e-book over a mocha in a soft
chair. Meeting a friend at the library instead of at Starbucks because it is a fun place
to be. Areas to be quiet and reflective while reading, but other areas were you can
visit and exchange ideas and thoughts.
586. It should be a place where every one in town can make use of it, which means it
should be more in the center of town on a busy, easily accessed road.
587. a place for kids and adults to come together, learn together but also have their own
spaces to enjoy books and reading.
588. It should be a destination for families in addition to a resource for the community.
589. technologically advanced, clearer instructions, friendly staff, modern building with
a wide variety of media
590. A place for all ages to meet and a place all ages to go to learn and grow as
individuals and as groups/
591. The biggest purpose of the lib. is to be a place for people go visit and improve
knowledge. The lib. should be open 24/7. surprisingly, not even the main UND lib
is open after 4.30PM. simply rediculous.
592. Bright and airy - welcoming to all - proper facility layout - something for everyone
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593. Books, video, computer use, area for people to meet (book clubs,etc.)coffee shop.
Beautiful and inviting.
594. open, airy, but areas that are cozy and inviting
595. should be a hub of the community, various sizes of meeting rooms, plenty of books,
CDs, DVDs, and computers for public use. Should be a place where people come to
have discussions and find out information about community happenings, regional
and national issues, and world affairs. Should be a space where people want to
come and linger, not just for locating and checking out materials, and leaving.
596. I like the idea that the library has started free computer classes. I am a senior so I
haven't extra money.
597. a place to peruse books, build a love for reading with children, in some ways it
could be the heart of the community
598. comfortable seating areas, better lighting, wi-fi, warm, inviting, local artists work on
display, kids activities at varied days, times - esp weekends and older children 713yrs old
599. I have no comment except that please don't make it elaborate. fireplaces and like
items are not necessary or needed.
600. as comfortable and inviting as big bookstores, a place for families and community
events, a place for the community to connect with information, both through
physical books/media and electronic information
601. A place for someone to educate themself on topics they're interested in, a
community meeting/gathering place, a place to take my children to keep them
interested in reading and have fun finding and reading new books.
602. bigeer, more selection of books
603. I hope to see the library as a community center for all ages. A place that new
families, older people, and teens come to meet and learn together. I see it as a place
for education for all and the gateway into rich language arts experiences with
technology, books, and presentation/classess.
604. It should serve as a place for everyone to gain access to information, with a focus on
at-risk groups.
605. Let's be proactive and bring our public library into the 21st Century.
606. accessible, convenient, visible,
607. Should be larger, have more computers for internet access, more space for the youth
and teens, easy access, maybe an area for small meetings.
608. Library should be a tool to facilitate transmission of information and entertainment,
inviting to all ages and people groups
609. A community enhancement that allows for gathering and knowledge. NOT stuffy.
Special events (especially for kids)
610. Have space available for meetings, for individual studying and working, as well as
continue to offer books, movies, etc.
611. it should be a community meeting spot, offer more technology and media access,
coffee/sandwich shop.
612. Access resource material and reading material
613. more computers/internet access, more places to sit down and read, more books on
CD/bigger selection, DVD/bigger selection, better roomier place for kids/activities
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614. Ease of accessibility; pleasing to be in/enter; easy to locate books, etc.; plenty of
uses for ALL ages, but especially should be inviting for children and teenagers so
they learn the value of books/reading. EVERYTHING that has been mentioned as
possibly being included sounds wonderful to me.
615. place for interaction between the generations
616. Should provide reading for all ages and interests along with access to computers
617. it should be a community gathering place that offers the same services as currently
but in an attractive, modern atmosphere
618. A new library would be a gathering place for families that offered new books,
reading programs for adults and children, and an excellent resource for education
materials.
619. It should be a place where you can't wait to go and a place to bring the community
together.
620. It should educate people, provide a place for them to read or view media, and foster
a strong connection with the local schools.
621. A place for people to be able to use resources to enhance and enrich their lives
622. I would love to see the library be even more of a community center than it currently
is. I have appreciated the children's story hours and the reading programs.
Offering more opportunities for community residents to meet and pursue interests
together would encourage the growth or our Grand Forks community. I would
love to see meeting rooms that could be used by community groups for little or no
charge.
623. Quicker and more efficient access to materials and to drop off and pick up locations
624. Comfortable and inviting!!!!!!! It should fullfill a wide range of everyone's interest
and wants.
625. the library should have separate areas to attract all uses (kids, teens, adults)
626. A place for everyone to have access to books!!!!! And I know it would be a place for
computer access, various classes, etc.
627. it should be a place for families to go and check out books, plenty of computers for
students, inviting place to work,and read
628. it would be nice to be a place to get a coffee, browse books, quiet tables to work at,
clean bright atmosphere
629. It should be open/airy and encourage browsing, the DVD selection could be laid
out on shelves so people can see what they're looking for instead of flipping
through baskets. A coffee/tea/cocoa corner would also be appreciated.
630. An improved media outlet to the masses
631. Education, literature/books, community group/club meetings,
632. serve the entire community with up-to-date resources and ammenities
633. No need for meetings rooms since there are other avenues available but update
services
634. IT SHOULD BE UP TO DATE WITH TODAYS TECHNOLOGY AND GIVE ITS
VISITORS THE ABILITY TO DO THE WORK THEY NEED TO DO WHILE
PROVIDING A RELAXING ATMOSPHERE TO ENJOY VISITING THERE AND
USING IT'S SERVICES.
635. the one now is just fine there is no reason to build a new one and burden the tax
payer any more than you have
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636. it should provide literary and technological resources for those who would not
otherwise be able to afford them, it should make available hard to find or out of
print materials for research purposes, it would also be nice if it acted as liason with
the historical society to make information about Grand Forks available
637. 11/21/10 grand forks herald column by Tom Dennis expresses all my thoughts
well.
638. Encourage the love of reading.
639. a warm open welcoming enviroment.
640. A large library with all different types of medias.A library that has access to all the
people which mean a location in the middle of town not at the extreme south end of
Grand Forks.
641. It should be a community center, a quiet place, and have vending machines
642. Public meeting space related to skill development, increased technology available
for mass use (50 stations?) available for job search, social networking, research etc.
also think coffee shop a good addition. ESL classes. other offerring similar to adult
classes taught at local schools. 21st century workplace skill training.
643. i like what i have been hearing about the increased computer area, teena and
children's area and the drive up idea. Really like the ideas that I have been reading
about in the paper .
644. A center for information resources easily accessible to the general public
645. Meeting place for all, provide books, media for all, reading groups, computer use,
etc.
646. a new library should be a place to meet others, learn, communicate, and read. a
coffee shop and more reading lounges with some quiet zones would be great. we
need to promote an alternative to the video game world our kids are exposed to.
647. community gathering place that encourages learning
648. be adequate for all ages and lifestyles -- i think it is great now
649. Computers, but also a large, quiet study/reading room
650. multi purpose. kids,adults,public,private
651. It should be a place that is warm and inviting, where people want to go.
652. The library should be centrally located so that public transportation links to it in a
timely manner and/or is in walking distance of needy patrons. It should offer free
information, in a variety of formats, espeially to those who can't afford such
resources on their own.
653. It would be nice if it was an available venue for workshops. I would also like it to
be available to tutor students who are out of school for a period of time...with a
school staff member at all times. We were able to utilize the space in the past but
have been asked not to do this anymore. I recognize that it's not a perfect place to
tutor, but there are almost not options in GF other than the library if a child is
suspended or expelled.
654. More technology, more resources, more updated facility.
655. More computers and cleaner more friendly environment
656. Provide a good selection of books. A good children section. Some computers.
Comfortable chairs to read.
657. I would like to see the children's section expanded.
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658. I believe it should fill multiple purposes: (in no particular order) 1. a good place to
study 2. an excellent source of books, studies and other references 3. A place full of
varied fun activities that promote learning (even if it is a well kept secret that
learning is taking place) 4. A place for people to use computers for many purposes
(games, email, searching for references, etc.) 5. a place where 16-20 year olds want
to go to hang out, perhaps even instead of using alcohol ("late night" programs)
659. It should be a community gathering place--a place for book talks with authors, story
hours for children, a place for people to access the www.
660. A new library should include much more technology such as being able to
download books to a Nook. It would be nice if it included a section for educators
with updated information.
661. Can this cost less if one site is traditional and one site is electronic. Say the Leevers
site. Labor and admin costs may off set savings though.
662. It should be a community center - a place to get books, movies, and other resources.
It should also be an information source
663. Be in a good location that is easy to access and have many useful and easy to use
tools inside, such as maybe a cafe.
664. Fun and friendly atmosphere
665. I'm new to GF, and therefore a new user of the GF public library. As far as a vision
and purpose for a new library, I guess I can't offer much imput, but I can tell you
what I have enjoyed about other libraries that I've used in the past. I've utilized
libraries in Fargo and in Jamestown many times over the past two years. The things
that I liked most about the Fargo libraries were that the children's section of the
library was located on the main floor close to the entrance, and there was a lot of
child sized furniture for my kids to use while we were there. As far as the
Jamestown library, I liked the cozy kid friendly environment there. My kids like
the claw foot bath tub filled with pillows in the library. That was just one unique
feature it had.
666. It should be on a major bus route and serve the community as a cultural melting pot
where all is equal.
667. A new library should be a place where people from all walks of life can come and
share knowledge, books, media. A library needs to grow with the times, offering
materials and opportunities for everyone in the community regardless of age,
income, or status. A library is central to community. Definitely a large selection of
books, and a good computer lab/area with classes and internet access, word
processing programs, etc., to allow everyone the opportunity to learn, share, and
connect.
668. should have nice area where tweens can get together for research
669. A place to study, research, check out books, relax, kid's programs
670. I would like to see a library that has a large selection of different media such as
books, video, art, books on tape. I would also like to see more parking. I think it
should be a place where certian clubs could easily meet and somewhere where kids
would like to spend time.
671. updated, more computers, dvds, books
672. Lots of books and reading nooks.
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673. Is should be accessable from all areas of town, be able to accomodate large groups
(meeting rooms), adequate parking, quiet areas for reading, maybe an outdoor
courtyard for use in the summer to read.
674. spacious, lots of computers, kid friendly, senior friendly, meeting rooms on the first
floor, outside book return at all hours, good parking, coffee room, comfortable
reading chairs, lots of newspapers and magazines, friendly staff
675. It should be readily available for all citizens.
676. more geneaology records are needed, historical records
677. should be inviting with ample space for resources as well as community space.
should be available with easy access to all of GF and surrounding communities
678. An important contribution to the intellectual vibrancy of the community; a safe and
free location for public events, lectures, performances, etc.; a place where all
residents have reliable access to the internet and to literature of the broadest variety
679. Lots of green space. Include both the old (books) and the new (technology)
680. totally energy efficient, less windows than planned, extensive use of led lights,
video expansion, recorded books more, furniture that doesn't kill your back.
681. a central location for all forms of media, books, reference materials, etc.
682. community centered
683. community gathering place, community center, programs for 20-30 somethings
that's not a bar, not just kid and elderly programs, adult offerings too! adult
offerings that meet real adult schedules, later on, after work, when kids are in bed
and a partner can keep an eye, things like that!
684. Should be useful to everyone. Very modern space lots of reading areas lots of new
space for more books
685. A centralized reading, learning center for all ages
686. free public access to print media and other information; supplement to public
education system
687. community center that will attract people of all ages to participate in a state of the
library of the 21st century
688. A place for studying, A community rallying point. A place for book/study groups
to have meetings.
689. more computers, meeting rooms
690. It should be updated with new technology and serve children and the public at
large. It should continue to provide a large selection of books from the classics to
special historical pieces. Grand Forks will now be without a bookstore - so the
library should increase the volume of selections.
691. Our library currently is and should continue to be a place where everyone in the
community has the opportunity to access the books, movies, magazines, children's
library and for some, the internet.
692. easy to find books, health/exercise classes, book clubs
693. able to find what you are looking for - with ease, wifi, quite study area, easy to get
to, parking
694. Be centrally located and easy access for low income families to be able to get
reading material, computer access, etc.
695. I would like to see a multi level with a floor for computers and other electronics,
floor for children, expanded book section
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696. I don't have a vision nor have I spent any time looking at "trends" for new libraries.
I trust the committee will do this. Must take into account what kind of "materials",
electronic options will be available. Although most people have internet
capabilities at home, their are many that use the library for that purpose. That may
be a need for a long time.
697. The library would serve as a place to research, read, and learn. It could host
educational events for adults as well.
698. overflowing with books; a quiet, comfortable place to spend the day reading or
researching. a place one can go to early in the day or late at night
699. An updated building that has a warmer atmosphere that has reading groups and
other get togethers.
700. All ages should feel comfortable and that this is a place for everyone. I'd like it to
feel more homey than modern. Technology is a must!
701. it must meet the needs of all people including those who still read real books
702. Modern, welcoming to young adults
703. It should have areas to study, quiet areas with no kids, reading areas and family
areas.
704. It should meet the needs of the users, not fulfill economic development goals of the
city
705. I think the current library fulfills my needs at this time.
706. Large, open space with circulation and reference desk at the front for easy access.
Newer computers and better book selection.
707. A variety of books. Books that UND libraries do not have.
708. open space, several different areas for differing interests
709. The library should be centrally located, or at least more toward the north end of
town. That end of town is poorer, so it would do a better job of serving those who
can't afford to buy books or access computers, Internet, etc. The library should also
have some meeting rooms, comfortable areas for book clubs and other educational
groups to hold discussions and meetings.
710. It should be community driven, i.e. the entire community in mind. It should have
some education component and very child friendly
711. I picture it as a very large book store, an area for all ages, coffee shop/cafe
encouraging you to stay for awhile, work stations and comfortable chairs
712. a central touch-point not only for books but for other community activities,
especially those that are literacy-related
713. Library staff would be able to tell you what they need to make it a state of the art
library
714. Provide services to those that don't have access to on-line resources. Provide a wide
variety of books, etc for a broad audience. Centered in the middle of town.
715. be technologically equipped for those who do not have access -- to be a place where
people can read and check out books
716. Just a nice quiet place for all ages with activities
717. community center with all that it offers now plus more room to expand to more
programming. Also more usable green space for children's programming and other
outdoor activities for all ages during our too short summers.
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718. Fargo has more than one library. Why couldn't GF? Keep the currently library and
expand with more then one location. Like I mentioned earlier....location is the key
for people to visit. It gets too far south, you loose a lot of traffic from the north end
of GF.
719. N/A
720. High tech, interesting, modern and up to date
721. More open to the outside, windows seems kinda gloomy now. Kids activities.
722. Serve the grater grand forks area with nicer facilities
723. activity centers, electronic media centers, book exchange(donate and take), meeting
rooms, easy to check out and return items
724. To encourage young people to use library for all sorts of purposes, to sell it's
benefits
725. It should be visible and accessible, especially to those without the means to drive. It
needs to serve all walks of life.
726. Centrally located to those use patronize most. More space to sit and read. More
rooms for community use at low or no cost. More natural lighting. More available
and accessible computers.
727. A place where anyone can go to enjoy books, study, or just some quiet time.
728. Place to connect people, learning and technology
729. A new library offers the opportunity to provide resources to a different part of
town. There are people still leaving in areas other than south of town.
730. Big, up to date electronic equipment, nice fireplace with a coffee shop
731. Provide access to books and other reading material, and also serve as a community
center
732. combine modern media as well as conventional books and news media
733. enhancing literacy for all members of our community, especially our youth
734. helpful to all who enter
735. An inviting place for people of all ages. The current library is very outdated.
736. Libraries should be friendly, welcoming places.
737. modify the existing structure
738. A new Grand Forks library should focus on hosting a larger collection of books and
media, along with expanded work and study areas friendly to laptop users.
739. Expanded services, technology, meeting rooms, group interaction rooms, expanded
computer capabilities
740. Meeting rooms, computers, childrens area, video check-out, fiction and non-fiction
book check-out
741. I think the new library should be updated in a way that it can grow with the
community. It can make new advances in it renovations, yet also serve its old
purpose as it always has, just more efficiently.
742. Provide local users with reading material, ereader checkout materials, and other
computer access
743. I believe it should be in a central location that is easily accessible for all. If it is too
far north or south I would hope that bus passes would be available to those that
cannot travel on their own.
744. I feel a new library is a complete waste of money.
745. To continue providing existing services.
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746. The current library needs better access to the facilities. The books need updating.
A significant portion of the books are very outdated and not as useful for readers
doing research. I enjoy the historical aspect of the books, but would like current
materials that are more updated.
747. should educate public, provide materials and educational activities
748. I see the library as a place that grops couldmeet for a variety of reasons, somewhere
that is inviting, comfortable, convenient to park. While I don't have the need, it
seems from my visitis that there neds to be substantial computer space available for
community use. I think the library could be a place to relax, read and have
resources available.
749. A place where people can go, read, learn, socialize and fall in love with books
750. i am happy to have this resource in place and enjoy every aspect
751. smaller, less books, more on-line resources, more ebooks
752. It should be able to hold many more books than it already does, and I think it
should be able to host events for community purposes as well
753. Computer section children's section CDs, audiotapes, DVDs, books - very much
what it is like now
754. Restful place with comfortable seating, place where you could meet friends and
visit - rooms available for parties, etc, keep the cat
755. A communication hub (also see above)
756. Books, periodicals, computer access. A room or two for small meetings. Other
needs are filled by business in community.
757. A place for studying and utilizing resources
758. be community building, provide young people with excitment about reading
759. A central gathering place for the community that could be the heart of the
community, offering a wide variety of programs for all ages9book clubs, craft clubs,
guest speakers, authors, writing workshops, art shows)
760. I think the new library should be fairly big in size and have a good variety of
different books and Cd's and DVD's.
761. To provide information to people who need it, and entertainment for people who
like to read books.
762. A clean, up-to-date facility that offers a community atmosphere with updated
technology for use.
763. provide books for all types of readers, computers, comfy sitting areas, quiet space to
enjoy reading
764. I envision a place where I can find a quiet nook and read a book looking out a
window. More of a place you want to spend time in, versus just checking out your
book and leaving right away!
765. typical library services along with the concept of a "gathering" place for the
community
766. I think the library should be a place where community members and University
members can use a common space for academic improvements or simply personal
improvement.
767. Fit the needs of all ages, be easily accessible, continue to develop its remote services,
keep up with techology for in-house services (computers, etc.)
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768. It should be accessible, have more current book resources, computer/internet
accessibility and quiet study areas.
769. bigger historical selection, more reference, more science fiction, more everthing!, I
love to read.
770. It should compliment the Chester Fritz Library with the basics of books, magazines,
computer bank, etc., but also have more of a family focus.
771. Latest technology in the library; latest virtual services available from home
772. a place for all grand forks residents to use services, books, videos, etc.
773. The new library building should represent an attractive cultural center for all
residents located in a quiet, pleasant setting, not a busy, noisy commercial or
industrial area.
774. accessible to many, variety within the library (sections, computers, coffee, wireless,
children's, meeting rooms, etc.)
775. technology is extremely important; more computers; community classes and events,
clubs, talks; coffee; reading areas
776. Don't make it a "gathering place" such as a coffe shop type atmosphere. Keep books,
computers, videos, learning aspects.
777. bigger and better
778. I like everything already described in the recent Herrald atricle.
779. It should be a sunny and welcoming community-space, where it feels cozy and
people want to stay and read a book...
780. I like a traditional look, high ceilings and open spaces with closed off areas for kids,
technology, etc to contain the noises in those areas and study areas. A coffee shop
would be nice too.
781. more multi-media in nature / able to access books on-line and on IPad
782. Larger, more interactive, host book clubs, collaborate with the UND library more,
study areas.
783. aaa
784. i believe the present library does a good job, but really to small,crowded and
outdated.
785. meet the needs of all age groups in our community
786. More space, better layout, additional ammenities
787. blending of both new technology such as computers, on-line things, etc. with the
older established library functions
788. Should serve all....and be located where it is accessible regardless of income. Too
far away means those without means probably would not use it.
789. HAVE EVERYBODY LOVES BOOKS
790. a gathering place for kids and adults
791. Whatever the people who have worked there could need or want.
792. Reflect the community's needs
793. It's impossible to purchase every book you'd want to read and the library is a nice
way to get through lots of books. Additionally, video stores are going under and it
would be nice to be able to get a bigger selection at the library for those who don't
have the ability to get movies through cable or satelite at home.
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794. clean, nice facility located in a safe area of the city. Purpose would be to encourage
citizens to remove themselves from their TVs and cultivate their abilities and desire
to self-educate themselves.
795. I think the purpose should stay the same. Maybe just a fresher image, more up to
date, newer books may attract more youth.
796. It should be a gathering place. It should be a place to learn and find information. It
should be a place that evens the playing field for people of different ages and
economic situations. It should be a comfortable place where people can explore and
expand their interests.
797. Better books, better technology
798. It should be multi-purpose & multi-generational; embrace & integrate greater use of
technology
799. Open, inviting, with more services provided (books, videos, daily/monthly
publications, more 'programming').
800. should be easy access; welcoming for all; perhaps community meeting rooms
801. It should have something for everyone.
802. a place for the mind and soul come together for learning and education through
books and programming
803. I believe the current vision to be the correct vision for our future also.
804. access is the most important thing...it needs to reach out to the whole community
through new rtechnology while maintaining useful collections that serve the
community in traditional ways.
805. a peaceful, restful area to visit - whether it's for reading, computer.....or whatever
806. More space as well as a more modern
807. It should bring in more people! Some of my friends haven't been to a library since
high school! SAD!
808. comfortable with lots of natural light
809. a modern environment expanding upon succesfull retail applications for relaxing
and gathering
810. By "new," I would be speaking of a remodeling of the current location. The library
should serve as a resource for literary expansion, access to information and
materials not necessarily available without purchasing, and it should be quiet.
811. none
812. a place where people could go to study, learn, do research....A place where small
groups could meet. Would be nice to be able to get a snack or a cup of coffe while
you are ther.
813. I'm not certain we need a new library
814. I think it should definitely be more modern than the current facility. Music and
movies should be organized so that a person might actually know what is offered
and how to find it. It should be in a convenient location, central to Grand Forks, not
way out on the south end somewhere. I like the current location.
815. Comfortable place to relax, enjoy a cup of coffee or lunch, meet book club friends to
browse
816. I think it is fine the way that it is. I think that the technology is outdated. It needs
more storage and better books
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817. It should be a resource for the community. People go to get access to material they
either can't get or afford. I rely on it for resource and or support material.
818. should have a lot of windows and cozy seating for reading
819. GFK library should be accessible to all of the community. It should provide the
inventory and technology to encourage children and adults to read and engage in
community activities. It is important that the library study the target market and
recognize the class of people who frequent the library and need the amenity close in
proximity.
820. Be a place for all people to go. Not everyone has home computers. Not everyone
has Kindles, etc. We need a place for everyone--young and old, rich and poor.
821. Easy access, adequate parking, more meeting rooms and computers, drive-up drop
box, centrally located
822. more emphasis towards school kids and relaxing area for senior use
823. It should be a very modest physical structure and a very robust on-line resource for
the community. Why not take the money and provide metro area WiFi for free?
Take the money left over and buy a computer for all families on food stamps so
they can connect over the free WiFi.
824. LEAVE IT WHERE IT IS- SPEND OUR MONEY ON SOMETIHING WE NEED
825. An intellectual hub, and a resource for people of all ages and economic status
826. PUT IT TO REST!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! IT ISN'T NEEDED
827. A safe community icon with ample reading materials and learning opportunities.
828. community access point for books, information and centrally located
829. To be able to check out books for reading and research
830. I would think that it is not as much as a resource for information as the original
library was due to Google and other search engines. Besides the basics of offering
reading and audio books; computer access, and other resources-it would be nice if
there was space to offer classes, meeting rooms, Powerpoint projector -presentation
ready rooms too. Also, in terms of classrooms, it would be great to offer computer
classes. One last item, it would be great to make it an official testing site for
computerized tests. Currently, the closest site is in Fargo. So if anyone here needs
to take State Licensing Examination tests, etc... it must be done in Fargo.
831. good location - not way off South of Grand Forks, more resources, updated facility,
fill purpose of bringing people together,
832. it should serve all people of all ages be user friendly handicap usable and just a
plain fun place for children of all ages.
833. I think that if it followed the layout of the Fargo library it would have a great
layout.
834. have a quite comfortable learning atmosphere
835. a relaxing place to promote reading
836. It should be a place for research, i.e genealogy, a place for entertainment - reading,
music, audio books; a place for gathering.
837. A centrally located library would be best for everyone. More computers, self check
out, multimedia rooms for group meetings, more hours and keep it simple, less
flashy.
838. There is a lot of vacancies downtown that could be filled. They would save money
from building from scratch. Bring people downtown because there is plenty of
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839.
840.
841.
842.
843.
844.
845.

846.
847.
848.
849.
850.
851.

852.
853.

854.
855.

856.
857.
858.

parking in the parking ramps. A lot of people that need and use the library are
financially burdened so they need other modes of transportation to get to where
they need to go. Downtown is the most connected place for bus routes. They should
incorporate a coffee shop in the new library because students are always looking for
a place to study. Starbucks is badly needed downtown. Before the new library is
built or moved it must evaluate the users and where they live and how they get
there. I live close to downtown and I use the bus. I work for the Metropolitan
Planning Organization in GF/EGF and have a degree in City and Regional
Planning. These are my, I hope they help.
It should be inviting as well as welcoming to new comers.
I think it should just be updated with more modern amenities. For lack of better
terms, it needs a face lift.
Serve as a resource, multi media resource, services for all ages, promoting reading.
One of the things i would recommend is to find a way to get younger chldren
involved in reading. finding things that would interest 13 year olds and older.
A community center where people of all ages would feel welcome to browse, and
meet with each other.
community center where people of all ages would feel welcome.
Events; free or very cheap meeting rooms; browse wide variety of periodicals while
drinking latte; help with research; book swap with wide variety of free books (or
cheap sales)
Needs to appeal to K-12 students, helping to prepare them for colege and the work
force
a place where people can meet to continue their eduaction
easy to find books, easy to check out
A place to go for researching, more technology available to the public, and quiet
areas for studying.
the library should be a hip community gathering spot that is central to GF
There should be designated play areas, plenty of room to meet for different groups,
places to hang out, a coffee shop, more computer classes, more art exhibitions, and
a performance area.
Contains not only a large amount of literature, but varied types such as access to
DVDs, magazines, books on tape, CDs, and popular reading books.
It should have something for everyone and easily accessible. A teen area would be
nice, easier system for checking out DVDs, computer programs for kids that are
installed on your computers to use for learning.
lots of good lighting and natural light-peaceful colors as I feel that a library should
be a relaxing place to go to
It should offer a wide selction of material that can capture the attention of a wide
group of people, should be easy to access, and should be a place where i want to
spend my time
it should fulfill the needs of the majority of GF citizens, with easy access for all
as a student, i find it hard to see very much use in a new library mostly because I
wouldn't use it over the Chester fritz library
the purpose would be the same as it is now
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859. An information center for the city, a place to find interesting books to read, to learn
new things, and to discover what's going on in town. The library is a place to
connect with Grand Forks
860. Be inviting to all of the public. Expanded hours of operation than they have now.
861. be more than just a library or books and computers, but a place for families and
children and the entire community to congregate and utilize for multiple purposes.
Be modern and exciting facility
862. Source of information, in all formats, for residents. A gathering place for
connecting the community while providing a diverse range of information and
activities.
863. The library needs to be easiley accessibile especially to limited resource families.
864. It should be located centrally for all and have a good selection of reading material.
865. CENTERAL LOCATION, MORE COPIES OF BOOKS, TECHNOLOGY FOR ALL
AGE GROUPS
866. A place to go to receive information in multiple formats and channels.
867. Be accessible to all areas of town equally. Although I live on the south side I believe
the access to reading and learning materials should be centrally located to everyone.
I also have a concern that youth that are left alone from after school till dinner hour
need to have central access to the new site to provide them with a safe and
productive place to be.
868. It should be community engaging - new technologies, ability to research easily, a
forum for those interested in learning/reading, book clubs, speakers, book signings
etc.
869. should not be an upscale meeting place for GF high enders - that is NOT the
purpose of a library.
870. I think that it is a great place for the people of Grand Forks, both young and old, to
meet and have access to great books and the ability to go on the web, if they do not
have a home computer.
871. Keep it as is and invest in technical improvements.
872. Allowing everyone in GF to use the library
873. organized so it is more accessable to the public, I see the need for more computers. I
have friends who like to have a cup of cofffee and side and read for an hour.
874. Relaxing atmosphere, bright colors for the childrens area, meeting rooms businesses
could utilize for meetings.
875. Libraries in general are going to be a thing of the past. Just like cell phones are
replacing in home telephones.
876. it would be great to have a coffee shop and more book clubs or author discussions
877. Public computers, dvds/cds (multi-media) should be separated from the books
(separate floors), so can read in quiet.
878. I feel it should be a place where you can not only check out books but a place that is
inviting to truly enjoy the experience of paper and eletronic reading materials
879. It should be something that no matter the age can use.
880. Don't have a vision - not sure why a new one is needed.
881. central location for reading events and activities, lots of learning
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882. A center of community activity with educational opportunties for all ages such as
lectures, author talks, children's activities. Also a source of current literature and a
repository for older literature.
883. I have always thought a library should be children friendly. I grew up spending
time in my hometown library attending events geared towards children & giving
me a love for the library. I would love for that same focus would continue in GF.
884. alot of people use the library and would be a good choice for something else to do
without cost
885. Educational for the young and informational for the rest of us, it should be easy and
convenient to use also
886. Accessable, modern, inclusive (amenities are all sectors of the community).
887. we do not need a new library. we have an adequate building that can be updated
along with plent of empty commercial buildings ready to be used.
888. It should provide the means to access media: books, magazines, computers, dvd,
tape, cd, etc. It should be a place where the community goes to get information,
and to be with like minded people. I would like it to have events that help foster a
love of learning and knowledge in kids.
889. Would like to see the library more accessible to more. South end site attractive but
far away from many who need it most. Have been in communities where a small
branch is in a Mall.
890. Combination of historical - technology, traditional books with an embrace of
technology - wifi, electronic book downloads. Also a learning environment to
enhance technology as it applies to library resources.
891. Redo the old Library...do not spend over 5 million....it should do what it is doing
now
892. I'm sorry but i feel all reference material will be gong digital and the libruary will be
a computer lab
893. meet the changing needs of its users
894. state of the art, encourage continued learning in our community, give opportunities
to computers/books to people that don't have those opportunities
895. Centrally located in the city to make it easily accessable to all the schools and aging
population.
896. just bigger, brighter and more modern. current one is sooooo archaic!!!
897. a place for everyone, easy access, central location, educational programming,
provide traditional and digital information, quiet, safe, clean and contemporary,
place for meetings, lectures, etc.
898. current services but expanded
899. provide media to persons, families who cannot access those medias, otherwise.
900. Should provide access to information and knowldege in print and electronically
901. Technology friendly space with all the newest novels and magazines in a tranquil
coffee shop-like setting.
902. big enough to service anyone and centrally located
903. Kid focused
904. the library should be place to have access mto reading material. a quiet placw\e to
read and study. The library should not be an entertainment center. The library
should not be a baby sittinf center for kids to be runing wild
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905. updated, more comfy feel
906. a important community gathering place where people can come together for life
long learning and to have a place where resources are available in a comfortable
and modern setting.
907. a place for people to get resources they do not have example computers, books
,newspapers
908. I hope that the new library is utilized more than the current one. Not sure how
that's going to happen but more attention needs to brought to it.
909. check out the one if Fargo! I like it :)
910. A place for individuals without resources to get books, movies, tax information,
computer access etc.
911. Same purpose as open access to the residents of Grand Forks, ND
912. Main purpose is to fulfill the current & future needs of our youth, not necessarily
provided by the schools.
913. Large rooms, high ceilings, big windows, good lighting
914. I prefer the current location of the library. It appears that the building itself is strong
and sound but does need some major renovating to update it to today's standards.
The updated library should be a location where young and old people have plenty
of access to today's technologies. It should be a place for kids to come and learn
with lots of different activities.
915. I also think it could serve more purposes than just books but I think there has to be
agood balance for all of grand forks, which has a lot of lower to middle incomes
and that should be token into conceration. Make it easy to get to for all, alot of
people don't have vechiles and then they are those who ride bikes or walk to the
library.
916. The prime source of information opportunity for all, as public libraries have always
been.
917. more organised and inclusion of dvds, e-books along with hard copies
918. If the current library was updated I believe it would serve the GF area. Not sure
why it needs to be moved.
919. A family friendly place for everyone to obtain knowledge and fun.
920. divercified
921. much more high tech., more central location-the old Leevers would be great-right in
the middle of town!
922. should incorporate new digital opportuities w/o losing the focus on books.
923. it should be a place where people can go for information. To use the computers, to
have a story hour, to have access to things that their incomes may limit them form
having
924. All of the above and ideas shared in the Grand Forks Herald.
925. More parking and easier access. More of everything they offer now: books,
computer, electronic help, etc.
926. An inviting Community Center with 4-5 foot library shelving as a place for
Learning, Educational Programs, and Access to Internet and Web Technology.
927. it would be great to have access to books and references that would contribute to
my education at UND
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928. for kids not to have to climb up steps to look for books-- maybe more computers in
the kids area too.
929. a conveniently located place for books of all kinds and subjects (and to much less a
degree a place for other media and resources).
930. it would have the updates needed to be the resource center it is intended to be for
the community
931. Do love the ideas that have been displayed and talked about - mostly the library
should be a service to the community, to the people, young and old of this city provide a place for reading entertainment choices, video choices, the providing of
technology needs that are demanded and needed, a gathering place for meetings
and celebrations, a place for tweens and teens to gather to explore safely new
avenues that libraries have presented where "noise" would not be an issue.
932. I'm concerned with the library being moved out of the area where people are more
likely to use it.
933. accessible by all, centrally located, a place for access to all types of media, book
discussions, computers
934. lease amount of money spend and serve the same purpose as it is today
935. a gathering place, a place where ALL can access information, etc.
936. Get rid of the computers, CD's and DVD's
937. more
938. Quiet, inviting place where people can visit.
939. It would be the place to read to our children, host events/meetings that invite
community participation- such as book clubs, discussion groups, maybe focus
groups, community forums. It would have access to books, electronic access,
wireless. It could have an attached coffee shop like the libraries in St Paul that I
used to frequent. It needs study areas. The purpose is to make information
accessible to all. Almost forgot, need to keep a knowledgeable staff of librarians to
help access the plethora of information in electronic and hard copy. ALL ages, and
all sorts of people should feel welcome.
940. It should be convenient to all/accessible/open/more computers/should coordinate
with disability groups
941. user friendly
942. central location needed. I'm opposed to the southend locations.
943. centrally located for all, spacious, larger computer lab,
944. i would like a play place for kids to make it FUN for families to go
945. media media media
946. Being able to move around especially for the children and with the functions that
the Library has available for the children. Need a bigger area.
947. The place to go for information in Grand Forks, with more up to date nonfiction
materials
948. The new library should be a meeting and learning place for people of all ages,
groups, and interests
949. it
950. A new library should be a center for learning
951. Be a place where people of the community can come and meet with each other, and
develop the love of learning
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952. A library that is visible to the majority of the population with current material
953. A library that is accessible to persons of all walks of life, community friendly with a
central location.
954. multi-media, community center with meeting rooms
955. It should make the different sections of the library more accessible; more private
study rooms; more enclosed computer area (typing is a distraction when studying)
956. new and updated everything
957. it should be a gathering space for people of all ages and abilities
958. the library should be a community gathering place and provide access to
information by various means for all residents
959. to supply recreational as well as informative books to the public
960. It should be a community center with acitivites for all ages and possibly some
equipment rentals. It should be the center of information for the City of Grand
Forks and provide a place for people to gather, read, and socialize
961. have electronic and print media, comfortable seating areas, meeting space available,
book discussion groups
962. New age mix of regular books and new learning resources such as internet,
computers, etc.
963. community gathering center, information storage, historical records, internet
964. It should be like a beautiful, great Barnes & Noble (they do bookstores so well). It
should fulfill the purpose of being a hub in the community and providing
information in many forms.
965. Should be innovative. Offer not only books but good programs for kids. A fun spot
to hangout for people who don't have a lot of places to go.
966. more room better parking and more books
967. Smooth way to search texts and media, new organization of current resources,
technology-enabled meeting rooms for public groups, expansive children's area
closed off from adult areas for arts and crafts, books - fewer computers. I don't see
what kids need computers to play with at a library.
968. place you should be a place you could read, research and relax feel like you could
just hang out enjoy the books, computers, movies and dvd much much more
969. User friendly and centrally located.
970. Same as current one
971. bright spacious larger collection
972. it should have an area to visit, dine and have coffee. also it should have a place for
children to play
973. i love the childrens section upstairs but i think it could be bigger
974. Community gathering place, place to go to quietly read and study, computer access
975. more technology
976. serving the needs of the majority of the GF population
977. Forward thinking - ability to see and try the newest technology - attraction for the
young - something for citizens to be proud of - community space - wellness of the
mind
978. It would be nice if it was easier to sign onto the internet from a lap top to study. It
should also have places for people to relax and study or simply to read. Perhaps a
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979.

980.
981.
982.
983.
984.
985.
986.
987.

988.
989.
990.

991.
992.
993.
994.

995.
996.

small lunch room for people who are there for long periods to eat a snack or lunch
in.
I've always loved going to the library. As a child, in my very small hometown in
northeastern MN, we have a wonderful library. So I love the traditional form of a
library. But I see how much use the computers get, and that is a good thing. I like
the idea of comfortable seating and a coffee shop. My grandchildren love the story
hour, and playing on that ship, and I would like to see organized activities that will
keep them going to the library, in the middleschool years especially.
All main floor. Easy computer access and availability. Small coffee shop in center.
I picture a warmer atmosphere, comfy places to read and relax, coffee services,
technology and interaction. More Bookstore atmosphere I guess.
I thinki it is doing a great job now, dont see the need for changes
WE JUST PLAIN OUT NEED A NEW LIBRARY.
primarily a place for those who can't afford their own books or computers
Modern, a place to learn, grow, teach the wonders of books to kids. It allows
people that do not have computers the opportunity to use them.
It should be large, airy, a place where people can meet and books are easy to find
I want the GF Library to be a place where people feel comfortable going. Right now,
as a young adult I feel that the library has a stigma where only "old" people go. This
will hopefully change and should be a goal of those in charge of the project.
new building with more space, newer books, coffee shop. almost like a large
bookstore with added services.
provide access to books, computers, DVDs, etc. to residents of GF
I think that a library should have lots of room for books and room in the aisle for
people to look at the books. I think that the computer are should have more
computers so that more people can have access to the internet and other learning
tools on-line. I think that the movie, dvds and cds should be in a section where you
can actually go and browse through them. They should also be a bigger section for
the movies and dvds so that you can get more for people to watch.They should
have more seating and comfy chairs so that if you want to just sit and read that you
can. The library should be labeled better so that people know where everything is.
I think it could be used for forums, meetings, relaxing in comfortable reading areas,
more technical info, etc.
It should be accessible for all ages young and old and people with transportation
issues
Have fiction and non-fiction books and audio books, CDs, Movies, Internet service,
Children's story time.
It should be bigger and have more parking. Something for the kids to do, (ie story
time, projects, ect) I would love to take my daughter there for an afternoon of fun
and reading.
A learning center for children and adults/ access to current books (no need to
increase internet serves though, please)
I think it should be CENTRALLY located and maybe even more close to the north
end of town. I think those with less financial resources are probably more inclined
to use the library for electonic (computer) access and material resources. Leevers
would be a PRIME location.
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997. be a reading center for our community -- the book discussion groups are great and,
while I do not have children, I know that there are more things for children such as
the reading to pets
998. Community Involvement should be a priority. I appreciate a well established
childrens library with a variety of resources made available that flows well with the
public school curriculum. ( Ie: Books on tape, internet availability to students that
do not have resources available in their home setting.) As a child growing up in
Grand Forks, My sister and I used the bus service to get to the library. This service
was available free of charge to students going to the GFPL. We would have not
been able to get to the library if that service was not available.
999. Books, research materials, multi-media and meeting space
1000. not sure we need one at this time
1001. similar to the current one.
1002. affordable, accessible to youth and families
1003. My experience of the library is meeting the needs of the community
1004. I think the Grand Forks library should be geared more towards a community
center/library. I see it having sound proof booths where people can play, practice
and create music. I also see it having music carolls where indiviudals can listen to
all types of music for free on headphones. I see it providing computer classes that
not only teach basic technological skills, but also provide lessons on resume
building and job searching for low income populations and under educated
individuals. I see it as a hub for indiviudals to find information on where to find
housing and childcare as well as where to find information about community
events and ways to become involved. I see it located near lower income
communities so that they may more readily access the facility when they have little
to no transportation and less access to technology (i.e. computers, internet, music). I
believe the public library should be available to all people in the community, but it
seems to me that the library would be more utilized by those with less accessibility
to technology, books, education, etc, as well the location itself.
1005. bigger
1006. Community center - carry out current mission/vision + enhanced technology
resources, and public meeting rooms
1007. it should be a hub with various sizes of meeting rooms, a large enough children's
area to accomodate the many children that attend the Summer Reading Program
activities, many, many books, CDs, DVDs, an area with CD players where people
can listen to music or books on CD; coffee and sandwich/muffins shop; many
computers for use. I feel that the library should be a place where anyone can go to
find out about anything in our community. I feel very strongly that the Children's
area should NOT be located up a flight of stairs! Maybe it could have it's own
entrance even, so as to not disturb patrons not visiting the childrens area.
1008. I would like to see the library stay where it is, but if it's location must move, I
strongly believe it should be located in an area where more of the less fortunate
citizens could utilize it's services. If it's out by the mall or that area, it makes it way
more difficult for those individuals to get there.
1009. The primary place for access to print media for research, general knowledge, or
personal fulfillment.
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1010. a place that everyone feels comfortable
1011. They should improve the existing facility. I don't believe that a new extravagant
library is in the best interests of the city, especially during these economic
conditions.
1012. i love to read, and i like books, not electronic books, i like the quiet of the library, it
would be great to have a cozy spot, fireplace, a fun and welcoming place for kids to
read, play on computer, use their imaginations
1013. a large place for the community to gather for not just books, but social community
events, including meeting rooms open to public use. Also, a coffee shop would be
nice and attract more people.
1014. electronics are fine, but keep access to browsable books on shelves
1015. assessible
1016. It should offer something for a diverse group of people and help make learning a
part of everyone's daily lives in a fun way.
1017. It should be a place for the community. It should support the people and the
organizations that support the community. A gathering place and a community
resource.
1018. A place where people can access media of all kinds.
1019. They way it is now is fine. No new library is necessary.
1020. no new library
1021. I can find better info on the net that Al Gore claims he invented
1022. Community Center
1023. None no new building
1024. THE ONE WE HAVE IS GOOD - ENOUGH- YOU FORCED THAT ALERUS AT
US- PUT A NEW LIBARY IN THERE- WASTE
1025. comic themed like batman superman wonderwoman spider man and all that
1026. Expanded children's selection
1027. a conveiniently located updated facility that has social space and youth programs
plus areas for small group meetings and an interest in displaying local art.
1028. Leevers Lot would be more centralized for all in GF
1029. accessible with a focus on group meetings youth programs and encouragement of
display of local art
1030. A multipurpose facility--discussion area(s) for book clubs/studying, coffee cart, etc.
1031. Good accessibility for everyone, large selection, place to come and enjoy books
1032. Being a student makes it hard to decide on a new library due to the fact that I use
the Fritz most often. Also being that the library is away from campus makes it
difficult to take the time to drive out to it when I have time restrictions to picking
up my son from school. Maybe more kids programs where kids that are a bit
younger could be kept busy while parents look for books. I know that its not a
babysitting service, but we're talking about 10 minutes or so....maybe story hours
more often to where parents can plan to bring their kids during that time to be able
to search for their books.
1033. A library should provide people with a low-cost method of access to media (books,
journals, magazines, A/V, etc.), but also provide a convenient location for getting to
the library for children. It should also be a place for quiet reading and research.
1034. more geneaology records would be nice
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1035. more historical documents
1036. A comfortable place were I can go to check out books or DVDs, use the computer.
It would be nice if there were places to sit and read too. Classes/ reading sessions
for kids is always nice too.
1037. A community gathering place as well as a place to rent books.
1038. increased technology for people to utilize, more electronic books. study/conference
areas.
1039. With the advent of new technology such as IPad, Nook, etc. Why build a bigger
building and fill it with old books that no one will use.
1040. Access to on-line card catalog from home. Same dues for EGF/GF residents. Easier
access by car or walking. Visible to the community. More parking and
drivethrough return of books.
1041. I would love to see the library take a larger role in the education of the public. It
could offer a wide variety of educational session and classes in coordination with
other resources in the community to inspire learning at all stages of life. In
addition, I would like to see it offer more technological services including expanded
computer/internet access. The library should be a place that brings people together
and challenges them.
1042. I couldn't presume to know best in this area!
1043. constantly changing with new expensive technology
1044. research materials, multimedia rentals, new book releases, large children's section
with activities, community information and programs
1045. new books, up to date technology, books to download on dvd for loan, comfortable,
pleasant environment, etc.
1046. community resource for all ages
1047. I think it should be a place that is more child-centered and have more current
books/information.
1048. Everything it has now plus adding to the ship play area & reading area for our
children
1049. It should be a place for access to books/videos/tapes for all ages, internet access for
research/communciation/typing
1050. Market more to young people in school to get the used to using the library and
hopefully they will continue to use it as they get older.
1051. community center, increased children's programs to encourage children to read and
enjoy books
1052. It should reflect those who are interested in building a new library, but should
recieve funding only if enough people will use it.
1053. A family place; one for me, my teenager, my younger children--a place that grows
with us.
1054. More offerings insidse like a coffee shop or comfy sitting section
1055. To have family programming the new library needs open space for
stage/tables/chairs/exhibits. Nonprofits can partner with the library; nonprofit
provide program/library provide space.
1056. it should not be built on tax payers doll lnwers ld noy nead oh tnerastore et nthed
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1057. Need latest technology & future evolution/expansion, but also need to correct 40year problem of not enough books
1058. I agree with the concepts I have seen on the news and Herald.
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APPENDIX E. Community Input Grand Forks Library Speak Up Blog comments.
jim noss
November 24th, 2010 at 10:16 pm
we do not not need a new library.we need a new mayor and half of the city council.we
need a new water plant then fix the sreets.keep[ the old one.if they are dumb enough to
build a new one buy the leevers property.we do not need a wellness center either.
Sharon Loiland
November 26th, 2010 at 5:15 am
A new Wellness Center and Library in the same location – what a great idea for the
citizens of Grand Forks. State of the art physical and mental wellness facilities,
something for all us to be proud – go for it.
bill mccoy
November 16th, 2010 at 1:18 am
i would like to say that i would choose the old leevers location. One; this is more central
for the whole city not just one end. Two the location could use a sprusing up and would
rejubanize the neighborhood. Three it close to the bussest intersection in the city. Four
the parking would help for the hocky and tennis courts. which are also part of the
parks. five it wuld be close to the grade schools; l&c and ben franklin, and phonix for
walking field trips. as you can see there are many reasons to use this sight. thank you
for listening
Nikki Berg Burin
November 16th, 2010 at 3:22 am
I am in complete agreement with Bill. The new library would be a wonderful addition
to this part of town and would be a perfect location to unite people from all corners of
the city. This location would also make the library more visible to more people than
either the South Washington or 32nd Ave. options and would thereby draw in more
patrons. If built in a central location, such as the Leevers lot, the library truly would be
at the heart of the city.
Schurkey
November 16th, 2010 at 10:40 am
The citizens of Grand Forks have already been victimized by the City Council and it’s
lackeys. Owens, Carpenter, and several others should have been prosecuted for their
actions which led to ramming the “Aurora” Civic Center down Grand Forks’ throat.
They lied about the construction cost; they lied about the annual subsidy. They lied
about the importance of having a new facility. The management of the new Civic Center
have repeatedly “cooked the books” to hide their mismanagement; and the Grand Forks
Herald has exposed their misdeeds. The “studies” of the economic impact of the Civic
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Center are similarly suspect. The taxpayers were forced to providing a subsidy
(corporate welfare) to a foreign company so they’d build an adjoining hotel, unfairly
competing with existing non-subsidized businesses.
The Civic Center is proven to be a misuse of time, money, effort, trust, and enthusiasm.
Have you looked at the on-line events calender at
http://www.aleruscenter.com/?page=events ? The Civic Center is gasping it’s last few
breaths. If it wasn’t for a few Tickle Me Elmo shows and a bridal/prom dress show,
there’d be nothing scheduled from now (16 November) through all of 2011 except a
New Year’s party.
Will some version of these lies and deceptions happen with the “new” Library?
There’s a bazillion square feet of totally mis-managed, and completely useless space at
the Civic Center. Why should the taxpayers of Grand Forks be raped AGAIN in order
to build yet ANOTHER multi-million-dollar facility? Carve out some space in the Civic
Center; remodel as needed…One new library at a fraction of the cost of a new building.
They could do the same for the “Wellness Center” that we don’t need, which will
unfairly compete with existing businesses, and which we did not vote to approve. If we
HAVE to have it, it should go in the Civic Center so as to make use of what is otherwise
a White Elephant.
The library seems to think it has a “mission” to duplicate a number of the very same
services that the Civic Center was supposed to provide. While I do not agree that the
library needs to provide those services, if they’re going to do it anyway, locating the
library within the Civic Center will kill two birds with one stone.
Tom Gregerson
November 16th, 2010 at 12:23 pm
I am in favor of the Leevers site. It is in a central location, on the bus route, utilities are
there. This is not an out of sight location.
Tom Gregerson
scott baxter
November 16th, 2010 at 3:01 pm
I, personally, would like to see the Leever’s location used. It is much more central then
the other two locations, is in a highly visible location, and I could ride my bike with my
son there in the summer. I am getting tired of reading in the Herald about a partnership
with the wellness center. I read the consultants report, and they never mentioned such a
location or partnership. I see how this would benefit the wellness center and Altru, I am
not, however, convinced that the library — which has a much larger customer base than
a wellness center ever will — will get as much out of the deal.
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Since we are talking about change at the library, how about someone seriously
considers the library web space. There are many issues including: it is time to redesign
the site — the colors are awful, there is too much information on the main page; the site
is often out of date, for example, yesterday I was unable to access the survey; why
doesn’t the library have its own email rather than having a hodgepodge of different
email addresses — I am under the impression that email at the library is a quasivolunteer effort with people volunteering their personal emails since the library has
none of its own; why don’t I get library notices via email, or at least have the option; I
like the new self-checkout, but why doesn’t it let me know when I have a hold or
interlibrary loan available — I have been to the library, checked out books, and left, and
then gotten a letter in the mail letting me know that a book I was waiting for was still at
the library.
Sharon
November 16th, 2010 at 9:15 pm
It is VERY sad that so much emphasis is put on “South” Grand Forks. I take EXTREME
pride in living on the north end of town, but every last service seems to be moving to
the extreme southern end of town. Why can’t we have a library that is centrally located?
What is so wrong with the idea of building a new, beautiful library where Leevers
grocery store was? This to me is a prime location and is visable and would be easy to
find for just about everyone in the City. If you INSIST on building a new library on the
South end, you would be remiss if you didn’t consider putting a “satellite” library
downtown. Or if the school district closes Wilder, I’d MUCH prefer that to be a satellite
library than Community HS.
Thank you for listening, I hope you are truly going to listen to the citizens of GF and
you don’t already have your minds made up that 47th in the place to be, because it will
not serve the majority of people in this town.
AW
November 17th, 2010 at 5:15 pm
I am opposed to Grand Forks building a new public library and offer the following
points:
1. We do not need a new library. If more space is needed, then REHAB an empty
building such as the empty Leever building or the empty REX building and have two
campuses. There is also plenty of space in the strip mall where Blockbuster is located on
17th street and South Washington.
2. These are difficult times economically. In case you have not realized it, we are in a
recession. Who cares if the Grand Library is smaller than the Bismarck or Fargo
libraries?
3. A sales tax is misguided. Why should everyone (resident and non-resident) who
shops in Grand Forks pay for a service they will not use? I resent having to pay a sales
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tax on every item I purchase for a building I do not intend to use as I do not patronize
the current library.
4. Consider charging a membership fee to use the library. That way, those who frequent
the library also have a vested interest in paying for the services they utilize.
5. We have a great library at UND that could also be used by taxpayers. Why not make
arrangements with UND and develop a collaborative relationship with UND?
6. Grand Forks is a small community, the library does not need to be all things to all
people. In large urban centers one could justify a library that provides all sorts of
services but that is not the case here in Grand Forks.
7. Since the library is publicly funded, the salaries of the library personnel should also
be posted so taxpayers have a better understanding of the library expenses and budget.
It would be good for the public to review the salaries of the library personnel. Such
information should be posted on the library website. If such information is readily
available, please direct me to the source so I can review it.
8. How does the library justify budget increases about 42% above inflation (
http://sayanythingblog.com/entry/greedy-grand-forks-increased-library-budget/)?
Where is the money going? I can only assume this amount will continue to increase
with a new library.
9. It seems safe to say that if a new library is built, you can be sure library personnel will
push for salary increases because of the added work load that comes from having to
work a larger library not to mention an increase in staff for the same reason.
10. Last but not least, I am opposed to the library because it comes on the heels of the
silly and misguided Wellness Center which will be another albatross similar to the
Alerus Center.
Judy
November 17th, 2010 at 8:09 pm
First of all, I don’t believe we should as yet discount the current location. I would rather
see the money (if it’s more or less than currently talked about- doesn’t matter) being put
into the current location. Working in school libraries I have had it reinforced about the
real estate mantra “Location, location, location”. When one wishes a library to be used,
one needs it in a location that invites one to come. The current location is fantastic. It is
so centrally located it would be difficult to find another that provides such. For
visibility – why not an electronic marquee much like “Borrowed Bucks” put on the
Washington Street berm just prior to entering the road to go to the library? Through this
one would be able to not only identify the library and its location but announce
events/displays or whatever that are going on. For parking – purchase the land behind
the hotel (that is currently a weed patch) and make it into an overflow parking lot. Do
not even see the necessity (as is mentioned somewhere) of the need to reroute traffic.
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On the whole the road is relatively quiet but if needed – why not an electronic walking
sign for those who might find traffic a problem? For more space – build up or purchase
what neighbors would probably be able to give to the north and south. Many times in
driving by the library, especially in good weather, I have noticed numbers of bikes. The
other locations mentioned do not provide much safety for bike riders – can you
imagine, elementary students making their way up or down Washington, 32nd,
Columbia, DeMers to get to the library? I realize that the recommendation done by the
professional planner was to build new – but the planner does NOT know our city well
and I also wonder about the knowledge he/she had about library usage, library
philosophy and library offerings that should also tie into decisions on this. Another
comment – We have more usage than the other libraries that were mentioned and
managed with less space – you should be proud of this and continue your efforts in
attracting and keeping patrons.
Jerry Severson
November 18th, 2010 at 12:36 pm
The Leevers location is the best location for the new library. The location is centrally
located and the library would be highly visible to the community and our visitors. The
leevers have stepped up and will give the city a deal on the land. Plus they will pay for
demolition. Its a win, win situation.
Adina, Jack, & Kim
November 18th, 2010 at 10:56 pm
Adina, age 5, says “I liked the old fish tank in the old library and I want there to be one
in the new one too.” We all want the library at the old Leevers, not on the South side,
where we can’t ride our bikes.
Brenda
November 19th, 2010 at 3:03 am
Did you consider the current location by buying the building beside the
Ibrary and the empty lot across the street. It’s a good location I think. Leevers would be
horrible since it’s at the most dangerous intersect in ND.
Dan Lindgren
November 19th, 2010 at 2:49 pm
City council is out of control with your spending. Fitness centers, libraries, and the list
goes on. Between spending and unnecessary intrusions into peoples private life, this
city council needs to refocus. Whats next? Are you going to ban trans fats?
Yvette Koepke-Nelson
November 19th, 2010 at 4:48 pm
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If a particularly important purpose of a public library is to provide information and
resources to residents who otherwise might have difficulty accessing those services, the
library’s location (and accessiblity via bus) matters greatly, favoring the Leevers lot.
Another advantage of this location is that it would draw development to this area,
whereas the other two proposed locations don’t need the same type of development.
Bill Burga Jr
November 20th, 2010 at 4:22 am
There would appear to be little question concerning the need as an updated and
interactive library represents a learning center every progressive community will need.
Beyond that and along with the corners of the impressive intellectual institutions
nearby, including UND and it’s many departments, REAC 1, ALTRU and the AFB, an
updated library goes a long way as a compliment to all of the above. Not to mention the
many fine companies and retail establishments. A ‘well of knowledge’ or ‘go to’
information resource represents a must have. So, in my view the matter becomes a ‘how
to’ moving well past ‘what if’. My compliments all around. Now how do we get this
done?
cori
November 21st, 2010 at 3:29 pm
Please consider strongly Leevers. It is centrally located and the north end is already
suffering in how to get to stores etc, esp elderly and low income. CAn you imagine
trying to get way out to Thompson, practically to get to the library. ONe thing people
can afford to do with their families? thank you
Gregory Vandeberg
November 21st, 2010 at 10:13 pm
I think that the intent to place a new library next to the proposed new Wellness center
on the southeast part of town is unrealistic, and totally ignores good planning. This
location is not central to the city or likely its population center. I think that the library
should be accessible, especially to those who do not have their own vehicles, or need to
rely on public transportation. The city should not be supporting development on the
outskirts of town, but should work on in-filling and keeping a vibrant core.
A study should also be done on the location of grade schools relative to the proposed
library locations. The city planning department certainly has these tools available
through their Geographic Information System data base, and these types of studies can
easily be done in a matter of minutes. I personally support the former Leevers site, as it
would be a good use of an existing developed property.
Lorianne Fennell
November 22nd, 2010 at 12:25 am
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As a person on the committee for the new wellness center, I would love to see the new
library associated with the center. It would be a win win situation for both fascilities.
With increase traffic of people going to the center, like me, they would likely utilize the
library more often. We hope to attract more families to the wellness center so maybe
they would make a stop at the library as well. If the Senior Citizens become part of our
center location, I would think they would appreciate a library conviently located by
their center also. Maybe possibly youth would frequent the new library more often, if
located close to the wellness center.
Sage
November 22nd, 2010 at 3:32 pm
I’d prefer the south side because the Leevers area is so congested with traffic. I quit
going to Leevers because traffic would backup because of the lights. There is no green
area and with the heavy traffic it won’t be quiet. Where the library is located now is
really nice but understand they need more room and major maintenance costs are
required.
Mary Coleman
November 23rd, 2010 at 6:35 pm
A library location:
Could the library be close to bike paths and bus routes. I would suggest finding out the
transportation the city would provide for students, elderly etc to the library, before the
library is built and how much would it cost to fund, and publish this information in the
GF Herald.
What are the problems with having a new library in the Old target building?
Ted Kreis
November 24th, 2010 at 4:10 pm
I think a vote by the people to raise the sales tax by either a half cent or a ridiculous 1
cent are destined to fail, and won’t have the support of many people that support a new
library. With and additional 1 cent sales tax we would easily have the highest combined
state/city sales tax in the state at just under 8%! A half cent increase would still make us
one of the top four sales taxed cities in the state.
Fargo and 41 other North Dakota cities have a combined state/city sales tax of 7%.
Currently Grand Forks is a quarter percent under that, so a quarter percent increase will
put us on par with 42 other North Dakota cities including Fargo, Devils Lake,
Wahpeton, and Jamestown, just to name a few. A quarter percent sales tax over a longer
term might pass if it is marketed in a fashion that people understand would put us on
par with many other North Dakota cities; anything higher would be dead on arrival.
Schurkey
November 24th, 2010 at 9:27 pm
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It’s a COUNTY library. Why wouldn’t the sales tax be COUNTY WIDE?
For that matter, why not a county-wide PROPERTY tax? Why does this HAVE to be a
sales tax?
Kathy Williams
November 16th, 2010 at 12:30 am
I took the survey but I’m not in favor of any of the proposed locations. Why not move
the library back downtown? Moving it out to the far south end, I think, will create a lot
of access issues for low income and elderly.
Linda
November 16th, 2010 at 2:22 am
I grew up using the Grand Forks library and worked there while in college, and I still
bring my children back to the library when we’re in the area.
Sage
November 18th, 2010 at 6:57 pm
Of the now two proposals being south end at Wellness Center or Leevers I’d prefer the
Wellness Center. Grand Forks isn’t that large that traveling time isn’t uncomfortably
long. People don’t complain to go to Wal-Mart or Target and even the Mall.
There is already a bus that passes by the area where the Wellness Center will be.
The lake that they propose to make for runoff will make a great wildlife refuse. Have
some benches around and read a book and watch the birds would be relaxing.
A library should be a place of positive energy, calming, relaxing, inviting and learning. I
like the quiet area where the library is now along with all the green area. It is soothing
and peaceful.
I stopped shopping at Leevers because the traffic was terrible. The area is extremely
busy, noisy and congested. There is no green area to get away from it all.
Amy Lund
November 18th, 2010 at 7:24 am
The City of Grand Forks needs to realize that the Grand Forks Public Library serves as
an educational resource for all of it’s citizens. Residents that have the financial resources
are more likely to visit local book stores than the library to access books. They are also
the folks who have the newpaper delivered to their homes and internet services
available in-house. Those residents who are less fortunate, income-wise, are those who
necessitate these vital services. If the public library were to be located at a southend
location, the citizens who need these services the most will be the most disadvantaged
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in respect to transportation and accessibility. The proposition to move the GF Public
Library to an extreme southend location would be a mistake. Let’s keep the city’s
resources accessible to all the citizens, that is what makes our city grand.
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APPENDIX F. Community Input In Person at Library Front Desk
I would like to see the library located more centrally than out at the Wellness Center. I
think it needs to be accessible to everyone and it needs to keep its mission separate from
the Wellness Center hoopla. Rhonda Paellot
More downtown location, possibly Leevers. It’s too far to drive if built in a southern
location. Gayle Stordahl
Get input from employees. They have knowledge of how things could work - lay-out,
etc. Leever’s is fine. Free land is not necessarily a better deal. Per phone call 11-16-10
NO, NO, NO. Put 100,000 into what you have. EGF and UND if they don’t have here.
Just another building to sit empty.
Keep the present library, maybe extend the hours. If you must have more room, use a
vacant building or build a small elec(?). Library by wellness center. We do not need
more taxes.
Al Brunderl, 1119 14th Ave S, Grand Forks
Don’t put new library at new Wellness Center. Too far out.
From Children’s Dept:
I understand computers are part of the Children’s room, but please consider having
them in their own section. Young readers DO NOT need distraction. In the move to the
future library I feel strongly we must keep a quiet section. I envision that quiet section - roomy, to allow space for dreaming, thinking, etc. High ceilings. Technology is
important, but it should not replace book reading, daydreaming, and quiet.
Please do not cover the book summary on the back. Hard to determine if we are
interested. Thanks.
Open a new library. Everyone would benefit. Derek Szklalski
Why insist on one library for all of Grand Forks? Suggestion: Maintain and improve
the current library. Finish the second story that was not completed as originally
planned. Open “branch” libraries in other parts of Forks (with internet access). Would
it be feasible to add a third story to the current building? L. K. Sandahl, PO Box 63,
Larimore, ND 58251-0063
I use this place so much and talk about it when ever possible. I think a lot of people
forget or don’t know what all you have to offer the people. (Yes) to new or used
building, would like 32nd Ave. S.
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32nd Ave good location for new library. Milton Schmidt(?)
Build It. South end is direction of GF. Not to take away from the middle or north. Just
is 10 years from now it may be the center if place towards south end. Audio books are
picking up with my peers and friends. Keep up or add to collection.
Leave the library right where it is. The kids in this town need somewhere to spend their
time and they cannot ride their bikes way out to 32nd Ave. S. Karen S.
How about the field north of Sears (Columbia Mall) as a site for the new library? Plenty
of space for a building and parking lot and excess parking could use the existing lot of
Sears.
I think the new library should be located at the new Wellness Center. They are
planning lots of activities for that area. There’s even a push for senior citizens to use it.
Perhaps we need to investigate small satellite libraries – Fargo has 2. I feel the Wellness
Center is the best place for the new library.
I come to the library weekly to get books and audio books. I live on the north end of
town so it is quite a distance to go. I believe the old Leevers store site would be a good
CENTRALLY LOCATED SITE in which to build a new library.
I think a new library is needed. My hope is that the new library will be built on the
“Leevers” site. I live in the north end and that would be more handy for me. I have
been coming to the library beginning in 1963. Left the city and then moved back. I used
to bring my grandchildren and nieces and nephews. I would love a drive-thru book
drop off. Love the idea of having skylights and more windows for outside light coming
in. Libraries are usually dark and dreary. More parking spaces are needed.
We need a new library. Leevers location is best location for city. Thanks for all the hard
work getting community input. Sara Bjerke
I prefer the Leevers site. I would rather help the low-income or middle-income people
instead of people in the south end. The people in the south end have kindles and
computers and cars. We need to help the regular people. Eileen Nelson
After reading the big article in the Sunday (Nov. 14) paper, I was really angry. There
was only a computer and cell phone addresses listed to “speak up.” There are a LOT of
us out here who don’t have computers!! I don’t have a cell phone. How dare the city
council and the library assume we all do. I would like to do that survey too, but how
do I get it if it’s on-line??
I have asked for help to show me how to get on the internet but one lady was so
“snotty” and said “we don’t have time!” Isn’t that what they are there for?? People tell
me to go to the library for help but they won’t help me!! I can’t afford a computer and
everything that goes with it. Buy it on credit? I have to credit to get a credit card. I
don’t want one. I’m too poor.
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Speaking of which, there are a lot of poor people on the south end of town too. I
couldn’t believe it when I read that the poor people form the north end of town
probably can’t afford to go way down south to a new library. Does that mean that our
voices don’t count??
It seems that whatever the “city” wants the city gets. “They” want the library way out
by the new Wellness Center and so be it. Period. They’ve already decided according to
the council meetings I’ve watched on TV. We need the library to be in the middle of the
city so it’s accessible to everyone. It needs to be on bus routes that old and disabled
people can use as well. If the library is built way out, you will have to either extend bus
routes right to the library/Wellness Center or add a new bus route. The bus needs to be
wheelchair accessible and might have to go more often so people don’t have to wait so
long uptown or in bus shelters, especially in the winter. Once an hour is not acceptable.
The new library should have solariums on 3 sides to take advantage of the natural
light. Add water features like gentle fountains, etc. But limit the amount of time
one/each person can sit there so as to let others enjoy it too.
You need more that one copy of the daily Herald. I’ve come there many times and
been there for a couple of hours in order to read the Herald and never get to.
More helpful people. Ones who will take the time to show me how to use the
computer and internet. I read that computer classes was one thing possible at the new
library. Definitely!! If it’s free or inexpensive. I can’t afford much. I’ll never be able to
own a computer but there are lots of things I want to look up – recipes, crafts, etc.
Sincerely, Colleen Denault
I prefer the current location to a further south location. I bike commute year round and
it is closer to my house. If the library had to move, it should move closer to downtown.
We tried “Library to Go” and found it easy to use. Only downside is not much
selection. Would like to see more. For the new library – I think 32nd Ave would be
great! Wide open area for growth, parking, and easy access from every direction yet
not too far south. Marlys Schmidt
I love the library. Any location is fine with me except the Rex property – too expensive.
Hope you are successful in your efforts! Pat Larson
I think that the new library should be at a central location so that all walks of life can
enjoy it. My 1st choice is Leevers location, 2nd choice is 32nd Ave.
Several key points to consider before building a new expensive library for Grand Forks:
1) The location for a new library should be accessible for more than just a small
segment of the present Grand Forks population. For example, the plans should consider
the poorer children and adults without home computers in the northeast and the senior
citizens with limited income in the downtown areas. The proposed southern location
does not meet this criterion.
2) The cost of transportation (public and private) will undoubtedly rise in the
foreseeable future with the worldwide demand for gasoline constantly increasing. The
suggestion for free public bus transportation to an inaccessible southern location will
obviously be an expensive alternative. Will the local taxpayer be willing to pay the
additional expense in the future?
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3) Technology is constantly changing so the future role of any library is
unpredictable. For example, our future may include public internet service in every
home, as water and electricity are available today. A young and middle-age generation
is adjusting to gathering information without reading magazines, newspapers and
even books. The wireless computer age is already here with
hand-held internet devices.
4) The national economy is in a downward spiral because the government is
increasing the money supply and causing inflation. Federal taxes are predicted to rise in
the next year. Can some people afford an additional sales tax?
5) The duplication with existing public buildings is obvious. Grand Forks has
already several public buildings with financial problems: Alerus, Empire, Firehall, and
even the Chester Fritz. Grand Forks does not need another performance center!
According to the Herald, $500,000 is still owed on the existing wellness center! Also,
more services will increase the need for additional staff.
6) The plans for the new library and wellness center include competition with
private enterprise, which helps pay the Grand Forks taxes! For example, I include
private fitness centers and coffee shops. Why not try to encourage a large bookstore
chain, such as Barnes and Noble, to establish itself again in the city so the store can also
help pay our taxes?
7) One obvious solution would be to have after-school hours in the computer
rooms of easily
accessible local schools. It seems strange that the library and the schools must duplicate
services, paid for by the same local taxpayers. It is imperative that the local schools
maintain up-to-date facilities for the future generation of our country. Thus, the school
computers should be open to the public, especially children for their homework!
Carlyn Sampson, 3608 11th Ave North, Grand Forks, ND 58203
701-746-8501
To any involved: I remember during sixties the first public library downtown, now it is
the parking ramp. Even then it felt crowded. Second library currently, I have observed
from the balcony it is used to being crowded. Current difficulties: only two
handicapped parking spots, too many good old books decommissioned and given for
grabs. (Not enough shelf space.) Books and VCR shelved near the floor so that spines
are topside. Speaking for other disabled seniors, I can no longer bend down to read
catalog number, nor readily grasp books or VCRs. (Lack of shelf space.) Men’s
bathroom stalls need to be replaced. I believe old Leevers building is the best location
at the junction of South Washington and Demers. Visible, major street accessibility,
parking beyond handicapped zones, current structure could be remodeled, plus room
for second floor. Green it is to utilize existing empty building. If remodeled, I predict
ten percent citizen use increase within a month of grand opening. With the third
library at Leevers, I predict that Grand Forks city and county will have the best possible
facility in the state, if not the region. Aside from emergency plans such as for flood and
tornado, I hope this new library will function by autumn, 2013. Sincerely, Erik Luther
Williamson
The Public Library needs to be close to schools so children can walk to it. This present
building is a fine library. I understand this building is not very old – 25-35 years. It was
built with future expansion in the plan – to eventually make a complete 2nd floor. This
has not happened. This location is the very best location as it is about in the center of
the city. Parking is a problem and even more so when a vehicle takes 2 spots as I saw
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today coming in to fill this out. How about buying the grassland across the street for
more parking? Remodeling this building will be more cost effective than building a
new library. A library is not meant for businesses to use as an interview/hiring place.
Meeting rooms for visiting/parties/business gatherings are not for libraries. We have
the Alerus – a city run building for that. The city does not need another city-Park Board
owned building (library or for that matter a fitness center) to hold meetings that should
be held elsewhere.
If more computer space is what started the need for a new library, why not have
library computer centers placed in already existing empty buildings around town. This
would meet the need for more internet access and give this building more room for
books.
Taxes are already too high in this city. Government should find ways to cut taxes
rather than increase them. Also, the city has an ordinance that show removal needs to
be done by 24 hours after snowfall – keep your sidewalk clean for people to walk here!
Kaye Vanderpas
Tonya and Hillary are wonderful! Both are very appreciated and helpful! Thank you
so much. Karen Livinggood
CR Speak Up Comments:
I’ve noticed patrons can now check out 5 DVDs per card. As a concerned citizen, I find
this excessive and frustrating, especially when I see family checking out an entire TV
series, such as “Full House,” plus various other popular movies. I already struggle to
find movies to watch with my daughter because they happen to be checked out or
mysteriously “misplaced.” Could not this new policy contribute to this loss? On a side
note, it’s sad to see my library degenerate into a video store.
Please don’t take the site by the new health center. It’s too far south.
Please don’t go to Leevers – too busy streets for kids.
Leevers 1st choice. Do urban renewal now!
I would like the new library to be located at Leevers lot.
I think the new library should be in the old Leevers spot on Washington. Beverly Matz
Leevers!
Love the idea of new library! Really, really love the old Leevers location. Kelly Peters,
GF, ND
The people here are courteous and professional. Bernie Burke
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APPENDIX G. Community Input Email
From: Margine <mcvholland@gra.midco.net>Add to Contacts
To: speakup.gfpl@yahoo.com
Wendy, Library Board, Etc.,
I have lived in Grand Forks since 1954 and have been through the changes from downtown to the
South Washington area location.
I would hope that the new facility, which I do agree is badly needed, will be on the Rex property.
This seems to be easily accessible with lots of parking and perhaps additional space if required
later. Perhaps renovation of that building and incorporating it into a new facility would be
feasible.
In addition to the new south end location, I would hope that some sort of satellite facility could be
located in the northern end of the city. Might one of the underused elementary schools have space
for this? There seem to be unused buildings in the downtown also, perhaps something could be
worked out there. If some situation similar to the Parkwood set-up, with limited hours, perhaps
volunteers could man it.
Finally, we need the new facility and the more convenient the service can be to all users, the more
willing they will be to support the suggested tiny tax hike.
Margine M. Holland
749 S. 30th St. Apt 342
Grand Forks, ND 58201
New Library
From: Alexander Wild <fawild@qwest.net>Add to Contacts
To:
speakup.gfpl@yahoo.com
I am opposed to Grand Forks building a new public library and offer the following
points:
1. We do not need a new library. If more space is needed, then rehab an empty building
such as the empty Leever building or the empty REX building and have two campuses.
2. These are difficult times economically. In case you have not realized it, we are in a
recession. Who cares if the Grand Library is smaller than the Bismarck or Fargo
libraries?
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3. A sales tax is misguided. Why should everyone (resident and non-resident) who
shops in Grand Forks pay for a service they will not use? I resent having to pay a sales
tax on every item I purchase for a building I do not intend to use as I do not patronize
the current library.
4. Consider charging a membership fee to use the library. That way, those who frequent
the library also have a vested interest in paying for the services they utilize.
5. We have a great library at UND that could also be used by taxpayers. Why not make
arrangements with UND and develop a collaborative relationship with UND?
6. Grand Forks is a small community, the library does not need to be all things to all
people. In large urban centers one could justify a library that provides all sorts of
services but that is not the case here in Grand Forks.
7. Since the library is publicly funded, the salaries of the library personnel should also
be posted so taxpayers have a better understanding of the library expenses and budget.
It would be good for the public to review the salaries of the library personnel. Such
information should be posted on the library website. If such information is readily
available, please direct me to the source so I can review it.
8. How does the library justify budget increases about 42% above inflation (
http://sayanythingblog.com/entry/greedy-grand-forks-increased-library-budget/)?
Where is the money going?
9. It seems safe to say that if a new library is built, you can be sure library personnel will
push for salary increases because of the added work load that comes from having to
work a larger library not to mention an increase in staff for the same reason.
10. Last but not least, I am opposed to the library because it comes on the heels of the
silly and misguided Wellness Center which will be another albatross similar to the
Alerus Center.
Alexander Wild, PhD
815 Duke Drive #410
Grand Forks, ND 58201
fawild@qwest.net
Full View
Library location
From:Jonathan Haug <jnhaug@medicine.nodak.edu>Add to Contacts
To: speakup.gfpl@yahoo.com
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Regarding Library Location:
As a physician I tend to first think in terms of public health. With this in mind, it seems
we should consider the ease by which citizens could walk or bike most easily to the
library's new location. Given it's central location, the old Leevers location seems to
make most sense. As a nation, we are pushing to make more walkable, bikeable
communities, so I would hope we will continue along, right beside the amazing strides
our community has made with its Greenway.
Additionally, I understand that the current library location was on the periphery of
town when it was built. Certainly, for decades past, communities pressed ahead with
"urban sprawl" building further and further from city centers. As many communities
have learned, this is not the most sustainable approach. Creating areas where people
both live and work builds strong, safe, healthy neighborhoods that will not be
abandoned. Since the flood of 1997, downtown Grand Forks began an amazing
transformation. Unfortunately, many beautiful buildings sit empty as the community
continues to grow towards Columbia Mall and the South end of town.
This is an opportunity for the City of Grand Forks to take one of those abandoned
buildings closer to the city center, the Leevers building, and create something that will
stand for decades to come. With its adjacent tennis and basketball courts, Purpur Arena
and the associated green space with park and skateboard ramp, this area could be
transformed into a wellness center of its own. By transforming an abandoned building
near the heart of the city, the Public Library could transform several blocks of city
space, and by doing so, improve the health of those living nearby as they walk to the
library, rather than drive their automobiles.
Thank you for your time.
Jonathan Haug
1117 Reeves Drive
location
From: Ted Kreis <tkreis@nppga.org>Add to Contacts
To:
speakup.gfpl@yahoo.com
I am 100% in support of locating a new library, should it be built, at the Leever’s
location. It makes sense in so many ways, but none more than it sits at the crossroads of
the two of the busiest streets in town. The majority of those living on the south end
work on the north end, which will make it a convenient stop on the way to or from
work. It is in the heart of the city and always will be. The new health center location is
the worst of the three, and would only be of greater convenience for those living on the
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extreme south end. Please, don’t make that same mistake with the library. The Rex
location is even far better than the health center location.
As far as funding, a half-cent sales tax is too much, too fast, and will have little chance
of passing. Keep working on alternate methods of payments like grants or donations, a
small mill levy increase, or finding a way to use a portion of the current sales tax.
Ted Kreis
1506 S 10th St.
Grand Forks
EMAIL
From:daryell ferguson <nodakcouple@yahoo.com> Add to Contacts
To: SPEAKUP.GFPL@YAHOO.COM
As a Northside resident I am saying don't punish us North end people
by putting the library WAY out South, it is something that should be
equal distance for both North and South people.
In building a new library make sure it is all wheel chair excessible.

For Dean Schieve re Wed eve meeting at Library
From: Schurkey <ss@hbassociates.us>Add to Contacts
To:
speakup.gfpl@yahoo.com
Comments regarding on-line survey
1. How does asking the age as the first question prevent under-age from lying and
completing the survey? If the library is intended to serve the "whole" community, why
refuse to accept input from the under-18 crowd?
2. Traditional /Innovative services should each include "None of the above".
3. Only two choices for tax payment, not four. Re-loaded repeatedly. Did I
misunderstand? Do you intend to offer other choices for payment? Property taxes
instead of sales tax?
4. Why have a map to find the three proposed locations? Map is way too small. How
about adding arrows or circles indicating the locations of the three proposed choices.
5. Map too small to find boundaries of wards. Perhaps include thumbnail that can
expand when clicked?
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6. If asking for first and second choices of proposed locations, the first choice should be
blocked on the second choice section
7. Highest level of education does not permit non-college "trade school"
8. What prevents people from taking the survey multiple times and skewing the results?
I took the survey twice to completion, but quit part-way through several times.
9. I expect you'd get good feedback if there was another question along the lines of
"What else would you like to tell us about the new library?" and then provide a
comment box for answers.
Schurkey
From: riemers@juno.com [mailto:riemers@juno.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2010 2:22 AM
To: communityfoundation@gofoundation.org
Subject: Hi Kristi
Thanks for your nice invitation, and I enjoyed your presentation at the
Library meetings today, I am always glad to see people out there trying to
help the community. I commend you for your efforts.
Out of curiosity I looked at your public information and you seem a very
active woman, although I find it hard to believe you are the 40 listed in
Liinkin.
I found the meetings fairly educational, and it is too bad more members of
the public did not show up. But that is the problem with public input, the
public is only really interested in it when it effects their personal life.
Of course the flip side of the coin is that most public input isn't worth
the ink to write it down anyway. So, ho hum and all that.
As indicated in my presentation, I am not keen on the idea of a new library
building, especially after all the other new projects shoved on us by the
city and county from new office buildings to new event centers to a new
airport terminal. In the private sector if things get old you renovate and
improve and keep on going. In the public sector it seems everything over 20
years old is obsolete and needs to be torn down and stared anew. I guess if
we really had thinking city fathers, then city hall and the Alerus Center
and the library would all have been built with the new airport terminal and
we would have free bus transportation from downtown to the terminal. All
of this of course paid by the federal government in the name of better
homeland security. :-)
Thinking over the presentations, I still prefer my idea of expanding into an
annex on So. Washington for the next 10 years, but if we do pass funding I
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guess I would like the new library next to the new Wellness Center.
Although it may require some directed public transportation to make it work.
Of course, after 10 years, if the library is really smoking hot in its
expanded but leased space, it would have a better idea of its needs and
could go for a new library at that time. It could also use that 10 years
for fund raising projects for a new library. If it had a healthy amount now
setting in the bank for the new library, it would probably be a shoo-in for
a new building now. As it stands, I doubt that the general voting public
would approve it. There are just too many people who just don't appreciate
the resource a library represents.
Enough about libraries anyway. It looks like you have a fairly interesting
job going with your Community Foundation. How did you happen to get
involved with that? What big goals are you shooting for in 2011?
Have a good day, Roland
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Scott J Baxter <scott.baxter@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Nov 16, 2010 at 9:40 AM
Subject: the new library ought to consider new technology
To: librarywendy@gmail.com, speakup.gfpl@yahool.com

Dear Member of the library,
In gathering thoughts for the survey and blog about the possibility of
a new library, I generated some ideas about how the library might
consider technology improvements and posted them on my blog at this
location.
http://frombulgariatonorthdakota.blogspot.com/2010/11/new-library.html
They are also posted below, but the links only work on the blog.
I would be grateful if you would consider these ideas.
best wishes,
Scott Baxter

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Scott <scott.baxter@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Nov 16, 2010 at 9:34 AM
Subject: [From Bulgaria to North Dakota and Beyond] New Library
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To: scott.baxter@gmail.com

After 39 years, it seems that it is possible that there might be a new
library. The current one is one of the busiest in the region but old,
too small, with not enough parking, and, frankly, in need of increased
funding and new ideas -- among others, someone should really take a
few hours to compare their web page to other library web pages and ask
how things might be done better. (For example, take a look at this
one, this one; or take a look at this one and this one from places
that really have serious budget issues.) The main point I'd like to
make here is that it would be good to have a clean and clear space
(simple background, limited number of colors (the current page uses
two shades of blue, red, green, and black and I'm not really sure
about the pictures there either), the most important information
visible in the top left of the screen rather than having to scroll
down as I do on my screen to see the hours.)
And while on the subject of technology, there are some other things
that could be improved at the library:
why can't I have the option of having notices sent email rather than
through the mail?
why doesn't the self-checkout machine let me know I have a hold to
pick up when it looks at my account?
Why doesn't the library have its own email system rather than using
the current hodgepodge? There is a yahoo address for the children's
department, a gmail address for the library director, a hotmail
address for the reference department. None of these are intuitive. Why
not buy a domain such as gflibrary.org or something like that?
And, finally, when will Bubbles, the library cat finally get his
picture in a prominent place on the library web page?
-Posted By Scott to From Bulgaria to North Dakota and Beyond at
11/16/2010 05:34:00 PM

-Scott J. Baxter, Ph.D.
Grand Forks, North Dakota
USA
The blog: http://frombulgariatonorthdakota.blogspot.com/
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Bobbi <BZWOOD@msn.com>
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Date: Wed, Nov 17, 2010 at 12:48 PM
Subject: Grand Forks Public Library
To: jt@literock1043.com
Dear Jarrod,
After hearing your talk show every morning this week I feel the need to share some
thoughts with you.
http://articles.baltimoresun.com/2010-07-05/news/bs-md-pratt-hayden20100705_1_job-seekers-electronic-library-reading-devices
This is a link to a Baltimore paper that tells of a note found underneath a library
computer keyboard expressing thanks for helping him find a job.
What many are failing to realize is that libraries are not just a source of books, but they
are a source of help. How many use the internet to help them find a job. For all the
arguments out there about people having internet at home, when one is unemployed
the internet is not something they can afford to pay for. The Library can give help with
resumes, job descriptions, access to job listings, and an abundant of other services.
Also, with the influx of immigrants, the library provides a service to those who are not
so familiar with our area. Though I am a transplant from Montana, when we first
moved here six years ago the library was the first place I went to for information on
schools, hospitals, churches, and several other things I could not find any where else.
One can search for housing, building codes, flood information, the list is endless.
Honestly, to say the library just holds books, or even computers is ignorance. It holds
the Grand Forks area in it's hands for all to search through and learn. If one wants to
learn what this community holds, they can learn at the library. Only the short sighted
do not see that.
Many thanks,
B. Wood
New Library
howard gladwin <hgsf@sbcglobal.net>

Add
To:

to Contacts
speakup.gfpl@yahoo.com
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At the moment the library project seams to be a rush to build.
With plans to put on the ballot for a vote in April.
We are in a recession this is not the time to raise taxes for
a project that is so miss understood.
You now have three locations that you might build on.
All three are bad locations.
The Library says that they researched the areas and needed to
meet certain criteria in order to build. The minute you got
an offer from the parks district you forgot about the criteria and
are in a rush to move forward.
We were told that you wanted to meet the needs of low income
families.
Those families live in the north end of town. If you build in the south
end
the people you want to reach will live far from the new Library. The
same can
be said for the location on 32nd ave. near the old REX store. That
location is
also to far in the south end of town with no transportation.
The Levers location on Washington is in the north end of town. That
area
of Washington is one of the busiest streets in town and will be a
dangerous area for children to cross the busy street.
The Library has a game plan and we have not been told what is going
on to build on the locations that they are working with. The amount of
money is way too high for those of us on fixed incomes. Many of us
are retired and on a fixed retirement.
Unless the Library can come up with a good plan I can not see any
reason to support
this project.
At the moment there are more questions than answers about the
Library project.
There needs to be a better plan that works with out a pie in the sky
approach.
Howard Gladwin
263 Circle Hills Drive
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APPENDIX H. Community Input Facebook Comments
Grand Forks Library Facebook:
Ann Kulas Stevens
Love the library and would like to see it by the new Wellness Center. I would like the
hours to be expanded Friday & Saturday. I also really like the self scanning system to
check out books - works great! Thank you to all the library staff for all they do.
Stephen Vogt
How do you expect children riding their bikes from the North end of town to get to the
library if it is placed nexted to the wellness center? Washington is a very busy street and
if I was a parent of young children they would not be allowed to go to the library riding
their bikes. If surveys state the user numbers are high, does this include children? How
are the figures during the summer?? Have you took into consideration the children in
the selection of the library? I dont think you have.
Melanie Hendrickson
I would like to see it open earlier in the mornings on weekdays and weekends that
would be nicer for us parents. Especially for us who have just a little time to check e
mails or use facebook for a little bit. But I love the location it's in now and I honestly
would not change much else about it.
Thank you.
Stephen Vogt
I agree if it belongs to the people here in Grand Forks, then it should be made available
for those in the mornings. If it means opening up earlier, then it should.
Aida Wakefield
Tom Dennis' editorial hit the nail on the head. The Library needs to be on the North end
to be accessible to people who need it the most.
Candy Fisher
I was happy to read the Herald editorial regarding the Leever's location for a proposed
new library. A central location would best serve everyone in our community. After
driving around town yesterday, another potential spot could be where the former
Hollywood Video location is. The building itself is too small, but perhaps there's
enough land around it to accommodate a larger, new library. It's centrally located, close
to the bus route and there's an off-ramp nearby. Just a thought.
Jane Winter
I'd like to have a drive-through book return at the new library
Stephen Vogt
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You are still evading the question about people livin on the North end with kids and if
it put on the south end how do you expect parents to allow their children to ride to a
south end library. You are really asking for BIG problems. Its like you dont care about
the kids or their safety. And if you do put it on the south end, its going to cost $200,000
per acre on the so called FREE LAND.
Jim Ivers
I think we should rember that this libary serves the whole county and not just the city. I
think a south end location would be easier to get in and out of than driving up
washingon and going through all those lights. I understand the concern for saftey of
kids biking to the libary, perphaps a location near the greenway on the southside of
town would be a possibliity.
(In response to a posted graphic of the proposed sites.)
Ashley Andrews Olson
Is this new library in addition to the current one? Or are you moving locations
completely?
Grand Forks Public Library It would be a complete move. At this time, having more
than one library is not being considered.
Ashley Andrews Olson :
( That makes me sad. I love the old library building.
Aaron Wentz
I vote for the Leevers site. Where can I voice such an opinion?
Tamera York make sure you have more lights for people with eye problems or bifocals
its hard to use the stackes because of my bifocals
Carmyn Juntunen
I wonder if plans have been made/considered as far as how to deal with pedestrian
traffic if the Leevers site were selected? Pedestrian bridge under or over
Washington/Demers... what would the parking be like in that space? I have long
thought that was the best physical location, though I see drawbacks with things like
traffic/parking/space on the lot. However, I won't belong to the Wellness Center either
because it's simply WAY too far from where I live. I enjoy the amenities of UND's
Wellness Center because it's close to where I live and work. I visit the library at least 3
times a week. It's on my regular errand route. The Wellness center location is an area I
NEVER travel. I'm afraid that is true for many.
Joan Schmisek Scheett
I'm wondering what would happen to the present library if the Leevers site were
chosen. Would the library need to pay the owners of the Leevers site for the use of the
facility until the new library is built?
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Elizabeth Harris
Not sure where to make this comment, but please oh please move the library to the
former Leever's, a much better location than on 32nd, walker friendly, close to
downtown, near a neighborhood that could use this sort of social center.
MaryBeth Adkison
A much larger library is needed, with plenty of room for those in wheel chairs to have
access to all the isles. I very much miss being able to peruse the books by myself and
hate having to depend on others to gather my books for me!
But a HUGE thank you to the staff, who are always willing to help with a smile!
Sandy Espe
I would love to see the library as a "destination" place for our community! Let's
brainstorm some ways to draw people there (like what is already done for little ones)
that would be both educational and entertaining. For example, how about an area for
those of us wanting to learn a second language? (Maybe kiosks using technology?) Or
how about an area that would include technology for individuals to improve reading
skills? OR, how about a meeting-type area for educational events? ....Anything to get
more people there to have them see what the library has to offer! (Of course, this would
require more space.)
Quayne Sherwood
I like the present location and have not had problems with parking or in getting
help from the library staff. I am pleased to be able to locate books on my computer and
also the ability to download ebooks.
However, if changes are to be made I would like to see the library located on 32nd
avenue. To me, this location would be convenient to quite a large number of patrons,
whereas the southend location puts the library at an inconvenient distance from too
large a number of people. The Leevers location frightens me because of the heavy
traffic.
Candy Fisher
I hope the library will remain in the center of town, and not the far south end. It also
needs to be near a bus route for those unable to drive. I enjoy the GF public library in its
current location.
Brandi Merriman
I would like the Library in the Leevers location, I understand it needs a bigger location
and I think Leevers is good. I also think that 32nd may be too far away, and the Leevers
location I believe is close enough to the current location. I also appreciate all the new
changes like the self check out and having the website.
Ed-Jenn Kolodka
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I would like the Library at the Leevers location. It is an almost perfect location centrally located, easy to get to by car, bus, etc, visibility for advertising events, low
risk/no guessing as to traffic patterns and if people will go there, established utility
services, etc.
Personally, I wouldn't count on the new wellness center being a huge draw for people,
it is all still to be proven and personally I think it's just too far away for most people. I
also don't think there's a big overlap in common users between a library and a wellness
center. I observe two different types of crowds when I'm in a library and when I'm in a
wellness center, so I don't see value in the two being linked together.
We love the library, we are heavy users, and I am very very much hoping that common
sense will prevail over the lure of some free money and they will do the right thing and
keep the library inside of the main part of town. A library is essential to a community
and needs to stay in a location where it is actually a central part of that community and
not out with the "car required/urban sprawl/always commuting" part of society.
Melanie HendricksonI love the libraries use of computers. I don't have use of e mail at
home so using it here is wonderful for me and my family. I get to have contact with my
family back in Canada on facebook. Thank you for it's constant use. I don't know what I
would do with out it.
Roger D Pohlman
I would like the library to be open until 7:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. so the average person
working from 8 - 5 can utilize the facility.
The library are for the wealthy and the poor and that is what makes the library GREAT
but you need to have better hours.
Melody Nord
I'm excited about a new library in Grand Forks and want to see the following:
Children's area closer to door, wide aisles for wheelchairs, etc., increased children's
programs (I love story hour!), three week loans, self check out, computer classes, book
clubs, no or low fines, meeting rooms with sinks (for possible crafts or serving
refreshments at times), meeting rooms that various book clubs or community groups
could reserve. I also think it would be nice to have more than one location for picking
up reserve books and returning them. Maybe it could be a joint venture with a few
public school libraries. Maybe it could be a joint venture with a retirement center or the
new wellness center! It wouldn't need to require a lot of "man hours" if it was handled
by someone already providing services at another location. Melody
Comments from the Wall
(In response to a letter in the Herald suggesting UND’s Chester Fritz library should be
Grand Forks’ public library)
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Brenda Jo Gillund
My thought? Parking at UND is scarce, and walking blocks and blocks to go to the
library is hard for lots of people. My father in law uses all four of the libraries in the
Grand Cities (GFPL, CFL, Med School, and EGF) and always has the greatest difficulty
with parking at the Chester Fritz.
Janice Sayers
The Chester Fritz Library has a wonderful collection that is quite different from the
collection at the public library. I'm sure they do not have room to add the public
library's collection to theirs. What would both libraries have to withdraw to be able to
have the complete collection in one spot?
Kat Erickson
I don't see UND students excited about kids in there while trying to study. I don't think
the UND library is situated in a convenient location for most people. Although I live in
Warren I'm a patron the the GF Library, paying for the privilege. I probably wouldn't
use it at all. No parking, hard to get to and it's focus should remain on the university,
not the community at large.
Karen Cisek
Not to be so negative to a suggestion trying to conserve resources, but as a parent, here
are some issues: No parking, not convenient for parents bringing children for activities
throughout the day, different focus for librarians and collections, disruption to students
studying...
(Posted to our wall, followed by comments)
Amanda Voigt
I think that the suggestion of having the library in the old Leevers location is a great
idea! It would get rid of a terrible eyesore (empty lot on a main road) and provide
ample room to grow!
Janice Sayers
I didn't shop at Leevers very often because it was too hard getting in and out of the
parking lot. Wonder why they had to close if it was such a great location?
Jewell Ertman
I worry about how safely pedestrians (children too) can navigate that area. The
sidewalks are far too narrow, in horrible condition, and the Demars/Washington
intersection is dangerous (not to mention the busiest intersection in the state). If the
library is to be considered at the Leevers location, the library needs to be safely
accessible to those traveling by foot, wheelchair, and bicycle.
Michelle Rydz
The south side location is too far for most of Grand Forks. Please consider a different
location.
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Nikki Berg Burin
I'm with Michelle. I would love to see you build the new library on the old Leevers lot.
Brenda Jo Gillund
We love the library. There will always be a special spot in my heart for good old
fashioned books, but I strongly feel that a new, up-to-date facility with "Information
ACCESS" is important for the future of our community. Looking forward to the
conversations that will be happening this week, here and in the media.

Brenda Jo Gillund
Oooo... the article today made me think of a must: More outlets for laptops! and free wifi!
Elizabeth Harris
Please, please seriously consider not having the library in the spot so far out (south end,
40th, I think). Leever's would be so much better or even a spot closer to downtown; we
need the downtown to be revitalized, which a public gathering place like the library
could help with. You might save money at the one spot, but think of the larger picture,
how much our downtown could use a steady influx of visitors and how this might
bring more businesses in, restaurants, etc. What a pity that the library ever moved from
the downtown in the first place.
Jewell Ertman
Liz I totally agree! I think we should have a downtown library with a satellite library in
a vacant strip mall location on the south end. I love what fargo did, we should use them
as an example of what our potential could be.
Grand Forks Herald Facebook comments:
Dave Ferguson
Go to the local schools and take a survey on library usage, and then save OUR money...
Dave Ferguson
No offense meant, but I have this argument all the time with my mom who is on a
library board........the Internet has rendered the need for a new library dead......people
on library boards just will not admit it, just like phone companies, ...newspapers,
magazine publishers, travel agents, soon to be realtors and every other middle man. My
final laugh was when she said "we have a ton of people coming in to use our
computers" I went BINGO.......save the taxpayers money and welcome to 2010 they will
be gone in less than one generation ...... just ask your kids and their kids
Dick Taylor
Fanciful, unaffordable monstrosity, kind of like the Alerus Center.
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APPENDIX I. Community Input Grand Forks Herald “Area Voices”
“What kind of GF library do we want?”
November 14, 2010 at 5:03 pm in Grand Forks Herald
For supporters of Grand Forks’ Public Library, the case for a new library has been fairly
clear since consultants explained how difficult it would be to renovate where the library
is now. But what the public at large thinks of all this is a mystery to them, a distressing
gap in knowledge if the issue is to go on a special ballot in April. Continue Reading
Tags: GF and EGF, Grand Forks Public Library, North Dakota
32 Comments »
What kind of GF library do we want?
32 Comments
formian said: On November 15, 2010 at 6:39 AM

Hidden due to low comment

rating. Click here to see. Poorly-rated. Like or Dislike: 14 26 Log in to Reply
Craig said: On November 15, 2010 at 10:11 AM

We do have colleges

where you can learn that stuff. You have to pay because the people
teaching there did a lot of work and went into a lot of debt in order to be
able to teach there.

I don’t understand the “Big Brother” thing. No one

cares, or has time, to worry about what you’re reading. You’re correct that
the internet has democratized information, but it is a bit narcissistic to
assume anyone cares what you do there. Like or Dislike: 16 5 Log in to
Reply
how i cit said: On November 15, 2010 at 7:46 AM

“Library Director Wendy

Wendt said they’d like to hear from people who don’t use the library now
because maybe a new library could give them reason to drop by more
often” 80/20 rule? 80% of your business comes from 20% of your customers.
Your main focus should be on the 20% of customers, they know the inns and outs
of your services better than anyone else. Like or Dislike: 18 7 Log in to Reply
how i cit said: On November 17, 2010 at 9:15 AM
location!

Location, Location,

Leevers it is centralized and addresses the appeal issues of

south Washington. If the library moves farther south, I would bet the
number of patrons dwindle over the years. Like or Dislike: 12 4 Log in
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to Reply
Craig said: On November 15, 2010 at 10:02 AM

I hope they choose the old

Leever’s site. I think having a central location for the library is ideal, and one as
high-profile as the Leever’s site would likely increase use. One of the greatest
thing we do in this country is give our people access to knowledge and educate
them. Putting the new library in this part of town serves that mission and would
help restore the area–instead of leaving the vacant building there to rot. One
thing I would like to see the library do is develop programs for teaching citizens
about new technologies and letting them “test-drive” different pieces of
technology so they can make better use of them. A good example might be
enrichment-style courses for seniors on using smart phone apps, or iPads,
something like that. Weekend classes on internet safety (for kids, their parents, or
adults in general) would also make me more likely to use the facility. As books
become less important as the medium for delivering content (replaced by kindle,
internet, etc) then the emphasis for the library should focus on helping novices
interface with those technologies. In the same way, as a kid, my librarian spent
time explaining the card catalog to us, I would like to see them explaining
internet resources to this generation. Wonderful! I Love Libraries!

Well-loved.

Like or Dislike: 33 8 Log in to Reply
StormChaser said: On November 17, 2010 at 8:48 AM

Agreed. That

would be plenty of room and a much bigger parking lot. Like or Dislike:
7 4 Log in to Reply
formian said: On November 15, 2010 at 2:12 PM

Hidden due to low comment

rating. Click here to see. Poorly-rated. Like or Dislike: 7 20 Log in to Reply
Craig said: On November 15, 2010 at 2:56 PM

Hmmm, not sure

where you’re getting your facts, but schools and churches are way
different. True, going way back, school were begun in part to teach the
common people to read the bible well enough to understand how to go to
heaven (The Deluder Satan Act in Massachusetts, 1647). As we learned
more, we expanded this system to the one we have today–arguably one of
the most democratic in the world. America’s educational system is just
about the best thing we ever produced. Along with clean water and
vaccinations, it has civilized us and allowed us to prosper.

Think about

it–at some point we said “We’re going to teach everyone. No matter if
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they can afford to pay for a private education or not. We’ll take the
poorest or the richest kid and give them 12 years of a supportive
environment to grow. And all that we ask is that they attend and do their
best. We won’t punish students that don’t learn, fine their parents,
anything–we’ll give them the tools to change their lives.” Isn’t that
remarkable? And today, we’re at a point where we don’t just teach
reading, we teach them how to build a bookcase, identify plants and
chemicals, analyze the text of a political speech, and to express themselves
as best they can. We coach them in team sports, take them on field trips to
see artwork in museums, and foster their creative energy in myriad ways.
Isn’t that something to be proud of?

Further, for many kids, we feed

them the only hot meal they’re going to have all day. For some, they
interact with the only adult that cares about them. We put them in a safe
environment where they can make mistakes and learn from them. And
this–all this–you say is just some bureaucratic exercise? No, this is
evidence of our pride in our country. Like or Dislike: 14 5 Log in to
Reply
TC said: On November 15, 2010 at 3:43 PM

Why is it that no one gets it, the

general public is tired of spending on luxury. The present library may not be up
to the standards of some, but until some generous individual leaves a large sum
of money for the project we can all make due with the current building. ‘IF’ a
new location is needed the ideal place would be the Leevers location (more than
enough parking and visibility for everyone, plus it takes another vacant building
and makes excellent use out of it). It’s time for some of these folks to understand
that the money just isn’t there like it once was and people are out there
struggling to make ends meet, the last thing we need is another extended sales
tax that never seems to go away.

Hot debate. What do you think? 17 14 Log

in to Reply
Craig said: On November 15, 2010 at 3:51 PM

I would pay an extra

penny, amounting to a few dollars over the course of a year, to have an
updated facility. When are people going to understand that the more we
do this kind of thing–building great things for the public to use–we attract
businesses, people, tax dollars, revenue, and then can build some more
great stuff? Why do people only seem to care when it is a stadium?
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Money isn’t there because we’ve lowered our taxes too many times over
the last few decades. We can’t always just wait for a wealthy person to
save us. That’s fairytale logic. I mean, we should also remember that the
Republican-controlled state is basically taxing us and keeping the money.
the roads are awful, the sidewalks are awful, and what do they do? Just sit
on their pile of money. No, we should do it ourselves and pull this town
up by its own bootstraps.

Hot debate. What do you think? 18 14 Log

in to Reply
formian said: On November 16, 2010 at 8:04 AM

Hidden due to low comment

rating. Click here to see. Poorly-rated. Like or Dislike: 2 15 Log in to Reply
Craig said: On November 16, 2010 at 8:35 AM

You are free not to

attend school. Your parents can choose to homeschool you, or you can
drop out at 16, I think. You never have to go back. Then you’re free to
pursue a life of religious and intellectual fulfillment. To say, however,
that education is a compulsory ritual is missing the point. There is no
prayer, no bowing and genuflecting (in public education). To conflate
education as a form of religion, or to attach some spiritual (through the
use of the term ‘ritual’) significance to it is a little bizarre. Do you consider
there to be a spiritual aspect to paying taxes? Voting? Should those be
removed from society as well? Like or Dislike: 10 4 Log in to Reply
StormChaser said: On November 17, 2010 at 8:51
AM

Depends on where you are. In ND/MN yes, piece of cake to

homeschool. California, not so easy. You have to register as a
private school and be accepted before you can homeschool. How
about that pledge? One Nation under “God”? Sounds religious to
me. Like or Dislike: 4 6 Log in to Reply
Dave said: On November 18, 2010 at 11:58 PM

Let’s say education

wasn’t compulsory. How many people would be able or willing to
educate their children? We’d have the majority of the population
uneducated and on welfare, and the rest of us would go broke paying for
it. Inner cities would be zoos of gangs. I don’t think I’m exagerating. Like
or Dislike: 6 4 Log in to Reply
StormChaser said: On November 19, 2010 at 4:06 PM

My

daughter would be educated regardless. Not like it would matter
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anyway, because she is already freakin brilliant. Like or Dislike: 2
5 Log in to Reply
John said: On November 16, 2010 at 12:58 PM

A good functional library is an

investment in the present and the future for the community. Its a great
environment for people of all ages to learn, develop new interests and to tap all
of the information that is now available on-line. Its a great place for kids to
develop a love for the writen word and to expand thier minds in a positive and
constructive direction. As the function of libraries change it is true that the
library facilities also need to change. Technological changes and the changing
role of libraries makes it necessary to update facitities. Its not just about books
anymore. It’s computers, movies, music and many other things. Lots of folks
will be against a new library but now is the time to invest in the future. Interest
rates are low, construction firms are looking for work and the economy of ND is
in the black. Its good time to invest in the future. Do it while you can or you may
regret it later. Like or Dislike: 18 4 Log in to Reply
cathy said: On November 17, 2010 at 2:03 PM

Silly, Silly people! The city will

put this library way, way out….We can huff and puff all we want, and demand
all we want, but the city will do what they want. I believe Leevers would be a
great spot, but then how would the people with the Lexus’s get to it???? No, they
need to have it in a spot where the Lexus’s can reach it…duh!! We have no
children in the North end, or close to the North end…and if there are children in
that area, do you really think that the children warrant a place where they can go
and not spend a fortune. No you silly people! Put this building way, way
South… and spend a super fortune… Just ask the city government.. they know
how to spend! Like or Dislike: 19 7 Log in to Reply
formian said: On November 17, 2010 at 6:09 PM

Yes Craig, my three children do

not attend school. I say tax payers about $36,000.00 a year because of it. Its costs
tax payers around $12,000.00 a year per student. But the library is something
that already exists, and all ages get to use it, and no one tells you if you have to
go there or not, or when to pee or not pee. Libraries are democratic and
egalitarian places. There are books on homeschooling at the library, go read
them and learn. Like or Dislike: 4 11 Log in to Reply
StormChaser said: On November 21, 2010 at 3:54 PM

Exactly! that’s

why schools have a cow when a parent pulls their kid out to home school
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them. When my mom pulled me out, the school had a freakin conniption
fit about how much money they were going to loose because of it. Like or
Dislike: 1 3 Log in to Reply
b.a.c. said: On November 21, 2010 at 3:57 PM

Could it have

been because they were worried you wouldn’t be able to spell
simple words like ‘lose’? Like or Dislike: 2 3 Log in to Reply
formian said: On November 19, 2010 at 6:08 AM

Dave, I’ve learned lots at the

library, and I learned it when I wanted to, where, how and what I wanted to at
the library. I never learned anything at school. I don’t even remember anything
from school. But I remember lots of things I’ve researched, talked about, and
learned at the library. It was all stuff I wanted to learn so it stuck with me. Put
even just a tenth of what we give to schools to the libraries, and we will have the
most incredible, wonderful libraries in the world. I’d have been happiest if
instead of taking the bus everyday to school my parents would have let me go to
the library all day and read and learn what I want. I learned more from listening
to other grown ups talking, being around adults, than I ever did my peers. You
can get that kind of social at the library too. And that’s by far better for children
than it is to be in schools. Like or Dislike: 2 10 Log in to Reply
Living Logic said: On November 19, 2010 at 4:40 PM

Part of the

discipline of education is not just learning the subject matter one is most
interested in, but making sure one is well-rounded in multiple areas of
study. I do agree that things tend to stick more when there’s a higher level
of interest, and we should encourage students to especially develop in
subjects of strong interest. However, I’m more than grateful I learned (in
the public schools) materials which I had very little interest in at the
time. Like or Dislike: 4 3 Log in to Reply
TC said: On November 19, 2010 at 9:55 AM

The more I read in the paper, listen

to the radio and watch television the more I’ve come to believe that the people
steering this idea will not be happy until they’ve run the south end ‘new’ library
concept down our throats. There seems to be little talk or support for either a
remodel of the current library or a library on the Leevers property from either
the committee or the consulting firm. I’m starting to see that this is one of those
issues (very similar to the ‘Alerus’) that isn’t going to go away until they get
what they’re after, no matter how the public feels. Like or Dislike: 12 1 Log in
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to Reply
Dave said: On November 19, 2010 at 11:57 AM

I’d bet money that

UND will do the same thing withthe new nickname. Like or Dislike: 3
7 Log in to Reply
shanko said: On November 19, 2010 at 9:00 PM

With you 100% TC.

After all who’s hiring the consulting firm? The one’s pushing for it to be in
the south end? The powers-that-be always seem to get their way but it’s
up to us to speak with our councilmen and let them know what we the
people want not just a small vocal minority! Like or Dislike: 8 4 Log in
to Reply
formian said: On November 20, 2010 at 6:38 AM

The city should have bought

the faith evangelical church site about a decade ago when it was up for sale. That
would have been a great place. As centrally located a library as you can get in
Grand Forks is ideal. Face it, the South-enders will pay more for the library, but
the lower income people pay their fair share of taxes too so a centrally located
library is what’s fair. Don’t forget apartment dwellers pay taxes too within their
rent, and get no equity to show for it. So again, Centrally located is best for
everyone. The library should either go at the Leevers and tennis court spot, or
add on to the current library right off the north side. The north side of the library
could be where a new media part of the library could be located. There is plenty
of room there. Parking could be opened up across from the library, behind those
motels, on the east side of the library. There is room for all that. It would save
money to just add and update especially the bathrooms, at the current public
library. It makes fiscal sense. Like or Dislike: 5 0 Log in to Reply
Capt Amerika said: On November 20, 2010 at 10:00 AM

A library is just a waste

of money and space. The internet has put the entire library at your fingertips and
the costs isnt justified just so a few cheapskates dont have to go spend 10 bucks
on the book. If a library is truly wanted, then just upgrade the current one. i’ll bet
that at least half the citizens around here dont even know where it is located
right now. Take the money and fix our roads and sidewalks, thats something that
we can all appreciate everyday. Like or Dislike: 7 11 Log in to Reply
Living Logic said: On November 20, 2010 at 11:36 AM

You might be

right that people don’t know where the current library is located.
However, I doubt that the reason is because libraries are not needed (as
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you presume). The current one is so outdated that no one really cares. Our
community is sorely lacking an updated, state-of-the-art library. Build one
and I bet the use of it rises exponentially no matter where it is
located. Like or Dislike: 3 7 Log in to Reply
Capt Amerika said: On November 20, 2010 at 8:03 PM

Why?

What logic are you using that says spending millions of dollars on a
service that is currently outdated and seldom used will all of a
sudden become a booming venture by virtue of throwing money at
it? If its simply outdated, then a 100 grand should suffice to bring it
up to date, right? Why waste millions if it just needs upgraded?
The Govt thinks that way too and thats why we still have the Post
Office and Amtrak. Neither is profitable and both would be
completely forgotten within a couple of years if they were
abandoned in whole today. If they build it, i wont complain about
it as long as the majority of the population here is okay with the
expenditure, i am not always in the majority and i dont demand
that everyone do as i want. but its my opinion. Like or Dislike: 1
4 Log in to Reply
wilson said: On November 20, 2010 at 1:16 PM

From watching the city council

pres. on the news to reading park board members editorial comments it has
already been decided that a new library WILL be build next to the new Wellness
Center. Now it will come down to a vote to increase taxes to pay for it. Since the
land deal for the library is put on the backs on the taxpayer through giveaways
and a million dollar bond(tax) maybe voters will decide enough is enough and
say more new taxes are not needed at this time. Something to consider is that the
assessment for the “New” water treatment plant is planned to begin in the next
few years, and that one won’t expire for quite a few years. Like or Dislike: 7
2 Log in to Reply
Mike Hennessy said: On November 20, 2010 at 6:10 PM

I recently heard that a

lot of book stores are having a tough time because of everything going into
electronic media. Right now there’s several hand held units that can hold far
more books than the current library has. Right off hand I’ll admit I haven’t been
to the library in several years. Wouldn’t it be far more practicle to add on a state
of the art electronic media center for far less money? One that would have an
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unlimited expansion abilities with reading materials. The library useed to be a
primary sorce for research, but hasn’t that pretty much been turned over to
computers now? I just don’t understand the need for what seems to be an out
dated form of library. Like or Dislike: 4 3 Log in to Reply
formian said: On November 21, 2010 at 5:47 AM I agree with you Mike H. But I do
think all they should do is update the current library with would cost some money, but
be far cheaper than building another one. They need new bathrooms in the current
library, build off the north end of the library for a new computer/media center, new
environmentlly safe carpet, more windows, a fireplace on the south side, chandeliers
hanging over the circulation desks, and security that beeps when someone is taking a
book out of the library with the intent to steal it. I believe e-readers are the future of
reading and the countdown is on, its only a matter of time before e-reading is
mainstream. There will come other ways for people to gather that will take the place of
the library. This I believe, and within my lifetime I’m sure. Peace Everyone! Like or
Dislike: 3 1
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APPENDIX J. Community Input Grand Forks Herald Letters to the Editor
Ted Kries, Grand Forks, letter -- GF sales taxes: High, higher, highest
I think a referendum vote to raise the sales tax by either a half-cent or a ridiculous 1 cent
is destined to fail and won’t even have the support of many people who support a new
library.
By: Ted Kries,
GRAND FORKS — I think a referendum vote to raise the sales tax by either a half-cent
or a ridiculous 1 cent is destined to fail and won’t even have the support of many
people who support a new library.
With an additional 1 cent sales tax, Grand Forks easily would have the highest
combined state/city sales tax in the state at just under 8 percent.
A half-cent increase still would make us one of the top four sales-taxed cities in the
state. Fargo and 41 other North Dakota cities have a combined state/city sales tax of 7
percent. Grand Forks is a quarter percent under that, so a quarter-percent increase
would put us on par with 42 other North Dakota cities including Fargo, Devils Lake
and Jamestown, to name a few.
A vote on a quarter-percent sales tax over a longer term might pass if it is marketed to
emphasize that it would put us on par with many other North Dakota cities. Anything
higher would be dead on arrival.
Ted Kries
Herald, Nov 26
Lana and Patrick DeMars, Grand Forks, letter: Spread amenities throughout Grand
Forks
We believe the central location is a great possible library site. Rather than let this
location remain unused, why not turn it into a visible community asset? What a winwin for the city.
By: Lana and Patrick DeMars,
GRAND FORKS — We strongly support the idea of building a new and modern library
and feel that this library would be best located at the old Leevers grocery store site.
That location gives great visibility suited to an important feature of town.
We believe the central location is a great possible library site. Rather than let this
location remain unused, why not turn it into a visible community asset? What a winwin for the city.
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This would give us the chance to fill a long-empty lot by placing a public amenity there,
one that is especially important to people dependent on public transportation.
A library at this central location would provide an amenity that would increase the
desirability of the north and central parts of town.
Placing the library close to downtown adds a great benefit as UND considers a possible
expansion in the downtown area.
We also support the Herald’s editorial comment that building a new library on the
south end amounts to a “want” while building it on the north end is more of a “need”
(“Leevers site best suits a new library,” Page D1, Nov. 21).
We believe that amenities should be spread throughout the city, not concentrated on
one end.
That way, wherever you live, you are close to something great in Grand Forks.
Let’s not allow “holes” or empty zones to form in our city.
Rather than allow continued sprawl to the south, let’s use space that currently is
unproductive and put important community resources where they can be reached by
everyone.
Lana and Patrick DeMars
Darrell Zeller, Grand Forks, letter: Build library in place ‘accessible to all’
Perhaps civic justice would be better served were the new library built in a location
accessible to all the citizens of Grand Forks, even the kids who ride bikes.
By: Darrell Zeller,
GRAND FORKS — My siblings and I grew up in an area of Kansas City, Kan., that was
similar to the north side of Grand Forks. We easily could bike to our library six blocks
away.
I can remember checking out and reading literally hundreds of books. This greatly
influenced my lifelong curiosity for learning.
It would be nice to have a new library near the Wellness Center, but this isn’t like a
private citizen deciding to put a Jacuzzi in their home. This decision is about serving the
whole community.
Perhaps civic justice would be better served were the new library built in a location
accessible to all the citizens of Grand Forks, even the kids who ride bikes. I agree with
the Herald editorial about the Leevers site (“Leevers site best suits a new library in
Grand Forks,” Page D1, Nov. 21).
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Darrell Zeller
Dr. Zeller is an obstetrician/gynecologist at Altru Health System.
Herald, Nov 26
MaryBeth Adkison, Grand Forks, letter: Can’t wait for more-accessible library
And I think there are those who have so much anger over the Alerus Center that it is
spilling over to the idea of a new library. The Alerus Center — a facility that does, I
agree, hang around our necks like a dead albatross at times — mainly is for tourists and
for drawing people into Grand Forks, whereas the library mainly would be for the
residents of Grand Forks.
By: MaryBeth Adkison,
GRAND FORKS — I am excited about the proposed new library.
As a disabled individual who loves books and loves to read, it would mean that for the
first time since moving here eight years ago, I finally will be able to go down an aisle in
the library to pick out my own book.
Do Herald readers understand how simple but deeply wonderful this would be? Yes,
the library staff always have been more than willing to help; but like most Grand Forks
residents, if I can do it for myself, I rather would do it myself.
And I think there are those who have so much anger over the Alerus Center that it is
spilling over to the idea of a new library. The Alerus Center — a facility that does, I
agree, hang around our necks like a dead albatross at times — mainly is for tourists and
for drawing people into Grand Forks, whereas the library mainly would be for the
residents of Grand Forks.
Those residents include everyone from children up to senor citizens.
A library is a place to stir the mind of the young and to create a desire to know and
learn more. It opens doors of understanding, crosses bridges of communication and
instills creativity by providing access to educational materials.
Where else can residents find such treasure? Where else can people take their children
for fun while also knowing that we’re feeding their minds?
I pray that the people of Grand Forks move forward with the new library. The project
will enhance our fair city and aid in the advancement of our young.
MaryBeth Adkison
Herald, Nov 30
Tyrone Grandstrand and Jason Schaefer, Grand Forks, column: Leevers site serves all —
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not just part — of GF
There are two main reasons we support the Leevers site: location and access.

By: Tyrone Grandstrand and Jason Schaefer
GRAND FORKS — We believe the Leevers site is the best location for the new library.
No matter the outcome of this conversation, we also believe that this is an exciting time
for Grand Forks. The opportunity to invest so much in the good of our people is rare,
and we want to ensure that we make the best of this great opportunity.
And before we go any further, we’d like to commend those leading the charge on the
new Wellness Center and acknowledge their generous offer of land for a new library.
The new Wellness Center will be a best-in-class facility and a shining example of the
vision and pride of those who have worked so hard to make it happen.
There are two main reasons we support the Leevers site: location and access.
Our library is a tremendous source of pride, and it deserves to be built in a highly
visible location, not hidden away from a major corridor as it has been for the past four
decades. Moreover, visible locations have been proven to increase visits.
Leevers’ central location offers visibility and access that cannot be matched. Residents
from all corners of Grand Forks can get to it in a short amount of time.
Furthermore, the population within a two-mile radius is larger than at the alternative
sites, which studies show has a big impact on the number of users. The site also is
between the two high schools and can serve students after school-library hours.
The Leevers site also offers superior bus access. While well-meaning supporters of the
locations farther south suggest that buses can be rerouted, it’s hard to imagine a
practical — not to mention affordable — way to get regular bus service that far south.
Re-routing the night bus would be particularly problematic.
These factors considered together make the Leevers site an easy choice.
In addition, building the new library on the Leevers site gives us a chance to make our
tax dollars do double duty for us. Not only can we build a new library, but also we can
invigorate a neighborhood.
We need to have a conversation in this community about the consequences of leaving
old neighborhoods and corridors behind. What will happen to the older areas of town if
we continue to build our biggest amenities on the ever-expanding southern border?
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Development already is occurring on the south end, and it will be improved even more
with the new Wellness Center. We believe any additional increase in development from
adding the library to the Wellness Center site will be small and comes at a serious risk.
How much will it cost in the future to fix our core areas after we have let them fall into
disrepair and blight? What effects will that have on our development as a community?
Building the library in one of these forgotten corridors is a proactive way to avoid some
of these problems. A new public library can and should bring our community together.
A recent conversation with an elderly friend helped put this all into perspective. She
was very distressed about the idea of a South End library because she doesn’t have a car
and lives on a fixed income.
Being an avid reader, the library is one of the treasures that helps her happily get
through the tough winters in Grand Forks. Ease of access is more than just a factor, it
means the world to her.
It is the same for many of the library’s current users, and if the new library is built in a
central location, it will be just as important to many new users as well.
It’s not every day that a community our size has the chance to build such a magnificent
and important amenity. We need to do this right and get the greatest possible benefit
out of our investment.
Let’s build our new library in a location where it can do the most good and effectively
serve the entire community.
Grandstrand represents Ward 2 on the Grand Forks City Council. Schaefer consults on energy
and environmental issues.
Other Herald articles, not able to view now:
http://www.grandforksherald.com/event/search/start_row/21/searchrange/pastyea
r/keywords/library/order/date/
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APPENDIX K. Community Input From Radio Talk Shows
(KNOX November 15)
Guest: Wendy Wendt
We need a building that can adapt to changes.
The current building isn’t fine. The HVAC, wiring, etc. is entirely outdated.
There is no more room.
Caller comment – there is nothing wrong with the building other than a good remodel
job. Much cheaper to remodel old building than to build new one (in construction
business). South end does nothing for north end people.
Wendy’s response – three locations under consideration. Additional parking. No
visibility – new to the community, won’t know where it is. Tough to find. Basic things
that people need aren’t possible in this facility. Rooms, story rooms, etc. – not possible.
Landlocked.
Caller comment – The original building was designed for an addition. Why can’t we at
least get a quote? Gershman (your good friend – said sarcastically) doesn’t have a
problem with angled parking downtown. Why not do that around the block?
Answer – Originally we owned the property north of the library. Sold the land.
Should’ve retained it in hindsight. Building was built to be two stories across. Problem:
doesn’t solve wiring or parking problems. We appreciate the input.
Comment – add on the front. Drive underneath. Put new wiring in. The building’s only
30-some years old. The average home in Grand Forks is much older.
Answer – there isn’t enough room to put angled parking. Buses can’t even fit. Toddlers
– you don’t want to walk a block or more to go to the library. The technology and the
advance of time can’t keep up.
Comment – downtown low economic building has underground parking. Forget the 30
foot ceilings and instead make underground parking. If it’s good enough for low
income, it’s good enough for the library.
Answer – Significant money to build underground parking for building already sitting
there. Would take millions to remodel what we already have. Architects and experts
assessed it and decided it’s more expensive to make the old building work than to start
fresh.
Host Jarrod Thomas – I try to think beyond tomorrow. Sometimes it makes more sense
to spend a little more money now so in the future you don’t have to.
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Wendy – a library for the future. Was built for two stories. Current ceiling is too tall.
Dividing ceiling would become very cave-like.
JT – it’s time for change. Something’s gotta get done. I spend lots of time there.
Observations: out of space. No room for books. Seems outdated. Seems like a facility
that’s trying to make due with what it has but is in desperate need of making something
happen. 24 sites originally, now three. Question – residents in north end of town are
upset. How did we come to these three sites?
Wendy – I love redheads. We want the community’s input. The three locations – all
three could have a great library. Definite pluses and minuses for each site. Not one is
perfect. We’re trying to serve the whole community. Did research to see where library
users come from – users are residents all over the city. Evenly spread. A little more
usage right around the library – makes sense for convenience.
Comment, Bruce – consider existing buildings that are empty instead of building a new
library. Use option of improving old library first. Needs a new library like he needs a
hole in the head. New carpet isn’t a big deal. Poor management.
JT – stood up for library. Said that comment was unfair. Look at budget. Pay employees
or buy new carpet? Easy choice.
Wendy – carpet is the least of our worries. It’s not the reason we need a new library. It’s
not cosmetic stuff. There are structural challenges as far as wiring and HVAC. It cannot
be remodeled to do what the community needs it to do.
JT – If it’s not passed this time, then what happens? If we wait another 2,3,4,5 years, will
the 19M price tag be much greater?
Wendy – Yes. Interest rates are at an all-time low right now. Right now is the ideal time.
We can wait, but eventually we will need a new library. Prices will go up. Our goal is to
provide excellent library service now and into the future. The community is saying they
want and need it right now. We want to provide that. She’d be happy to give a behind
the scenes tour to show people why the current library isn’t up to speed. Elevator needs
replacing. Just hanging on with the HVAC. Current facility is inefficient. Materials
handling systems.
Comment – why can’t we have the existing one and have another one? Old could be the
children’s library and Leevers could be 4th grade and up. Moms don’t tell their kids to
whisper anymore.
Wendy – do-able, but problem would be staffing. There would be some cost for
renovating both facilities, but staffing is the biggest issue.
JT – we want people to speak up now through April.
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Comment – I agree we need a new library. If the cost can be figured out, is the cost
basically the same for each site? If they all cost the same, it should be location. If not, it
should be price. Secondly, will the entire county vote or just Grand Forks?
Wendy – County taxes will pay for the operating expenses. The vote coming in April
will cover the sales tax (not property) so that will only be GF residents. Dollar amounts
will be released on Thursday. They’re similar.
JT – partnerships with wellness centers is popular.
Wendy – would be great, if that’s what community wants.
JT – land decision…
Wendy – we can build a great library on any of the three locations. Said location tonight
is wrong; 11:15 and 7on Wednesday
Comment, elderly man – has anyone considered the old Target store? To just plain rent
it. Parking is there – just plain common sense.
Wendy – one of the first 24. Problem: cost $2M just for land. Other one was leasable but
we’d have to do the retrofitting on a building that isn’t even ours. Use taxpayer money
to make it a library but it wouldn’t even belong to the community; we’d be at the mercy
of the landlord. Doesn’t leave the community anything to show for their investment.
Encouraging the public to go to the website or forums on Wednesday. Forms at the
library. Welcome input.
JT – it’s November. Vote is in April. Loves that we’re open and listening now when it’s
early. City will respond in a positive way eventually, having been there, something
needs to get done.
(KNOX November 16)
Guest: Susan Mickelson
Caller – pointed out a glitch on web page – people living outside city limits can’t
complete survey
Susan Mickelson– thanked for pointing out big glitch – want to hear from residents
outside the city limits – will correct that and encourages the caller to re-take the survey
once that’s corrected
Caller – Visited library a lot in the 70’s – stopped coming because of low quality of
books and equipment - everything was old – Has heard that usage has dropped off
significantly due to advent of the internet
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Susan – That is not true – usage is up dramatically – library used more than ever asked caller to estimate how many people come to library on an average day – caller
guessed 50 – Susan clarified that it is 827 per day, checking out more than 2200 items
per day – caller found that hard to believe – Susan said library is busier than ever people are waiting at the doors for the library to open, especially on Saturdays and
Sundays.
JT confirmed that the library is packed when he visits – hard to find a place to sit
New caller – said previous caller confirmed that “The people who know the least, talk
the loudest”
JT – For those of us who don’t use the library, tell me what the value is for me? Why I
would vote yes?
Susan – this is similar to people without children funding school district or people who
don’t use parks funding them -We all pay for them – libraries aren’t only about books.
If you haven’t been there lately, you don’t know what’s available. Computer lab for
example. Have to limit time due to waiting people. Much material available in digital
format. Technology of library has changed esp in past 10 years in order to meet what
society is requesting. Library is a community gathering space – with a larger library we
would be able to have more activities – speakers, exhibits, etc.
JT – Computers – 55 would seem like a lot. Last Wednesday there were people on
computers all over the place – internet, word processing. Someone said to JT everyone
has a computer – he’s in his mid-50s and asked why would I ever go the library to use a
computer???
Susan – majority of community don’t have computers at home. They may use them at
work but not at home. Homework assignments get done in the library – e-mail family
and friends – or may have a computer but not internet – there are people who can’t
afford one or both
Caller – Computers – use for Facebook and goofing off, why is it taxpayer’s job to
provide this service???
Susan – I would guess John is not 20 years old – although Facebook isn’t limited to
younger people – that’s the way they choose to communicate. It’s not our job to tell
them how to communicate. This is the way they choose to communicate - it’s not up to
us to monitor that.
JT - people have to have a library card to use internet – costs a buck or so, right?
Susan – it’s free and we have new cards available – new logo – keychain version
available too – can use on self-checkout, which is very handy
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JT agreed self checkout is very easy to use
Caller – it’s a shame that older people look at facebook and utube as wasteful and time
waster – I use it to keep in touch with family and friends. Utube has been a lifesaver –
use it for homewhork help with kids – Learned how to tie a slip-knot, valuable info –
full of crap too but so is the rest of the world – Who are we to judge what people use the
library for? Ignorance is speaking out
JT – many people have learned to e-mail to stay in touch with their kids
Caller – there is no excuse to not stay in touch any more – that argument about people
wasting time on computers is getting old
Susan – lots of senior citizens use Facebook to stay in touch with families – library
would love to offer classes about Facebook and other on-line resources – we don’t have
the space but do this but do have the staff knowledge – could touch more people with
more space – many more things we’d like to offer
Caller – let’s not make the same mistake as last time – destroyed a great library – don’t
destroy this one – goes to NASCAR events – libraries there charge $5 per hour – our
library should charge for internet –
Susan – can I ask a questions – are they charging because he is from out of town? Caller
says yes – Susan says that we charge people from out-of-town too (This is not the case –
library computer use is free – just as reading library materials in the library is free) –
there is a fee for outside of Grand Forks (this is true for people who want to check out
items – not for in-library use) – not sure what we charge – have a system in place so
people are not taking advantage of the service
Caller – in a few years, people won’t be using books any more – library will become a
museum – books are becoming obsolete
S - can I ask a question? – I can’t imagine granddaughter learning to read without a
book – there are still certain experiences that involve books - but there is a place for
computers as well.
JT – daughter is 8 and adores books – reads them constantly – schools put large
emphasis in books – electronic isn’t available to everybody
Caller – still not convinced if need a new library or not but books are not going to be
obsolete – books are everywhere – kids sitting on computers all the time is not a book
issue, it’s a parenting issue
Email – don’t move library to south part of city – will lose some library users – esp
seniors and the handicapped
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JT – how did we determine the three locations?
Susan – we especially want feedback on this (sites) – 3 finalist sites – started with 24 or
25 – library consultants evaluated them over a year ago – took any suggestions we got
for potential locations – did a ranking for each site – same process for each – assign a
value for each criteria – total number of points wasn’t only determinant but came into
play – looked at acreage, neighborhood, accessibility, visibility, expansion, etc - some
not large enough, some not available, some were a struggle – some task force members
live on north side of town – we don’t want that to be the issue – want to find out what
will work for you – when built the current library was on the very edge of town –
incredibly divisive at the time – people felt it was too far south – but that was where the
community was growing – and it did – we’re now in center of town – people should ask
self are we building for now or the future? – where is the community growing?
Susan - We’re open to this and want to hear if wellness center location is too far south
for library – regardless of location, if on bus system, which our current library is not,
should be easier to access -Caller – reminder north-end, south-end argument – EGF library is available – easy to
get a lib card there and use that library.
Susan – yes, it’s a great resource - Susan did this for a fee in 1998 because worked
downtown – our collection is bigger due to larger population but theirs can be
convenient
JT – Thanks for coming
Susan – thanks – invite people to speak up for your library –
speakupforyourlibrary.com – various communication opportunities on there – info
from consultants on that web site – answers questions regarding remodeling – it is
expensive – architects work with this every day.
Visit in person, on-line, by phone - we want to hear from you – tell us what you think
Q&A sessions – Wednesday – 11:15 at Senior center (will be brining Netbooks to fill out
survey) – and at library at 7:00 Wednesday
After the interview:
Caller – I have a solution for the library and the wellness center – the Alerus Center!
JT – Ralph Englestad – mandated “fighting Sioux” – would shut doors – heresay,
gossip, urban legend - wouldn’t the area make a great library?!?! We really are lucky
citizens here in Grand Forks
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(KNOX November 17)
JT - Citizens of grand forks have the means to raise their taxes.
Terry - just want to be sure we get equal time.
When I think it’s a good idea, I stick up for it. I use the library frequently – I
understand that we need to do something – I’m a guy that looks past tomorrow. 18
million now is better than 30 million later
Terry – very enlightening to your users – we’ll always be the best of buds Let’s raise
taxes so people can look at Facebook
Caller Bravo JT – Terry doesn’t use facts. He contradicted himself – look at the poor
management – it’s going to happen again. I hope he gives people a chance to talk FOR
the library! Bravo for you. Way to hang in there!
Caller – wish Terry would have still been on – would have asked him to resign – he’s
not looking out for the residents – running the city is a lot different than running a
household – I voted for Terry – he needs to let someone who has the city’s welfare
Caller – disagree – need Terry – Made quote regarding ignorance – Standing up for
Facebook or whatever we want to do – person doesn’t understand facebook – but am in
favor of people like Terry – one of your friends calls in – he always makes a joke of
things – Saying it’s $19 million for facebook doesn’t do himself any favors – I’ve never
heard anything he’s for – does he have his own agenda? Or is he just stirring the pot to
stir the pot – but city needs someone like terry – he does his homework – just wish he
would refine his approach – I don’t think that’s how he wants to come across
JT _ Terry’s message gets lost in the bravado – is a friend - for responsible government
– previous caller said it perfectly – the needs and wants of this community matter – if
they decide they want a new library, you have to roll with that. You can’t give 5 hours
to the opposing view until there’s a subject to oppose. We’re just having a conversation
here.
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APPENDIX L. Community Input “SayAnythingBlog.com” comments
The Whistler • November 27, 2010
I was contacted by a citizen concerned about the Library Mahal Campaign. Part of it is a
survey that I haven’t talked about yet, because it is so bad.
We had a person submit a letter to us to discuss what’s wrong with the survey and he
did a more thoughtful analysis than what I would have done.
An Open Letter to Wendy Wendt:
Your recent letter “Thanks for helping library campaign” (Mailbag, Herald, 11/23/10)
was interesting. You thank the media for their support and consider them to be your
“partners.” You stated the media provided free coverage “to help get the word out
about the Speak Up for Your Library project and to provide forums for community
members to make their opinion known.” Yes, it was clear this library project and the
media certainly were “partnered” in that no contrary opinions received any significant
attention. As you know from experience, the last speak out was not well attended.
According to the Herald there was a brief acknowledgement that particular speak out
witnessed more attendees not speaking up but speaking against the proposed library
project. That was the extent of the media’s coverage of any opposing viewpoints.
This whole project should have started with a lively debate as to whether or not there
was widespread interest in building a new library. While I have not taken a survey to
gauge support for a new library, I suspect there is less support for this proposed library
than you and your cohorts imagine. But speaking of surveys, I would like to comment
upon the survey eliciting opinions on the Speak Up for Your Library Website.
The survey on the Speak Up for Your Library is all but useless and should not be used
to gather ideas or most importantly to gauge interest in a new library. I say this for the
following reasons:
-The survey should gauge interest in whether or not there is support for a library. In
order to do that, there should be a different survey based upon whether the participant
supports or opposes the proposed library. This survey does not do this.
-For those who oppose the library, that particular survey would be concerned with
determining the reasons why there is opposition. This could be a useful learning tool
and enable those who want the new library to better understand why the proposed
library is opposed. As I see it, the current survey assumes the support/opposition issue
is settled which is by no means the case.
-With the current survey, if one checks “opposed” to the proposed library, one cannot
then opt out of the survey. If one is opposed to the library, why is that person expected
to complete a survey that is clearly pro library? How valid is the subsequent
information?
-If one checks “opposed” but then goes on to complete the survey, how are the later
selections/comments interpreted? Are the subsequent selections/comments
incorporated into the final tabulations? If so, such information would hardly be reliable
or useful.
-The survey is easily manipulated insofar as the same person can fill out endless
surveys if there is desire to do so. There are no safeguards in place preventing someone
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from completing multiple surveys. Such a defect calls into question the value of the
gathered data.
Because of these flaws, any data collected from this survey is thereby rendered all but
useless. I encourage you to think twice about publishing the data gathered from this
poorly rendered survey. Using any data collected from this survey will only serve to
discredit those such as yourself who are so keen on promoting this new library. The
survey is unprofessional and only reinforces the notion you folks are trying to
manipulate the public with the media serving as a willing accomplice.
This is not the time to impose a new library upon the Grand Forks area (resident and
non-resident) taxpayers.
Alexander Wild
The survey in question can be found here. If you care to fill it out. You might win an
IPad which is the ONLY good thing about this survey and their dishonest campaign.
The one question that I thought was particularly egregious was their question of
whether you support a half percent sales tax or a full per cent. I’m sure they were
planning on taking that out of context so they could say something like “90% of the
public wants a half cent sales tax.”
Shame on them and thanks to Mr. Wild for his letter.
I see from a letter today in the Herald the the Newspeak people are changing the prolibrary strategy. The location in the south is now a "want," while one in the north is a
"need." Clever use of language. The next step is for the pro-south people to capitulate in
fairness, and a library gets build anyway, despite the wishes of most GFers. Of course,
there has been no cost estimate for the Leevers location, with some people now
suggesting gerbil tubes over Washington "for the children." My bet is that this is slowly
making its way to a $50 million project, just to build the place.
Did you see that we need to spend $20 million on a library so that the lady that just
moved here can browse the books in her wheelchair. Apparently all of the books are
going to be kept at 3 1/2 feet high and below.
I guess we owe it to her. Never mind that we have librarians at her beck and call.
I don't know where this sense of entitlement so prominent in GF comes from. We NEED
an Alerus. We NEED a dog park. We NEED a new library. Can't people understand GF
is a small town on the prairie with a limited tax base, whose avg household income
with two spouses working in not that great? It isn't a Twin Cities suburb with MMM,
Meditronic, Imation, and Ceridian paying taxes.
It's just plain selfishness and envy. We've got a library that works just fine. It's not filled
up.
But Fargo opened a new library so we have to give it to those people to boost their egos.
robport
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You make a good point.
it's like they can't imagine that, people who want a dog park, could start their own
foundation or organization, collect dues or donations, and build it privately.
The same with a library. There used to be a lot of privately-run libraries.
Of course, none of these things (without some major benefactors) would be nearly as
fancy as a taxpayer-funded dog park of library. But it's possible.
The thing is we have a fine library. We have a larger library at the University. EGF has a
library.
We don't need this, but nothings stopping these guys from donating to fix up the library
if they want.
I have no doubt that GF has a relatively small cohort of extremely wealthy people.
Perhaps not at the level of Wes Rydell, but still well into the millions. My gripe has been
that they have come to have the taxpayers foot the bill for their whims. And because the
Herald is on their side, and supplies free uncritical propaganda, and they can set up
committees, they have had carte clanche with the city's coffers.
A bigger problem than that is the relative strength of the University on this town.
You've got a bunch of immature people who think that everything should be given
them. Then you've got the students who often feel the same was as their instructors.
The university is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, it sucks big money from the
state. On the other, without the students and employees, GF would have the tax base of
a village. It is sort of a deal with the devil.
Jimmypop
the problem is that youre going to have places like und/ ndsu/msu regardless. and we
should have them. its just a matter of how cheap you make it to attend and to what
extent you develop them. we need to raise tuition for ANYONE the LEAVES our state
after getting a degree and we need to build functions, not fancy, buildings only when
the kids are bursting out the doors.
this is the same issue as this library. we didnt need one or two or three in fargo...but
now we have them. forever. our head book lady makes $100K a year........with a pension
and a pay raise every year until she retires regardless of how the library does
financially. its a damn joke.
truth harvestor
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Whistler do you have a title for your blog yet? I don't have anything clever , but it sure
should be on the lines of 'stupidity magnet' . I notice the hostilty and downright
revulsion pertaining to any sort of education or intellectual pursuits . I have not read
terms like 'pointy heads' here yet but I am sure it is coming. Terms like " selfishness and
envy! Mocking a women in her wheelchair , mocking 'immature students,' Washington
gerbils' , money sucking big joke' etcetc. Gee you guys are a swell bunch!!! You should
all get a clubhouse where you can throw spitballs at ' the pointy heads' . Tell you what
,you guys stay in your dark dungeons of crabbiness , and stay there.
Wow, you're really dense. I didn't call the students immature.
truth harvestor
and I know I will get attacked now for pointing out what is very apparent to many of us
who love progress and wholesome changes to our region. and don't mind at all
PAYING for it! The foes of this library are just a bunch of sourpuss wallet clutchers who
are against anything makes them pay for a good quality of life.
Apparently you haven't been paying attention we have a perfectly fine library. The
only reason why they want to add on is that Fargo built a new library.
Not only that the property tax to pay for the current library never went away after it
was paid off. That means we've been paying plenty for a new library but the city
diverted the money.
flamemeister
"Apparently you haven't been paying attention we have a perfectly fine library."
The sad fact is that he has probably been paying as much attention as he is capable of.
truth harvestor
whistler if you believe so strongly in your disgust with this library 'Mahal' then why
don't you get out , take your sneers public and mock that wheelchair lady in front of a
crowd , that should sway the vote!
That should go well if those from the airbase hear you. remember the airbase? I read (
that is what happens when you get educated ) that 40,00 veterans are coming back from
The War injured and disabled. I suppose many are wheel chair bound . Think THEY are
OWED something! That war , which everyone seems to have forgotten lately , is costing
us billions and billions , or about a GF library a day.
See ,I can be dramatic too!
All I did was point out that she was unreasonable. Of course you know that.
Atilla92
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What's this? You dare disagree with a handicapped woman on a proposed public
expenditure?
YOU are a mean, mean, mean, heartless and cruel, mean man.
Observer

Perhaps the lady in the wheel chair could ask the Corpse (sic) of Engineers to move
their Fargo Diversion routes back south of Oxbow and back West 2 miles. There would
be no way the Corpse could say no to ANY request from a handicapped person. Maybe
she could ask the Chinese to pay for the whole project too! If they say no, they would
just be mean mean, heartless and cruel Commies, oh ya they are.
Source: The Whistler blog: http://sayanythingblog.com/entry/library-mahal-guestletter-their-survey-is-worthless/
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